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Preface Concerning Translation
There is no need to excuse or criticize bad English. Not unlike
music 1llness is an international matter of fact. Music Is
derived from language, but language from 1llness. In connection
with lllness words can only be a hint, German words for a
German reader, English words for the English reader. But it
should nevertheless be maintained In the readers memory quite
clearly that lllness In all parts of the world is rejected by an
in this manner programed common feeling for first of all Illness
and all which is connected with it doesn't sound in any way
better for German ears than for English ones. To practise
illness in a revolutionary way Is among all interpretations the
only sufficient one.
Nevertheless this book has been translated yet in French, In
Ital1an, in Greek and other languages as we know. And we
often have been asked, why not in Engllsh. As we know, there
existed and exists a translation in English. But it never
appeared. The causes of this fact consIst In the pol1tical
situation during the years of our being in prison. They are
taken down in a letter to the editors of a new Sartre-edition
which wlll appear in ] 991 .
Unllke all other translations of this book into foreign
languages, this translation into Engl1sh is the first one, which
Is given by authentic protagonists and activists and by the
founder of the SPK. May be and we hope so, this fact is of
more importance for the reader than the English words we use,
and even the German ones, (the latter) which we add in
brackets.
.
Last not least it should be mentioned that the SPK never
ceased to exist. The PATIENTENFRONT (Patients' Front) of
nowadays - confrontation to all medical power (iatrocapitalism), confrontation whIch has nothing to do with antIpsychiatry, confrontation developed from the SPK In 1970 - has
been proclaimed out of the German prison Stammheim in 1973
but namely by the SPK and by nobody else and represents the
real beginning of SPK in 1968 in spite and against student
rebellion, the latter having always struggled against the
patients and their contents, favouring only a better medical
treatment which aims as we know to better prisons for lllness,
bet.ter torture and tombs, not only for patients but for
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everybody, since everyone as a body Is a lonely body, either
with illness to be turned into a weapon of collective liberation
or of the whole break-down together with the latrocapital1st
System in a chronic way from east to west as we can observe
it since July 1989 (Berlln wall and so on). Beware the Ides of
March which have, no question, not yet gone. West of Rome
there exists another Philippi. Walt. and see. But turn illness
int.o a weapon. Now.
18 March 1990, Neunstein

Finally:
There existed in Germany from the early seventies and until
now only the one SOZIALISTISCHES PATIENTENKOLLEKTIV
(Socialist Patients' Collective) which did, experienced and
worked out only this one kind of events we mention on the
following pages.
US-American newspaper-reports about madness freedom bands,
music bands, and murderer bands in Post-Hitler's Germany don't
appear on the following pages. Reports like those, about which
some American friends told us recently what. they could remember, of course never had been up to date. If there should
arise any disappointment. In the one or In the ot.her reader who
expected details, favouring SPK up to the range of a Western
story, It can't be our task to beg his pardon. - - - - - - - 3 August 1991

Soon after Its first. appearance TURN ILLNESS INTO A WEAPON
became accounted more and more as the most important work of
the SPK. Not without good reason. Nevert.heless we believe that.
we are dutybound to the readers to advise of two circumstances which possibly could put in perspect.lve the reason for
this preference.
1st) While we were on remand in prison and already prejudged
(vorverurtellt), we purposefully and carefully had to select
the flnal draft of our materials and of our means of expressions In order to achieve on the one hand a crack in
the very thlckskinned and nevertheless academically
armoured level of understanding of our enemies; on the
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other hand It. was Important to hinder the still current
Investigations into the past history and Into the personal
data of all SPK-patients who were under persecution and
not least the many others who suffered and now were
suddenly more afraid of Infection by SPK than of merely
political persecution - . Many things, but not by any means
all of them, therefore are not to be found In this book, but
they are available In others of our volumes (e.g. 'Ober das
Anfangen'; 'Krankheit - die Ganzhelt mit Zukunft').
2Dd ) An Important, but not vital complement to this book will
be found In the SPK/PF-documentatlons, above all 'Iatrokratle 1m Weltma~stab', 'Macht, Iatrarchle I Krankhelt,
Gewalt'. TURN ILLNESS INTO A WEAPON, particularly
'History and future of the patients' self~organlzation'
could not have been written without. those core contents.
Why? In those days there were still Old-communists and
when TURN ILLNESS INTO A WEAPON first appeared It
therefore was the left wing chief-editor Ulrlke Melnhof
(RAF) who both within and out. of the prison angrlly
abused us: "you were always crazy, but now you have
gone completely insane. No, still worse, you have betrayed
communism. Withdraw that (t.he book) at once. No worker
could read that, nobody could understand It. You are
forbidden to drag the Party Into your fllt.h and I never
want to hear the name of Rosa Luxemburg In one of your
fllthy mouths, for It was her who wrote: 'truth Is simple'.
First learn to read before you write". Huber (very chivalrously!) withdrew only the Sartre-preface. Although: less
is not always more.
It seems that already even then we had come quite close
to the widely missing difference between Party- and
private-capitalism. Truth Is not only Simple, It Is even
simpler: transfonnation (VerAnderung). To learn somethIng
new. Too complicated? - . TURN ILLNESS INTO A WEAPON
is therefore perhaps after all one of the most important
books? Sure, but In fact and with space, world-wide, for
fulfillment.
24 August 1993

-+ To

be up to date nowadays means quite ot.her things. The
biggest Industry Is no longer that which produces weapons,
comput.ers, cars or Interspace crafts. The biggest industry from
nowadays Is that which fakes to produce health, that's to say
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a thing which never has existed and which never will really
exist, exceptly as a product of illusion nourishing nazism in all
its past and coming variations (HEILwesen). Capitalism takes
Its biggest gains from this top industry and the day is not far,
on which half of the population In the Western world everyday
wlll be either employed in the hospitals or wlll be exploited
there as doctor-patients, the other half. Rotating system. For
fun? Only for Its respective planetary governors (for HEAVEN's
sake!) or star governors.
The reader of the following pages therefore Is in no way asked
to take the expression class-antagonism for nothing but for a
marxist fossil. Forsooth, Hegel, the famous predecessor of Marx
looked forward to a disappearing of the class antagonism
because of the colonization, done by the rising bourgeosle in
the 19 tb century. But for a long tlme since then, the class
antagonism has returned from there, not to the factories,
governed by the trade unions and by the bosses, but to the
hospitals governed by the medical doctors, submitting and
exploiting the patients, producing the lllusionary commodity
health altogether In those factories, regardless of all tradeunlonal, regardless of all guerrilla activities.
More commonly: specifIed lllness to create the human species or
medical specialists to destroy it for all times (die MenschenGATTUNG gegen deren ZersUirungs- und EndltisungsKLASSE),
that's the class antagonism of nowadays and the only real
problem to be solved.
Once more: specified patients Instead of case-working
specialists (Patienten mit Gattungsbezug gegen Fachldloten
jeder Sorte).
Those who pretend that the class antagonism has disappeared
long ago and that now, all of a sudden, the human species has
to be saved (what has to be saved? Against whom and against
what has what to be saved?!), those like Gorbatschow and
Dutschke as well as Francis Fukuyama, while mentioning the
word 'Gattung' (species) occasionally, dealt neither with the
problem nor with the solution, but old Hegel perhaps. Remember
that for Hegel it is exclusively lllness which represents species
on the level of mankind and also, namely dialectically, the
failure of the species. It Is also quite clear from Hegel that
the rising of a human species is joined to the how of communities while the failure of human species, suffered by the very
person (der jewelligen Elnzelperson), Is joined to the medical
system which, horrlblle dlctu, Itself Is for all times damned to
fall, up from its origins, for, In the words of Hegel, spelt in
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my own manner: "Krankheit ... das INDIVIDUUM, sich gleichsam
mit sich selbst beGATTEND", to add: ... unTEILbar unHEILbar.
Imperialism continues also to exist. And how! And where I
Meanwhile you can forget the geographical map, associated to
this expression in the books of Marx and Lenin. and all about
(Fukuyamatic end-of-history) freedom and totalitarism.
dictatorship and democracy.
Take the medical map and see your brain colonized and
governed by names (and by the correlated medical methods!)
like Parkinson. Alzheimer, Bleuler and so on. your stomach by
Blllroth. your neck with the thyroid gland by Basedow. your
muscles and your (perhaps so-called hysteroid) behaviour by
Charcot and Freud and associate what marxlans have taken
down about imperialism - yet far away from a so-called free
market. an imperialism done all around the transplant banks
now. An imperialism dealing with the organs of e.g. children
here and now just as far away with countries and peoples. as
noted in the marxian books.
During the times more remote there existed astrological maps in
which the governors of your brain took names like moon (luna)
or cancer. the governors of your muscles Mars and so on. Those
oldy names which nevertheless represent still existing
pathways and exchange banks for other demons and devils.
possessing and obsessing, interested in imperialism, but enemies
of every kind of revolution concerning both, namely cosmic and
social matters, for sure (kosmisch-soziale Revolution).
In future there wlll exist more and more groups formed by
special forces of illness. developing real in-dividuatlon (MFE).
A special force of lllness is mania which. if developed
collectively, works IJke a musical species (Muslkgattungswesen.
nicht harmlos) klllJng all discIpIJne, by transcendence. The
same about a collective which develops Its self-chosen
addictions (Klirpersuchte) exercIsed body by body, for addiction
then is a deadly weapon against drugs. while turning all bodIes
to a well tempered species (Wl:1rmeklirper. wl1d), thus by
immanence. Did you ever divide a melody, a lot of warmth, an
Illness or some other species? Of course not, for such
IndlviduaIJtles are either Individuals or dIvisible, thus no
Indi viduals.
Perhaps Plato and Bergson forgot to mentIon It in the
completeness. now necessary to enable the doing it. and Pluto,
grouping the imponderable into weight. the weight into
Imponderab1l1ty, therefore now is mad at them and resorting to
earthquakes.
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Make use of your own experiences about illnesses and put
fantasy into action.
Those things are meant if there is
be up to date. TURN ILLNESS INTO
glance to a future to be done free
governors, health factories and so

t.he question about how to
A WEAPON is the first

of (Endlosungs-) names,
on. We call it Utopathie.

WeLL~ that's my introduction~ meant as a heLp~ done for nothing,
caring about nothing except for the reaL existing iUness.
Other frontpatients who asked me, also asked me to let it
taken down, just like it is now. Be it so~ for joy.
Ebr besides all modesty there is no doubt, that, just in common
for the species in preparation: perhaps for you as well as me,
all quite helpful and therefore good things are also difficult
as rare (omnia praeclara tam difficilia quam rara sunt. Baruch
Benedictus d'Espinoza, 1632-1677)

15 April 1992
H
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List of Dates
At the Psychiatric Hospital of the University of Heidelberg
since 1964 there was employed a physician and scientist
who took seriously the pretension of university 'to make
science for human beings' as a social task: Dr. Wolfgang
HUBER. Without reservation he devoted all his knowledge,
skills and the material equipment of the University Cllnlc
to the Interests of all the patients who came to him. By
his total commitment to all basic matters he succeeded in
stimulating a situation which in the view of the patients
equalled the abolition of their role as objects to which the
patients had been damned as being conditioned by the
constraints of the System.
This science for the ill people enabled the patients to
counteract the context of exploitation, that means they
were no longer passive guineapigs and animals for slaughter
sacrificed for doctors' careers and profit interests of
research. It was inevitable that the so liberated patients
and their doctor came into colUsion with the profit
interests and the mechanisms of oppression, as they
actually exist at an university clinic.
It became more "and more obvious that since 1965 this
PsychIatric Main Clinic had eventually reached rock bottom:
total occupation of beds and rooms was desired and at the
same time there were rejections of patients one after the
other and on a massive scale and clearing them off just
depending on the mood of the respective doctor who
accidentally had the power of· disposal of them.
1967-70

Dr. J:IUBER expands his voluntarily undertaken work
in the Policlinic of the Psychiatric University
Clinic well beyond his personal duties.

1968

Development and foundation of the original
Patients' Collective by Dr. HUBER, more outside of
but also and increasing inside his new sphere of
work.
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Aug. '69

Clinic chief Walter RItter von BAEYER makes
Dr. HUBER the offer of taking his postdoctoral
lecturIng qualification wIth hIm In exchange for
Dr. HUBER ceasing to write pamphlets.

Oct. '69

The new dIrector of the Policl1nIc, Dr. H. KRETZ,
dissolves several HUBER therapy groups.

Dec. '69

After further IntrIgues agaInst HUBER and
harassment of his patients by DR. KRETZ, a letter
from the clinic dIrector Prof. von BAEYER:
Dr.HUBER's contract will not be renewed as
origInally foreseen (three automatic renewals
already. After the promise of postdoctoral lecturing
quallficatIon - see above - a permanent contract
had been promised as well automatic acceptance to
the status of permanent civ1J servant).

Jan. '70

The patients defend themselves by examination of
the cIrcumstances at the PsychiatrIc Policllnlc by
the Patients' Collective by an opinion poll.

SOZIALISTISCHES PATIENTENKOLLEKTIV
(SOCIALIST PATIENTS' COLLECTIVE)
5.-20.2.70

FIrst general assembly of patients and patients'
congress In the cllnic.

21.02.70

Dismissal without notice agaInst Dr. HUBER.
Disbarment against him and the patients from all
rooms In the clinic, inviolable precincts
(Bannmelle) .

26.-28.2.70 Dr. HUBER and the Patients' Collective occupy the
office of the administrative director of the clinical
university institution and begin hungerstrike.
Result: a "compromise". The Institutional conditions
for the continued work of the SPK In the rooms of
the university in Rohrbacherstral3e 12 are
guaranteed and regular financial support and free
prescriptions are agreed.
The Socialist Patients' Collective achieves, by its de facto
institutionalization as an independent working group in the
university rooms the recognition of the entire university
under the direction of the rector, the incompetence of the
Medical Faculty for the care of the sick. The medical
profession as a whole was forced to demonstrate their
failure status before the eyes of the world.

xv
02.03.70

Occupation by the patients at risk of their llves of
the hard-won rooms of the university in
Rohrbacherstr~e 12.

24.03.70

Go-In by 30 SPK-patlents to the rector of the
university about prescription blockade, brought
about by the General Medical Faculty.

25.03.70

Occupation of the omce of Prof. von BAEYER.
The patients demand blank prescriptions. Instead of
an answer clinic chief von BAEYER lets loose the
waiting pollce on these patients. Nametaklng and
disbarment from the premises.

03.06.70

The so called students' parllament passes a motion
condemning the SPK. Instead of the SPK it wants a
"psychotherapeutic advice center" at the university
of Heidelberg.

June 70

First PATIENTS' INFO: SPK takes issue with the
prohibition of the SDS (Sozialistlscher Deutscher
Studentenbund) and makes Its own position clear:
"Let's bury the silly hope for health! ... There
must be no therapeutic act which has not been
previously clearly and uniquely shown to be a
revolutionary act."

06.-10.7.70 Occupation by the SPK of the rector's omce In the

university.
09.07.70

Decision of the university administrative council to
establish the SPK as an Independent Institution of
the university.

July 70

The Medical Faculty tries to prevent the
Implementation of the judicial decision. Among
ot.hers Prof. HAFNER: In the SPK "there Is more
sect- or medieval crusader mentality than modern
psychiatry". Result. of t.he propaganda by the
General Medical Faculty: the culture minister of
Baden-Wilrtt.emberg, Prof. Wilhelm HAHN announces:
the contract between the university and the SPK Is
"t.o t.he highest. degree Illegal".

July 70
unt.il
Oct. 70

The three neut.ral experts requested by the
universlt.y support. the est.ahlishing of t.he SPK
as an Independent part of the university:
Report from Prof. RICHTER (universlt.y of Giessen)
04.7.70)

Report from Prof. BROCKNER (university of
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Hannover) (29.09.70)
Report trom Dr. Dieter SPAZIER (05.10.70).
20.07.70

SPK to 8ubmlt report on Its scientinc work
(required by the university adminIstrative councll).

Sept. 70

On the 1.9.70 the Medical Faculty requires
colleagues to take a position of rejection of the
SPK. The medIcal colleagues submit. the expected
biases reports:
a) So called "expert" Prof. THOMA (university of
Ulm, previously Psychosomatic Clinic Heidelberg,
neither psychiatrist nor even doctor), 09.09.70,
b) So called "expert" Prof. von BAEYER , personally
involved and hostile to SPK, 15.09.70
c) Private letter trom so called "expert" Prof. H.J.
BOCHNIK (Frankfurt), 06.10.70.

18.09.70

Decree trom the culture mInister, Prof. W. HAHN, to
llquldate the SPK.

04.11.70

First. temporary forceable evict.ion order against
t.he SPK.

07.11. 70

Radio Interview with five members of the SPK.

09.11.70

Since the eviction order was formally directed at
Dr. HUBER alone, Dr. HUBER with the agreement of
the patients leaves the rooms of the SPK.
Four SPK-members try to see culture minister
HAHN at. 5 p.m. during his consultation hour in
order to request the withdrawal of his decree of
18.9.70.

In the evening rector REND1'ORFF calls on the SPK.
The rector consents before wItnesses and In
writing to the minimum conditions of the SPK for
the continuation of the SPK on the unIversity, an
agreement which he immediately broke as with all
the others.
16.11.70

SPK applies for a temporary injunctlon against the
pogrom propaganda of the culture mInister HAHN
and a clvU action (Verwaltungsklage) against the
culture mInIstry.

19.11.70

SPK teach-In in the packed lecture hall 13 in the
university (] 200 people).

23.11.70

Called by the decision of SPK Dr. HUBER comes
again to the rooms In the Rohrbacherstrape.
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24.11 .70

Secret meeting of the Senate
The Medical Faculty applies to hreak the
connection between the SPK and the university.
Decision of the senate, Rthat the SPK can be no
omcJal part of the university within or without R.

09.12.70

Evlction order against the SPK.

24.03.71

PATIENTS' INFO Nr. 33: It. concerns telephoned
death threats against Wolfgang HUBER.

16.4.-5.5.71 PATIENTS' INFO Nr. 25-36 ... Suicide equals

murder I starvation equals murder. Concerning what
the press describes as a so caBed "sul"~ide of an
SPK-patient. on 8.4.71.
13.05.71

The SPK's appeal against t.he evlct.lon order is
dismIssed by the Landgericht Heidelberg.

18.-20.6.71 SPK action at the Working Congress of the

Evangelical Academy In Arnoldshaln: the Congress
members pass a resolution for the continuation of
the SPK.
24.06.71

Under pretext Dr. HUBER's house is searched.
During a mass search operation on 25./26.6.71
eight SPK-members are arrested illegally.
Dr. Wolfgang HUBER and t.wo further SPK-members
remain lllegally In custody. HUBER Is released one
day lat.er without any conditions.
The other two are (unsuccessfully!) blackmalled to
give Informat.lons against him.

26.+28.6.71 Two SPK agitational events and thereafter

agitation and chorusing slogans In front ot the
Jail. HUBER present.
Leaflet. TURN ILLNESS INTO A WEAPON.
27.06.71

Press release from Dr. HUBER's lawyer.
The same day the newspaper TAGEBLATT wrote: " ...
stat.e prosecutor following investigations, denied
yesterday that. there was any contact between SPK
and the BAADER-MEINHOF-GROUP".

30.06.71

PATIENTS' INFO nr. 47': - GORILLAS IN HEIDELBERG
" ... we demand 500 weapons licences for patients
so that they can defend their often demanded right
to self-defence, against the outbreak of
unrestricted police terror, by these means".
Note: Today, 22 years later, patients described as
"cripples" are requested hypocritically by the press
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and officials of interest groups to defend
themselves with weapons, after many more patient.s
through racist violence (HEILsgewalt) (so called
Nazis) have come to their death and this can no
longer be hushed up.
02.07.71

Patients' Info aktuel1 - TO THE PEOPLE
Concerning violent ending of the agitation in front
of "Fauler Pelz" (prison) by pollce batons on
1.7.71.
TAGEBLATT: The SPK has brought a criminal action
against the chief editor of the RNZ local newspaper
concerning incitement to hatred.

04.07.71

PATIENTS' INFO nr. 50 - Victory in the people's
war here!

05.07.71

SPK agitational event
A students' demonstration for the SPK takes place
in New York.

12.07.71

PATIENTS INFO nr. 51 - Dialectics of Illness and
Jail: Tot.al refusal of speaking to and act.ing with
every kind of authorities.

13.07.71

Self dissolution of the SPK for the protection of
the patients (strategical withdrawal).

16.07.71

Foundation of the InfonnationsZentrum Rote
VolksUniversitAt (Infonnation Center of the Red
People's University) - IZRU Planning and organization: HUBER WD.

19.-20.7.71 New arrest warrants against II SPK pat.ient.s.
07.11.72

Beginning of the trials against Drs. Wolfgang and
Ursel HUBER and others.

07.11.72

Teach-In on the SPK trials With, among others,
Prof. BROCKNER.

Nov. 72

Inquest (Enquete) of European patients on a
meeting in Heidelberg organized by the IZRU of the
International Information Group for
Counterinvestigations into the SPK t.rial, supported,
among others, by Jean-Paul SARTRE.

19.12.72

Dr. Wolfgang HUBER and Dr. Ursel HUBER are each
sentenced to four and a half years in prison. This
was not the only sentence against SPK members.
SPK/PF: "State and government through numerous
court decisions and court records have honoured
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our findings with, all together, 22 years prison in
particular on account of our findings, that
revolution is therapy and therapy is revolution
and it can be no other way."
The SPK itself was never sentenced, let alone
banned.
And what has become of the persecutors of the SPK? Not
one of them without a shattered career and many of them,
in the meantime, are dead. Curious? No, inevitable and
generalizable (verallgemeinerbar).
SPK / PATIENTENFRONT UNDER CONDITIONS OF IMPRISONMENT
The continuitlty of SPK/PF-HUBER in the following years
1971-1976 continued in prison. Subsequently it was
distributed at. all levels and in all continents.
1973

PATIENTENFRONT as continuity of SPK and return
to the roots of the SPK, proclaimed by HUBER
(SPK/PF) WD, Dr.med. In solitary confinement.

6.11.75

Beginning of the unconditional and unllmlted
hungerstrike by Dr. Wolfgang HUBER and Dr. Ursel
HUBER.

12.11.75

Beginning of the forced feeding torture against Dr.
HUBER: 82 times in 71 days.

25.-28.11. 752000 participants tn the Psychoanalytical Congress
"Sexuallt.y and Polit.ics" In Milan decIde on a call
for the immediate release of the hungerstrlkers.
13.12.75

Press statement signed among others by Jean-Paul
SARTRE, Simone DE BEAUVOJR, Maitre DE FELICE,
Mouvement. d'action judlciaire, Robert CASTEL, Felix
GUATTARI, David COOPER, Franco BASAGLIA, Mony
ELKAIM, Roger GENTIS, Jean-Claude POLACK, Michel
FOUCAULT and 74 signatures from members of the
RESEAU INTERNATIONAL.

20/21.1.76

Release of Drs. Wolfgang and Ursel HUBER.
Remaining is the withdrawal for life of their
licences to practice (Approbationsentzug auf
Lebenszeit.). This is not. least. because Drs.
Wolfgang and Ursel HUBER through the SPK and the
PATIENTENFRONT have in theoretical as well as in
practical sense withdrawn the rIght of existence of
doctors. They refuse now as then to ha.ve a llcence
tn common with doctors like the AuschwitzMENGELEs and the T4-patlents-euthanasia-HEYDEs.
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The lIst of dates Is Interrupted at this point.
Instead of presenting the large number of PP'-events singly
in the following years we continue here with an orientation
overview.

PATIENTENP'RONT (1976 - 1993

rt)

With the assault of the PATIENTENP'RONT against the
International Congress of Psychiatry (Paris, February '76)
HUBER WD atter 4 1/2 years solitary conflnement and 2 1/2
months of hungerstrike immediately reappears to oppose the
doctors also outside of prison.
Since 1976 the PATIENTENFRONT has continued to apply
lllness as a weapon of collective liberation in a widest
variety of fields: everyday life, philosophy, agriculture,
religion, law, music, history, so called occultism.
To articulate lllness (Krankheitsbegriff), through lllness to
reach the basic essentials of everything (Dlapathik), to
bring 1llness to bear on everyone and everythIng
(Pathopraktik), over all and at every time, each there
where he is and that, since the beginning, by now over 25
years ago.
External commentaries:
The cultural and political newspaper INVARIANTI (Rome) has
on the occasion of a publication in Italy of the texts of
the SPK and the PATIENTENFRONT in 1992 in an interview
said the following:
The genetics of today are the genocide of the third
mllleniuffi.
Long before its time, since the Seventies through the SPK
and the PF
this war has been decided in favour of Ulness.
No one else has advanced the revolutionary process
In fact - uncompromising front against all doctors and In writing - writing about lllness in terms of lllness
(Krll.nkschriften).
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A part of the PATIENTENFRONT at
present runs KRANKHEIT 1M RECHT
(since 23.8.1985) in D-68161
Mannheim. U 5.18. Telephone
0621/25366. Office hours dally
from 9 a.m. till 6 p.m. At other times
by telephone answering machine. No
self-help group. no patient protection
group, no refuge (kein Weglaufhaus),
no euthanasia help (keine Sterbehllfe).
no master human right circle (kein
Herrenmenschenrechtsverein), but: the
only pro-illness organization.
What does this mean in a work-techni'cal view?
outside: Hurray. came off the tablets and syringes. Coming out of
hospital tomorrow. The woman doctor: "Against your SPK-Huber
there is no medicine." May I then come at once. do you write
me something to be presented? Am in a hurry. / He is doped
with psychopharmaca and is standing upon the ralling of my
balcony. It's too much for me. Come and help. for heaven's
sake! / The flat is lost. Am 11 ving in the forest since
yesterday. I can't go to the authority personally. They'll lock
me up otherwise. / If I may not see my 11tUe girl, I'll klll them
all. / In the hospital they wanted to take off my leg. I
struggled and I left. The inflammation now is also gone. How do
I write my cancellation? / ........ .
To the extern:
- 14.000 agitations. hereby death averted, jaB, clinic and dally
catastrophes the same. All areas of llfe are there involved.
because all of them deal with illness (economic areas, those
of society. poll tical ones, ideologic ones ... ) All 11fe ages are
concerned, to add those before being born and also those
after having died, thus questions about how to plan
descendance and also to write funeral orations.
- Nearly half a dozen lawyers and jurists have been proved by
this work, not to mention the about hundred lawyers and
defence lawyers who prefered stopping their work with us
immediately after or even before the first beginnings.
- 700 criminal charges and processes against the medical power
in all areas and from the low level of the first prosecutor
up to the top of the highest court, making use of the
national courts as well as of the international ones. All
these proceedings were jOint to all available and suitable
institutions from the low level of communities up to the
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world organizations [e.g. European Community of States (EC),
United Nations Organization (UNO), World Council of Churches
(Weltkirchenrat)J.
.
- 60 assaults rejected, very heavy ones among them (all of the
here quoted assaults have been directed against ourselves
whlle doing our work and some even again our Uves
allround).
- Campaigns and activities in international congresses.
To the intern:
Development and increase of our skills in everybody of us,
techniques of anticipation, techniques of thinking, bodlly
technical skllls. Structures of hierarchy and working one
against the other were to abolish in our context even before
their arising, dally llberation from the imperatives of
repressIon, abolition of the separation of head and hand,
abOlishing also the separation of phantasies, feelings, will and
thinking. Economical repressIon from outsIde had collectively to
be overcome in order to gain and to keep Independence from
money and In order to avoid dependence created by money from
outside.
Personnel:
There are collaborating within KRANKHEIT 1M RECHT: some
hundred years of formation and beIng traIned in practical work,
trade and Industry, and of course also our dIplomas and titles
In medicIne, natural and human scIences and also In
Informatics, phllology and pedagogy, 17 different professIons
altogether. For comparison: In the usual offices of doctors and
lawyers and also In court there only work some decades
represented by the speclallsts, modern slaves Just llke their
helpers.
Technical:
There exist all tools which could be necessary for use in our
work, as rooms, vehIcles, computers with about hundred current
programs (programmed by ourselves). PrInting machines:
320 tapes for the computer prInting machine have been
consumed, 900.000 photocopies untU now could have been done,
etc.
Summary:
A whole load of action, some more detalls of which there have
been taken down in our one-week-average action report from
February 1993 as an example.
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NB: What nowadays is KRANKHEIT 1M RECHT was then already
SPK, case by case (Rechtszug urn Rechtszug). Has the SPK not
at that time already "tactically" pathopractlced each case,
often enough from the outset and in addition? Compare!
On whose side was and Is thus, at all times, K.O.-tlsm? Not
on the side of SPK/PF in any case.
The writings of illness from the SPK and the PATIENTENFRONT
(and also translations into the mostly used foreign languages)
are published by KRRIM - SelbstVerlag tor Krankhelt (P.O.Box
10 34 64, D-69024 Heidelberg) from the original documents of the earliest days up to the
philosophical-systematic expositions of HUBER (SPK/PF) WD,
Dr.med. which were worked out in prison, in addition to various
lectures at international congresses since 1976. In the
meantime there exist altogether more than fifty publications,
publications and not only the few pamphlets the latters which
Prof. von BAEYER once had tried to suffocate (see above, Aug.
'69) by offering HUBER chances to become one time a type like
him (President of World Association of Psychiatry and mll1tary
psychiatrist and what else). Not to mention the administrative
director of the clinical university Institution who, some days
before the start of SPK, had offered HUBER, officially but
secretly, seven months' salaries in order to achieve that HUBER
should stop his attacks and leave Heidelberg as soon as
possible.

Post script (HUBER):
Up to now I have not read one single word of the judicial or
medical sentences against me. What I got there about mainly
from left wing but also from other publications doesn't deal at
any rate about Illness as it was my doing and my thinking
from all of the beginning of the here mentioned contexts. Thus:
no concern to 1llness, bullshit.
I experienced from those publishers for example that we were
sentenced because of "gezleltes revolutionAres Handeln" (nota
benissime!). As you can see in this formula there lacks
completely the word lllness, both as basic matter and as the
aim. They substituted it by the "verfassungsmllllige Ordnung
der Bundesrepubl1k", the latter which also lacks the word
Illness. Thus: no concern to illness, bullshit.
I also remember from those publications, that I now was, told
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in my own words, a chief gangster, a manager of explosives
and a falsificator of passports. Right or wrong and besIdes of
all modesty to be expected I untll now confess that I every
time did all I could to forward and to protect lllness and all
what there was involved collectively and by matter. But the
named terms from which I myself Hke to make use if there is
occasion to do also lack any hint to lllness. Thus: no concern
to lllness, bullshlt.
Of course there arose from Ulness our crime guerllla- and even
our magic sex workshops (Arbeitskreise fiber Stadtguerllla,
SexuaUtlit, etc.), revolutionary ones, because not at all
therapeutic, not at all medically recommendable, not mention
the hygienic vIew. But 1t seems that those publ1shers whUe
writing about us mostly were practIcatIng sp1rlt- and dope
workshops, ar1s1ng from what 1s med1cally l1cenced and even
recommended. And because there was a tremendous lack of dope
and sp1r1ts 1n SPK, because those things didn't fit at all to our
Krankhe1tsbegriff, sex & crime as Hnked to Ulness s1nce
nowadays yet remain to be w1thout concern to Ulness, rema1n
to be bullshit.
It is true that even the us army and the NATO-German army
of course had sent representatives to the crises staffs when
the persecutional Investigations had started. Attracted by
lllness as It was in the phototechnical workshop or by other
fetishes, more fam1l1ar to them than lllness? In deeds scarcely
(wohl kaum!). For they wIthdrew as soon as possible, as I
remember from the notes of some of the afore-mentioned
publ1shers. Thus: no concern to 1llness, bullshlt, regarding
lllness and regarding aU our doings and thinkings about it up
to nowadays.

1
DEAR COMRADES!
with most great interest I have read your book. I found in
your book not only the sole possibliity to radicalize antipsychiatry but also a consistent practice *, with the aim of
abolishing (aufzuheben) the "therapeutic methods" of mental
Illness which are altogether only so-called ones.
On the whole it seems that you have subsumed what Marx
called alienation and what Is made common property In a
capitalist society, under lllness and its very concept (Begriff).
This is well done. In 1845 Engels wrote in "About the Situation
of the Working Class in England" (Zur Lage der arbeitenden
Klasse in England) that by means of capitalist industrialization
there has been created a world, "in which only that species of
mankind is able to feel at home, which is dehumanized,
degraded - both in the intellectual as in the moral sense sunken down and humlliated to the level of a beast,
somatically III (physisch morbid)."
As the atomizing violences systematically and permanently are
crippling one class of human beings to sub-humans (Untermenschen) - this both externally and internally - we all can
see and understand that the sample In totality of these human
beings Engels is referring to has been struck by this Ulness
which can be conceived as one great damage which is infUcted
at once on those who are depending on wages (Lohnabhlingigen)
and as rebelllon of life against this damage, which had reduced
them to the state of mere objects. The social relations having
changed since 1845 profoundly, alienation (Entfremdung) Is
persisting up to now. And it w1ll remain so, as long as the
capitalist System does, for this alienation is, as you express it,
"prerequisite and result" (Voraussetzung und Resultat) of the
economic production. Illness Is - as you say - the only way
(Form) of Ufe In capitalism. It Is true that the psychiatrist
who is a wage-dependent (Lohnabhlinglger), Is - as everybody
and we ourselves are - an III man. But it is only to him that
the ruling class offers the power to "heal" ("heUen") or to
intern (zu hellen oder elnzuwelsen). "Curing" ("Hellung"), that
goes without saying, in the ruling System can never mean
abolishing (Abschafrung) lllness; it ("curing", "healing")
exclusively serves to restore your fitness to work (Arbeltsflihigkelt) whlle you continue being 111. Therefore there exist in

* All underlines were made by Sartre himself, see the
facsimlle, p. 5 - 7.
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our society persons who are on the one hand either cured or
healthy (two categories of persons being unconsciously lll, the
f!rst one Is good for the doctors to fulfil, to prove, t.o
demonstrate and to "establish" the signs of production and the
second part also cannot but affirm those signs - see also
slgnlflant and slgn1fle or Slgnlflkant and Slgnlflkat by Lacan
and others) and on the other hand those who are the III
persons being registered (anerkannten Kranken), those who are
Inabled by an unalmed revolt (ungezlelte Revolte) to produce
wage-work (Lohnarbelt zu lelsten) and who therefore are dellvered to the psychiatrist. This policeman at flrst casts them
out of law refusing them the most elementary rights. Of course
he Is the accomplice of the atomizing violences (der atomislerend en Gewalten): he picks up Individual cases In an Isolating
manner, so as If psychosomatic disturbances In a certain person
would be this person's own lack and personal misfortune. Then
he makes a sample out of those patients who seem to him to
look like each other, be it In only one single manner, brought
up by him from a phenomenon to a speclflty in diagnostics and
now he continues studying their different behaviours, having
correlated all the effects here named so that they become a
~ummary conslst.lng in Itself (ensemble, entity) (l) and finally
1i i s product, created by the doctor's skill Itself, Is treated by
: i 'f! as the Illnesses as such after having submitted them to a
classification before. The III person as such therefore Is
atomized and thrown back Into a special category (schizophrenia, paranoia etc.), a category In which also other III
persons are situated who can be nevertheless In no way socially related to him for everyone of these persons has t.o be
regarded by the psychlatrist.s as identical specimen (1dentlsche
Exemplare) of one and the same psychoneurosis, You, In contrary to this, have established to aim at. the following end: the
basic cause which Is a collective one looking down to the multipliCity of phenomena - : "mental disease" Is indIssolubly tied
to the capitalist System which turns working power (labour
force) to a commodity (In elne Ware verwandelt) and In consequence of this turns wage-slaves (Lohnabhil.nglge) Into
(fixed) things (relflcation, objectification, Verdingllchung). It is
quite clear for you that Isolating diseased persons Is nothing
but a perpetuation of the atomization and the isolation which
is caused and determined by the relations of production (Produktionsverhil.ltnlssen) and It. is also quite clear to you that In
the same measure In which patients In their revolt put the
question to establlsh another society, In a manner which is not
yet clear enough, thet;e emerges the necessity to form a
community, to agitate each other, briefly, t.hey have t.o create
a socialist collective.
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And because the "psychiatrist" is a sick man himself you
refuse to take a sick one and the physician as two different
persons who were by nature different individuals: for indeed
and in consequence of this differentiation It has been always
the "psychiatrist" himself and he alone to become the only
signifier (Sinngeber, Deuter, Bedeuter und - last not least: Bedeutender), meanwhlle the patient in disease, outlawed and
isolated is turned into the only signified one (Signlflkat
indifferentes Ding, wlllkOrlicn belegbar, funktionallsierbar durch
und mit Bedeutungen, Zweck und Abslcht der slgnIfizierenden
Person, nllmllch des Arztes, bzw. Psychiaters. Nllheres bei
Lacan, Seminarien), the patient being then nothing but a thing.
In your view, quite on the contrary, the relation between
physician and patient is a dialectic unit (dialektische Einheit)
to be found (rooted) in everybody; once the patients have
formed a group-connection, there is, in the inner of this
dialectic relation, related to the respective circumstances
respectively at times the one, at other times the other movens
(Moment) the determining one and that in the measure, in
which the patients eIther Insist in the reactionary impetus
(Moment) of illness, or are becoming conscIously aware of their
revolt and of their true interests (Bedilrfnisse) which are
suppressed and deformed by socIety. Realizing that lllness,
beyond the dIfferent phenomena, is a basIc cont.radiction In
everybody (allgemeiner Widerspruch) and as every individual Is
at the same time signifier and signified, it becomes necessary
for the patients to form a collective, in order to enable
themselves to regard each other thus putting Into light and
separating on the one hand the reactionary impulses (Momente)
(e.g. bourgeoIs Ideology) and the progressive Impulses on the
other hand (demanding a different = an-other society, in whIch
the most important aIm Is mankind but not profit any longer).
There can be no doubt, that collectives like those never can
look for any kind of "healing" because capitallsm produces
lllness in everybody, and because "psychiatric healing" only
means re-integration of sick people into our society, but that.
Instead of this all those collectives have to struggle to the
aim to bring Illness to Its whole evolution, that means to bring
it up to that point where disease becomes a revolutionary
power by means of becoming jointly aware by consciousness.

=

For me the flabbergasting impression concerning SPK consists in
that the patients without Individual doctors (sans medecin
individuel)
- wIthout an Individuat.ed pole of sIgnIfications - produce
human relations and help one another to get aware of their
situation, looking one another Into t.helr eyes, whIch means
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that they act as being subjects in the sense signifier and
signified; meanwhile in all modern psychiatry, especially In the
psycho-analysis the sick person regards nobody, the doctor
sitting behind him, occupied by making not.es of the sick
person's Ideas (ElnfAlle) to register them, to categorIze them
Just In that manner which the doctor takes to be the right one
(pour enreglstrer ses propos et pour les grouper comme Ij
l'entend).
This spatial determination of the relation between doctor and
patient (Arzt-Patient- VerhAltnls) turns the patient In the
situation of being nothing but an object, turning the latter that Is the doctor - Into an absolute signifier, who deciphers
the language of lllness by means of hermeneutics, the secret of
which he alone claims to know.
I'm glad of having comprehended the true and real progress the
SPK constItutes. After havIng appreciated your research-work
also understand quite well that this work exposes you to the
most evil repressIons of capItalist society, not only to the
violence of the representatives of "culture", but your work also
cannot but unchain (unleash, entfesseln) the violence of
statesmen and polIcemen against you. You shall be forced to
use all means of fIght, because the Imperialists in our society
(die Herrschenden In unserer Gesellschaft) apply themselves to
stop you continuing your practical work, be It merely by
shabbIly bringIng up charges of conspIracy against you. But
nevertheless you shall not be Judged by the measure of feablemInded detentions but by the measure of the results, you have
produced.

Jean-Paul Sartre
In April '72
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Facsimile of' t h e a r o r e - c l t e d
p r e r a c e b y J e a n - P a u l SARTRE
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THIS TEXT IS BUT A BEGINNING ...

I

Materialistic Explication of the
Contradictions in the Begriff (Concept)
ofmness

To resolve a problem firstly depends on being correctly aware
of it. It is in no way sufficient to mention only the one or the
other particular side of it, because all depends on including
(Begreifen) a I I impulses (Momente) of the problem, all its
impulses in their interaction. There exists no other way to
make sure that comprehending and resolving of a problem will
be an inseparable unit (Einheit, identity). If we want to
understand why a stone drops down to earth, it is not enough
to find out, that there are also other things, which fall to
earth; but what we have to do is to include (begreifen) the
essential of the phenomenon (of falling down to earth), which
is the gravitation as a common law of matter, determined to be
a bit of mass.
Just as for lllness. From the origin it was quite clear for us
that it is insufficient to look forward to definite physical
causes as a natural-scientific medicine does. But also we soon
got it quite clear that it is also insufficient, to deal with
social determination of Ulness; that it is a too simple manner
to make "capitalism" "responsible" for Ulness and suffering; and
we got it clear that it is totally abstract and without any
effect to assure (each other) only that society were ill.
Empirically we started from only three facts:
1)

There exists the capitalist society, there exists wagework (labour, Lohnarbei t) and capitalism.

2)

There exists lllness and there exist unsatisfied needs
and requirements (Bedurfnisse), I.e. the real need and
the suffering single persons (die Einzelnen).

3)

There exists the category of historicity (Geschichtllchkelt). the category production; or - in a yet more
common way - there exist the categories of time,
alteration (Verll.nderung) and of Becoming (des Werdens).
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ReducIng It to a most sImple formula SPK was during the years
of 1970/71 the greatest possible concretization of the contradictions (Widerspr(lche) in the idea (Begriff) of illness including
its highest possible generalization. Dialectics consist, last not
least, in climbing a high scale of theoretical generalization in
order to resolve concrete problems; and at the same time theoretical generalization is as well prerequisite (Voraussetzung) as
result of practical work. Our beginning consisted therefore from
the origin in comprehending the symptoms as being phenomena
in the essence of illness (I a).
What is this being, this being of lllness? According to Marx the
history of mankind consists in being the history of Its alienation and in abolishing (Aufhebung) of this alienation. Illness is
neither a part nor merely the form of alienation, but illness
i s alienation, but it is that in a subjective sense, as the
somatically and psychically lived need of the single persons
(Einzelnen).
We determined illness as life broken In itself, contradictory in
itself. This, our determination of illness is the result of
investigations, historically done, so as we have done them in
the working meetings (Arbeitskreise) in SPK by means of
dialectic materialism.
In the primal societies (anCient societies, Urgesellschaften)
mankind is exposed to the forces of nature, which they experience as an overwhelming and blind violence. In order to •
survive against those powers they have to organize social
communities; but this means, that the vIolence of nature Is
penetrating Into the inner of the social unit, becoming by that
a social power. Since Herder mankind is defined by defectiveness (Mlingelwesen), while modern anthropology explains the
beginning of mankInd's history as an effect of lacking sureness
by instinct (Instinktsicherheit, cf. Nietzsche), common in
animals. This lack of being protected by instinct. t.hus determines mankind in an antagonistic relatIon to nature (als das
Andere der Natur). If there shall be human history at all, life
as a natural one, as a biologic one has to be broken.
In "National Economy and Philosophy" Marx has poInted out the
aim of history very emphatically: "Communism, which is
p 0 sIt i v e abolition (positIve Aufhebung) of p r i vat. e
pro per t y which is hum a n s elf - a I len a t ion and
therefore is the real a p pro p ria t Ion 0 f hum a n
essence (Aneignung des mensch lichen Wesens) by and for man;
therefore it Is an all-including, conscious turn back of
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mankind within all richness of development until nowadays, a
turn back of man for oneself (fur sich) as a soc i a I , that
means mankind-measured (menschlichen) man. This communism
is as a completed (vollendeter) naturalism
humanism, as a
completed humanism
naturalism; t.hls (turn back) is the
t rue solution (Aufl6sung) of the antagonism (Widerstrelt)
between man and nature and between man and man, the true
solution of the fight (des Strelts) between existence and
essence (Exlstenz und Wesen), between objectivatlon (Vergegenstl!.ndlichung) and self-affirmation (SelbstbesUtigung),
between liberty and necessity (Freiheit und Notwendigkelt),
between single human being and species (Individuum und
Gattung). This is the solved riddle of history and also the
awareness of this solution." (2).

=

=

By developing the pro d u c t I v e for c e s (ProduktlvkrAfte)
by progressing domination of nature there were conquered
posslblllties and means able to assure mankind a Ufe free of
need and repression; but the a n arc h I c (anarchischen)
capitalist relations of production maintained by violence until
now make it impossible to develop progressively those means
further, which are contained in the high level of the forces of
production (ProduktlvkrAfte) aiming at Uberation of man with
respect to the coercions of nature and society.
The lonely one *, exposed to capitalist society is confronted
with social violences which seem to him as well blind and
primitive (naturwuchslg), just as the immediate coercions of
nature (Naturgewalten) do. And It is because of this that I use
the term natural violence of capltal1sm in this book.
In a capitalist society in which t.he forces of production are
developed in a progressing way, while the relations of production in capitalism are to be maintained there results for the
capitalist society the necessity to create non-reproductive
values (nicht-reproduktlve Werte zu schaffen), the creating of
which are not determined for reproduction but only for destruction of social I1fe (3). (Weapon arsenals on the one hand,
wear and tear built into the products (commodities), into their
value of "use" on the other hand (eingebauter Verschleil3 In die
"Gebrauchs"-GQter andererseits). A simple example can

* Remember: there truly don't exist in-dividuals at all
untll now. To create life-conditions for really
existing individuals is one of the revolutionary
tasks indeed.
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illustrate this. As everybody knows car industry is one of the
most powerful ones. To protect their profits from danger, there
has to be guaranteed smooth marketing. In order to prevent
demand becoming slack a part of technical intelligence has to
be occupied with producing commodities in such a manner that
the products wear out as quickly as possible (mtlgllchst verschlei\3bar) (often those manners are defined as pure research I
Grundlagenforschung). The state, representing the interests of
all capitalism (die Interessen des Gesamtkapitals) (a marketing
crisis concerning car industry would automatically also throw
steel-, e'lectric- and gum industry into crisis) the state Is
thus coerced to build streets. In consequence of this cities are
to be burst open for there Is need of arterial roads and deserted satellite towns are coming up; in further consequence of
all this crisis there are no financial means available which
should be important to satisfy most urgent needs in communities (schools, hospitals, children corners I KindergArten etc).
As a consequence of all these factors there results a desolation of all social life aiming at overcrowded regions soon
becoming factors of new investment combined with the want of
more industry. The entertainment industry amplifies this desert
establishing game tables, musIc boxes, nIght clubs etc., producing by thIs at the same time: prostitution, crimes of vIolence, rocker gangs and all kInds of "dissociability", which the
apologists of the System of course want to be taken not to be
consequences of the capitalist way of production but resulting
merely from industrialization.
So the lonely one (der Einzelne) in capitalist society becomes
an object of double expropriation, as well in the field of
production as well as in that of consumption. You may compare
him to the man in Greek mythology to whom the Gods granted
one certain wIsh, and everything he grasped instantly turned
into gold and so he died of hunger and thirst. Not only the
activity at the place of work, but also the activity in "free"time, striking the tennis-racket, driving by car, to throw
money into the music box, all thIs Is turned Into gold for
the capitalist System.
R e qui rem en t s (Bedilrfnisse): We started from the fact,
that any requirements we have are produced by capItalism.
This means, that all requIrements are nothIng but phenomena,
belonging to the basic requIrement of capitallsm which consIsts
In producIng surplus value (Mehrwert). "Therefore production
produces not only an object for the subject, but also a subject
for the object" (4). Capitalism Is subject of all hIstory untll
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nowadays but in no way human beings are governors of the
torces of production untll now. But the requirement of capltaUsm to produce surplus value is antagonistic to the requirement ot the single persons (der Einzelnen) to Uve their Uves;
a s y m p tom (Symptom) is noth1n~ but the immediate unit of
this contradiction (Widerspruch) which is sensorlly perceIvable.
The s y m p tom is the elementary unIt ot the contradictIon
Ute - death. And capitaUst manner of production Is always
directed to the destruction of labour forces (ArbeitskrAfte).
Included in this contradiction (der Begriff dieses Widerspruchs
... ) are those torms ot symptoms which they classify as schizophrenias and psychoses. Explicating the contradictions of this
Including (Begrltf) consists in the resistance as organized and
practised by SPK.
It has to be seen quite clearly that those things, which are
commonly defined as being schizophrenias or psychoses are only
the simple result in which the antagonism (Widerspruch) between violence and llfe is put to the top, but only in a form
and way to grow existent in a peaceful unit (einer ruhigen
Einheit); each authentic human motion being answered by violence potentials. This peaceful unit of the antagonism violence
- Ute, becoming manIfest In a "schizophrenic person" (or in all
other kinds of 1llness) in "peaceful times" - and the bourgeois
society (btlrgerUche Gesellschaft) knows well enough why it
suppresses each of these antagonisms as soon as they become
evident and expllcit, suppressing them by means of the walls
of mental and all the other hospitals, straitjackets, psychopharmaca and electroshocks - in a state of emergency takes
the form of an annihilation camp (first annihilated in the
Nazi-German KZs: patients) (translator's note). This annihilation camp is - mediated by institutions like welfare center
and trusty and bettering education, prisons and psychiatrIc
Institutions - the top manIfestation of conceptuallty (Begriff)
of the famlly type bourgeOis, means: capitallst class (flowers in
the inner yards of prIsons and of psychiatrIc institutions and
flowers (geraniums) at the wIndows and barracks of Auschwitz;
which prIson governor and whIch psychiatry professor has not
yet announced on "festive" occasions: "We are a great famIly!"
and on Christmas they played pIous songs in the annIhllation
camps amplified by loud-speakers, isn't It?).
"But in contrast to thIs in "Rebellion agaInst the crowds" Bruno
Bettelheim tells from a girl who in one of the most awful
sItuations of allenation of all mankind's history got aware of
this situation in a moment of highest lucidity, and succeeded
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in brealcing out. This girl belonged to a group of Jews and all
of them had to wait naked in a queue in front of the gaschamber. The watching SS-officer was told that she had been a
dancer and he ordered her to dance. And dancing she got more
and more close to him. Suddenly she snatched his weapon and
shot him down. Her destiny was sealed and equally it was
clear, that she had not been able to change the situation In
any way. The situation of the group was determIned to be
annihilated. But she had given her llfe in a quite personal
sense, and by this action "also was expressed a possibUlty of
history which during the annihilation of the masses in the
camps had been lost in a tragic manner." (5).
He who tackles symptoms in a serious way, has to face the
violence of capitallst socIety and he also has to look out to
organize violence against this violence. "All social relations
transfer themselves into the substantial structure of body (In
die Materiatur des Korpers) and into the consciously performed
representation of the body (und in die K6rpervorstellung) =
psyche; the lonely one (der Einzelne) is producing his body and
his psyche within the capitallst organIzed process of production
(6). A symptom is a phenomenon emerging out of the essential
beIng of lllness (elne Erscheinung des Wesens Krankheit) beIng
pro t est and I n h I bIt Ion 0 f pro t est. Agitation In
SPK aImed at requIrIng the progressive impulse (Moment) of
lllness, of the protest and its collective organization. How far
it was possible for the very person (fur den Einzelnen) to use
the progressive impulse (Moment) of lllness for hImself depended mostly on the economIc situation and social posItion of
the very person being in agitation. She or he who was privileged in a manner which offered him the possiblUty of acting
out in the way of capitallst consumption-supply (tourism,
parties, etc) or if the social position permitted to him keeping
healthy at the cost and expense of other persons, then agitation ended for him in being "healthy" agaIn and thIs in a
thoroughly bourgeois (burgerllchen) sense; for such a person it
could seem to be enough that the most disturbing symptoms
had dIsappeared, sInce apart from that he made use only of the
reactionary sIde of lllness (inhibItion of protest, as an
organized form of violence agaInst others and equally agaInst
himself), leaving SPK by his own "free" w1ll; that is he had
become "healthy" but objectively he was agaIn on the side of
the capitallsm.
"The possessing class and the proletarIan class represent the
same human self-allenatIon (Selbstentfremdung). But the former
class feels well and wealthy, in this self-alienation, being
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conscious that allenation estabUshes Its own power, possessing
In aUenation the appearance (den Schein) of a human existence;
whUe the latter class feels annihllated in alienation, regarding
In aUenation the own powerlessness and the reality of an
Inhuman existence. It Is, to use an expression of Hegel, In Its
depravity (Verworfenheit) the rebellion against its depravity, a
rebellion to which it Is driven by the necessity of contradiction
in its own human nature and in its life situation, which is the
frank (offenherzige), decisive (entschiedene), universal (umfassende) negation (Vernelnung) of this nature" (7).
H e a I this a thoroughly bourgeois (bilrgerlich) concept.
Capitalism In its totality establishes an average norm of
expropriating capacity concerning the commodity labour force
(Ware Arbeistkraft). The health system on the one side has the
task of raising this norm and on the other side It has the task
of selecting and disposing of the hands (workmen) which do no
more fit to this norm, In a most cost-effective way, or respectively - as it was done In the Third Reich - to liquidate
them frankly, or - as done nowadays - to remove them by
d Iff ere n t i a I - e u t han a s i a (8).
To be healthy thus means to be expropriated and exploitable
(ausbeutbar zu seIn).
By practising the SPK we brought (last not least) to evidence
what huge a mass of vIolence-potentials was put In stand by
and was applied agaInst our production of non-destructive
necessities (Bedilrfnisse) and was made ready against the
realization of Ufe. Practising SPK has made It clear that all
the rIghts, guaranteed by the constitution to everyone equal1ty, habeas corpus (conceived as injury to the body, for
no human body - if it were already a real free one - would
endure any Internment) (klSrperUche Unversehrtheit), free
development of personal1ty - are nothIng but abstract
phantoms, and that even tryIng to use these constitutionally
guaranteed rIghts is the same as committing crImes. The
measure in which constitutionally guaranteed rights can be
brought to concretization doesn't depend on "Independent
judges", but on the (hIgher or lower) stage of the rebelllon
(Gegengewalt) which the exproprIated class Is capable of
applying against the Ufe-destroying violence of capitalism. And
therefore the claIm: "FIght agaInst the cut-down of democratic
rights· is nothing but a hollow catch-phrase.
The bourgeoisIe doesn't hesItate to annihllate mill10ns of
labour forces (ArbeltskrAfte) In order to accumulate profits, if
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they are not faced with substantial power originating from the
struck ones.
The right to live life takes place in p e 0 pie s war
(Volkskrieg). All power m u s t originate from the people.
I

He who is perplexed by hearing the word p e 0 pie s war
has yet to get to a clear understanding about what is the
violence of the capitalist System, what is class-warfare from
above, taking place in permanence; for each year there are
kllled 10 000 men by "self"-murder = suicide; that every day
15 men are killed by so-called industrial accidents, that each
year as many people, as Offenbach (German town near
Frankfurt/M.) has inhabitants, are annihilated by road
accidents.
I

"There
Brecht.

is

always

warfare

in

our

cities"-
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THIS TEXT IS BUT A BEGINNING ...

II
1.)

Theses and Principles

11 x ILLNESS

1)

Illness is condition and result (Voraussetzung und
Resultat) of the relations of production
(ProduktlonsverhIUtnlsse) in capitalism (9).

2)

Illness being the totality of conditions of capitalist
relations of production Is the productive power (force of
production, ProduktIvkraft) par e x c e I len c e for
capitalism.

3)

As the result of capltaUst relations of production
illness in its developed form as protest of life against
capltaltsm is the revolutionary productive power par
e x c e I len c e for all human beings.

4)

Illness is the only form in which "ltfe" in capltaltsm is
possible.

5)

Illness and capitalism are identical: in the same
measure in which dead capital (totes Kapital) is
accumulated, a process which runs parallel to the
annihilation of human work, so-called capitalannihilation (Kapitalvernichtung), becoming a common
matter, illness becomes more widespread and increasingly malign (Verbreltung und IntensiUit von
Krankheit nimmt zu).

6)

Relations of production in capltallsm involve that llving
work Oebendlge Arbeit) has to be turned into dead
matter (tote Materie: commodities, capltal). Illness
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expresses this process, which is in permanent progress
and gaining ground.
7)

Illness Is the veUed unemployment and in the form of
social security contrIbutions being Imposed (SozIalabgaben) illness is crIsis-buffer (Krisenpuffer) par
e x c e I len c e In neo-capitalism (late capItalism,
post-capitalism, Splitkapitallsmus) (10).

8)

Illness in its undeveloped form is inhibition and
impedIment and therefore the inner prison of the lonely
ones (der Einzelnen).

9)

If we get Ulness released from admInistration,
exploItation (Verwertung) and the custody (Verwahrung)
through the Institutions of health' and If lllness emerges
in the form of collective resIstance there is the
situation, that the state has to Intervene in order to
substitute the Inner prison of the patients by external,
"real" (richtige) prisons.

10)

The health system can get along with illness only on
condition that patients are totally outlawed.

11)

Health is nothing but an Ideologlstlc-fasclst figment of
the mind (Gesundheit ist eln biologistisch-faschistisches
Hirngespinst) (11), the function of this figment is to
veil in the heads of the making-stupids and of the
made-stupids (Verdummer und Verdummten dieser Erde)
that 1llness is conditioned by society and also to veil
the social function of lllness.

2.>

THREE STARTING-POINTS OF PRACTISING SPK

I)

What we started from was, that all patients in this
society must have a right to live, that means a
requirement for treatment
1)

because "their" illness Is condItioned by socIety
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II)

III

2)

because the volume and capacity of treatment and
the medical functions are institutionalized by
society

3)

because each person, be it a labourer, a house
wife, a pensioner, a student or a pupil has paid
for every possible treatment, even before requiring
it. This Is so because social security contributions
(Sozlalabgaben) are Imposed amounting up to 35%
and more of the net income, which are confiscated
automatically (zwangswelse) In order to maintain
all health institutions.

The requirement of being treated, referred to under I),
has to entaIl the necessity of con t r 0 I b Y
pat i e n t s (Patientenkontrolle) of
1)

the health Institutions for treatment: domestic
authority of the patients concerning all public
institutions which have to do with lllness.

2)

Patients' control over all medical education and Its
application (Praxis) by
a)
governing (Bestimmung) science according to
the necessities (Bedilrfnlsse) of 111 people,
that is the population as a proletarian one
being determined by illness (der Bevolkerung
als Proletariat unter der Bestimmung
Krankheit) - the principle of people's
university socializing the means of production
(Produktionsmittel) called science.
b)
domestic authority and working conditions,
control over the university's household
through patients, who are treated at the
uni versity.
c)
Fulfilment of the patients' requirement, to
determine themselves how and in which way
they are treated or not.

3)

Control of the way and of the manner in which
social security contributions (Sozialabgaben) are
levied and Invested, control of the budget of the
social Insurances or services and of the social
fonds.

In the relation between physician and
pat len t (Arzt-Patient-Verhiltnis), in the therapeutic situation, the patient is experiencing focally his
role as a mere object and his deprivation of rights
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(Rechtlosigkeit) in the confrontation with the social
relations and being a part of them. the relation bet.ween
physician and patient being only one of all these social
relations. This situation, this relation is therefore the
starting-poInt par e x c e I len c e to transform In
clear consciousness and in a necessity-related
(bedOrfnisbezogen) manner the existing social relations
at all, the patient being their object. From this
consciousness have to be deduced (abzuleiten) the
following headlines of activity on which all depends:
emancipation - cooperation - polltical identity.

3.)

10 PRINCIPLES IN PRACTISING SPK

1)

The nee d s (BedOrfnlsse) of the patients are the
starting-point of our work.

2)

Along the process of mutual self-control between
patients as well in per son a I a g ita t ion as In
that I n g r 0 ups (in Einzel- und Gruppenagitation)
the needs are differentiated concerning their double role
being as well products as productive powers (forces of
production) .

3)

In personal and group agitation any kin d of
material "offered" by the patients is always worked on.

4)

By means of personal and group agitation being actmedium for this purpose the objective and external
conditions of existence in the slngle patient as well as
in the patients' collective as a whole get into collective
practising.

5)

Only in connection with personal agitation. group
agitation. scientific study-groups in community
(Arbeitskreisen; working out altogether a theory which
is both useful and necessary) the needs or the single
one and of the group can be worked on.

6)

The needs of the patients brought into an obJectivized
form in this connection wlth personal and group
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agitation are to be concentrated In the (mentioned)
study-groups, In which they are also generallzed In
order to be turned Into the collectivized need (Kollektivbedilrfnls) as a unit of need and poll tical work
(political Identity, polltlsche
IdentitAt).
7)

Form and content of the study-groups are to be determined by the needs of patients. To get It clear and to
pull It forward the met hod 0 f d 1 a I e c tic s
I n H e gel and the c r 1 t I que 0 f pol i tic a I
e con 0 m y b Y Mar x have proved best.

8)

Proceeding (lm Proze~) in personal and group agitation
and In the (named) study-groups there has to be
soc I a I I zed special knowledge and trained skills as
well concerning single patients as especially concerning
knowledge and the skllls of those, who are able to
practise medical functions In order to reduce differences
In the level of education In the SPK caused by a lower
or a higher education In order to achieve during a
course of time also a common and equal level of
education.

9)

SPK products are as follow: e man c I pat Ion
cooperation
solidarity
political
Identity.

10)

Aim and steps of our work: Incorporation and the best
possible development of the single persons in collectivity (Aufhebung und optimale Entfaltung des Einzelnen
... ), foundation and development of more and more
collectives elsewhere. The socialization of SPK-methods
In other organizations and groups which already exist
(Multi-Fokaler Expanslonlsmus).
The merging (Aufhebung) of all collectives In the
soc I a I 1st rev 0 I uti 0 n as a common matter
(die Aufhebung aller Kollektlve In der Allgemelnhelt der
s 0 z I a I 1st I s c hen Rev 0 I uti 0 n ).
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4.)

TOWARDS A ·PEOPLE'S UNIVERSITY(ZUM BEGRIFF VOLKSUNIVERSITAT)

Science has to be released from its function which is a
thoroughly llfe-denylng and parasitic one. If hundred men are
producing so many things that one hundred and one men could
live on the collective product, you can be quite sure, that the
onehundredandflrst man becomes a "scientist". That's to say
that he soon will begin to rule and to govern the process of
production, done by the one hundred people who really produce
something.
Starting condition and final result of capitallst relations of
production (Produktionsverhllltnisse) is a science which always
has to devise Increasingly new and sophisticated methods for
rullng and governing (Kybernetik) the process of production In
the way to maximize profits (Profitmaxlmlerung). That means,
that there are produced life-denying relations of production.
The correct way to treat this social "development" consists In
the struggle for socialization of the means of production (der
Produktionsmitt.el), and this struggle Is also the struggle which
aims at a collective appropriat.ion of science, an appropriation
by the expropriated, a struggle therefore for a collective
production of social relations, in which everybody - according
to the collective needs of the single ones who form this
society - has t.o be a scientist, the consciously clear owner of
relations of production.
The pretext of scientists to make science for men is not
sufficient. They ought to make science for I I 1 human beings
(for another mankind doesn't yet exist), while handing over
this science to those who need science to satisfy their needs,
that is, they have to lay their science into the hands of i) 1
p e 0 pie (den Kranken). This can't be expected from
scientists, for - as we were told from such scientific high
lords - they are not w1lling a.t all to commit such a kind of
"self-prostitution" (12), to abol1sh their function orientated to
capl tal1sm (lhre kapitalorientierte Funktion zu negieren). That
is why for them, belonging to the reactionary spear-head of
capital, science is a means of production which they have at
their disposal and will at any rate continue to have at their
disposal. Therefore the owners of capital bulld Ivory towers
(Elfenbeintiirme) for them (universities). And the scientists
take care that their science fits as well as possIble for their
purpose to remain always In their Ivory towers and, what is
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more, that they cannot escape from them, from the ivory
towers, being created by the sclentists themselves. And that is,
why the i I I p e 0 pIe (die Kranken) themselves have to
take science into their own hands. Consequently "p e 0 pIe's
u n I v e r sit y" ("VolksuniversiUt") as a principle! For the
I I I p e 0 pIe the owners of capital buUd custody houses
(Verwahrungsanstalten; hospitals and ambulances, mental hospitals, prisons), and 111 people don't want to be there and even
m u s t get off there.

5.)

PEOPLE'S UNIVERSITY SPK (DAS SPK ALS
VOLKSUNIVERSITAT)

1)

It was not any "matriculation" or final examen ("ReUe-

prilfung") and also it was not the purse, which were
chosen by us as a criterion when somebody entered SPK.
Nothing but the nee d s (Bedilrfnisse) were to be
respected.
2)

In contrary to the university which, following the unIversity's law of Baden-Wilrttemberg, relegates students,
if they are taken for being "m" by whoever it might
be, or respectively cast them out of the university; just
in contrary to that we started from the premise, that
all are i I I , and for those who had, especially by their
own body, grasped this fact we declared ourselves to be
competent.

3)

Instead of accumulating valuable knowledge (verwertbares Wissen) and skllls (Konnen) of the single being
(des Einzelnen) by and for capital, we aimed at
soc i ali z I n g all scientific knowledge and methods
as far as they were necessary for the m population.

4)

Against isolation and allenation of science concerning
practical needs of 111 people we opposed· science useful
in order to insert a c r i t i que b y p r act i sin g
( p r a k t i z i e r t e K r i t i k) arising from the social
relations in which the struck one Is situated.
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5)

Instead of proclaiming liberty for Investigation and
teaching (freedom against what and for which purpose?)
we collectively learned and researched those matters
which could be useful for the liberation from social
repression (gesellschaftlichen Zw~ngen).

6)

Instead of the principle of competition (examinations)
and Instead of alienated determination (Fremdhestimmung) (by needs of capital to accumulate and to
get profits) our guideline (Richtschnur) in scientific
work was col I e c t I v e p r act I sin g and
collective self-determination.
The culture-minister (Kultusminister; minister of
education and the arts) of Baden-Wilrttemherg (13) (by
his decree of 18 September 1970) and the university's
Senate of Heidelberg (by decision of 24 November 1970)
refused to the patients, organized In SPK who wanted to
continue their work at the university, every kind of
financial support, the legaUty of which had been clear
by self-evidence for everybody and which was
recognized by everybody at all. This also In spite of
the fact that there were three positively affirming
reports done by recognized scientists and ordered by
the university's chief and by his management office
(Rektorat und Verwaltungsrat) (14):
- done In a university which couldn't exist, if there
was not the wage-dependent population and their
surplus value (Mehrwert) confiscated by force and if
there did not exist permanently wage-distraint
(Lohnpf~ndung) executed as the expropriation by
means of taxes.
- in a university with a Faculty of natura) sciences
and a Faculty of Medicine performing researches for
military purposes (Kriegsforschung) and also for socalled pure research aiming at the mass-annlhl1ationprograms of capita) Imperialism apt to be applled
against its own nation, against the inner (kapitalisUscher ImperiaUsmus nach Innen) (15) and also
against foreign nations, a university in whose
Faculty of Medicine policUnlcal psychiatry Is
performed as psychiatry of pollcemen directed by
v. Baeyer, chief of this mental hospital and his lefthand-chief Oesterreich (16), both of them commanding
a Jot of policemen in order to cast patients out of
the hospital by means of weapons' brute force in
March 1970.
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- This in a university at which the Faculty of
Humanities (geisteswissenschaftliche FakulUlt)
develops counter-strategies, ordered by CIA and other
capital agencies, directed against movements of
liberation of people.
- This in a university the Faculty of Law of which
develops and applies "scientific" methods in order to
perpetuate the outcast situation of the patients (17).
- In a university, at which the cult-minister Hahn
owns a professor's chair In the Faculty of Theology.
And this one is the same professor Hahn who, being
also cult-minister, has defined the patients on the
09 November 1970 as "wee d s (W i 1 d '.II U c h s ) ,
which can't be tolerated and which has to be
annihilated (beseitigt) as soon as possible".
- At this university the chief-rector, Prof. Rendtorff
(18), another theologist, has bound himself by
contract of the 09 November 1970, written down and
documented to annihilate all measures, aiming to cast
patients out of their SPK-rooms, but who only a few
days later caused the senate, the chief of which he
Is, to declare his signature null and void.
- This in a university. last not least the organized
studentship of which, until to the 21 July 1971 was
not w1lling to stir a finger for the patients including
their being assaulted by the police on the named day
to be put into prison, a measure about which the
rector's office and also the students had been
informed weeks beforehand approving this planned
assault, keeping It top secret to the patients of SPK.
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THIS TEXT IS BUT A BEGINNING ...

III Development of SPK-History

6.)

THE UNIVERSITY'S PSYCHIATRIC POLICLINIC
BEING A SERVICE OF RULING SCIENCE

During the last years the University's Psychiatric Policlinic
Heidelberg had received a change of its tasks and of its
getting along with work, the impulses of this change coming
from some doctors there and was brought to an end by casting
out of this department about 60 patients and their psychiatric
and psychoanalytic doctor who treated them at those times, in
February 1970 there were also about 180 more patients. All
doctors, as far as they were involved in this department until
this moment, had experienced by their practice from day to
day, that the traditional manner of workIng had become more
and more insuffIcient, regardIng the psychIatric mass alienation
(Massenverelendung) permanently Increasing and growIng. The
function of a policlinIc like that mainly was and is still a
such, whIch might be compared to a transship-place (elnes
Umschlagplatzes), to a dIstribution station (Vertellerstation) for
"sick-commodities" ("Krankengut"), meanwhlle tied to its
secondary function as a place for education (AusblldungsstAtte)
and as a stage of career for specIalists. "Cases" which are too
difficult to be resolved by common physicians and privatly
practising specialists who, In spite of that, hesitate to put
those patients behind bars of a "State Hospital" ("Hellanstalt",
"HEIL-Anstalt", note Hell-Hitler-Anstalt), are transferred by
those doctors to the Policlinic in order to be investigated and
labelled and from there they are transferred once more to the
wards in a psychiatric-bed-clinlc (Hauptklinlk) - or, because
there Is mostly a lack of beds for panel patients - those
patients fInally are yet transferred behInd the named bars.
Therapies are only done If the patients seem to be qualified
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enough to merit a treatment. The determination of the
respective quallflcations result from the doctor's interest
regarding the purse or the "scientific" exploitablllty of 1llness
in the patients. The choice criteria regarding a psychotherapy
were orientated to the age of the patients and to their
educational standard. This is even so to the extend, that
patients who are over 35 years or who lack a matriculation are
to be rejected. The PoUcllnic work therefore Is in no way
formed by the needs of the greatest possible number of 1ll
people, but is orientated following the profit- and careerinterests of the only few doctors and following the strictly
hierarchic system of the so-called pubUc health. This hostillty
against patients, far from being only confined to the Psychiatric Pollcl1nic, is also a mark of the whole "health" apparatus
starting from private physician to loony bin (KlapsmOhle). In
the PoUclinic, being a selection-ramp (Selektionsrampe Uke for
example at the concentration camp of Auschwitz) for the manifold institutions of this apparatus, inhumanity of capitalist
System becomes focally exposed.

7.)

THE POLICLINIC AS A SERVICE,
TREATING ILL PEOPLE

This function of the Policlinic became significant for those who
were wUUng for confrontation to this problem and who noticed
the hostU1ty against patients being involved into the
researches of a Policlinic doctor and consisting in hurting what
is the primary order for each physician and that is to say it
is to do "primum nU nocere" ("primarlly there is to be avoided
any kind of impairing") (19).
In the course of the struggle between the patients and the
cUnical establishment (Kl1nikhlerarchle) it became also quite
clear that those, who were responsible were neither blind nor
uninformed regarding the problems named above. But that they
are quite on the contrary always well prepared and ready to
sacrlfy patients on the altar of their "science". And so we
were able to take down, what the medical assistant director
BlIlnkenburg (20), supported by the clinic director von Baeyer
told to the patients in February 1970 quite frankly: "Of course,
science calls for its victims. If there is emerging a connict
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between research and the treatment of Illness (Krankenversorgung) there can be no question at all, that heads may
well have to roll". (" ... so mils sen eben auch mal KOpfe
rollen."). "The heads of the patients in this casel" was what
we replied, and each of the both clinIc-lords showed, Instead
of an answer, only a cold smile C.. von den Herren
kaltU1cheind hlngenommen).
The confl1ct between the top management of the clinIc and
some of its doctors who were no longer willing to obey to the
patient-hostile dictatorship of their chiefs, but who had taken
the needs of the 111 people to the starting point of their
therapy, this conflict became an abused one by the egoistic
profIt interests of some "fellow-doctors" ("Kollegen"). Those
psychiatric doctors who were on the side of the patients
instead of beIng on the side of profit, were fired.
So the medIcal director of the Pol1cl1nic, Dr. Spazier, in May
1969 lost the possib1llty of habllltatlon, already promised to
him. The medical assistant Dr. Rauch, who was also under the
threat of measures of repressIon, could only be rescued by
means of negotiations, done by Dr. Huber, who finally achieved
that his colleague came under the protection of an infamous
chief but nevertheless undoubtable chief of another clinIc
department, for the latter had been a Nazi-psychiatrist In
researching the brains of children, killed by injections and gas.
And Huber himself, second medical director and successor to
Dr. Spazler, was fired last not least in February 1970, together
with his hundreds of patients, not to forget the putting him
under prohibition and off llmlts concerning the policlinic In the
Psychiatric Hospital at the University of Heidelberg where, up
to t.his moment he had also been engaged in philosophic
research in psychiatry under the psychiatric assistant-director
Prof. Tellenbach and with night-duty several times a week and
of course very often on weekends - a measure of the clinic
management, aiming to stop his poll tical activities against
capitalism and Righties at. the university and elsewhere (taken
from the first original manuscript by the translator).
The rullng relations do not provide for doctor and patient.
coming together to fulfil their task jointly for quite on the
contrary the relation between doctor and patient Is determined
by the distance and by a great deal of indirectness devised for
the purpose of separating them from each other (Mittelbarkeit).
The doctor being accustomed to consider (zu begreifen) his
patients only as a case, as nothing but a thing, has to learn
to cease comprehending the 111 population and their forms of
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expression by diagnostics and labell1ngs, instead of graspIng
(begrelfen) them as being quite equal to that what they Ilve
as their reaHty, that's to say suffering under repressIon. To
develop a proletarIan conscIousness as a prIncIple and as a
tool and Instrument for a progressive and wholemasses-Ilke
therapy (lm MassenmaJlstab) thIs Is only possible under the one
condItion, that the doctor as a person Is wIlllng to abollsh his
therapeutic leadershIp. Therefore he has to reaIlze that the
supposed subject doctor Is an object of the ruHng relations
hImself I The equIpment for a therapy, orIentated to the needs
of patients cannot be learned by a doctor whether during education, whether durIng conferences, semInars and congresses,
but only In the dally struggle side by side with the patients
and their reality, taking part In theIr misery and their
repression. What Is situated opposite to thIs reality is a self-rIghteous - system, consisting of a petrified hIerarchy
(versteinerter HierarchIe) in the form of public health (ln
Gestalt des Gesundheitswesens) for whIch the patient is forced
to pay by social contrIbutions beIng Imposed.
Academical conferences wIth colleagues who know and treat the
111 people only being labelled by diagnoses before, are in no
means useful, make grow only the waiting Ilst and the waiting
time of the patients. And so Dr. Huber was fired under pretext
to have sometimes dIrectly refused to leave his patients and to
let them walt Instead of walkIng five or ten minutes to this
kind of conferences, In the morning, whIch lasted sometimes
only a few minutes, sometimes only a few hours, and the chiefs
fishing for a pretext had also forgotten that Dr. Huber always
had been well Informed about all results of those conferences,
If there ever had resulted anything, informed by other
colleagues who had taken part and by telephone. For what
actually was the cause had been his therapeutic work for and
together with the patients, and this work had cllmbed a level
to constitute a critique by practice against the institutions of
the health apparatus and its exproprIation of 111ness.
In the hospitals of the unIversity the public health Involves,
and If It were only by tendency, the possIbility of becoming
socIalized In a progressive sense. ThIs means also that for all
doctors, beIng occupied there, exists the mere duty to offer
those privileges to the population (from whom they are paId,
last not least).
UnIversity hospitals enjoy certaIn prIvileges In which they
dIffer from all common physIcians and from hospItals whIch
belong to a state or to a communIty:
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1)

The doctors who work In a university don't depend
directly on fee or on the health certificate of the
patients; they earn a salary, let it be small sometimes.
The management and the equipment with all medical
tools and Instruments Is provided by the hospital's
government.

2)

The prescrIption Is free and that means, that It Is not
controlled or restricted In any way by sIck-fund or by
some unit of panel-doctors (kassenlrztllche Verelnlgungen). ThIs -freedom of prescrIption" Is caused and
mediated by the research tasks In university hospitals:
pharmaceutic research In order to ensure the profits of
pharmaceutic Industry which is favoured by means of
the money of the patients.

8.)

ORGANIZATION BY THE PATIENTS THEMSELVES
(DIE SELBSTORGANISIERUNG DER PATIENTEN)

Consequently the patients were not w1lling further more to get
administrated worse than beasts transferred and fobbed off.
They called for their right of therapy and they began to
organize themselves. So the first patients' plenum In the
hIstory of medicine took place In the Psychiatric Policlinic at
the University of Heidelberg on 5 February 1970. All patients
who had come together there voted to pull off the new leader
In the PoUcllnlc, Dr. Kretz (21), for the named doctor, since his
coming there In October 1969 had ordered to abollsh several
therapeutic groups, especially those groups which had been
formed by InvaUd and very old patients, most of them having
moved from far away to Heidelberg In order to get help and
protection In our Policllnlc against being menaced day and
night and again and again and finally forever by some
"therapeutic" Imprisonment, provided for them by other doctors.
Furthermore what about the few doctors who quite different to
Dr. Kretz really worked In the Pollcllnlc, Dr. Kretz started
substituting them one by one by his own "team", especially
Dr. Huber he substituted at last. The pat.lents of the latter one
meanwhlle had done day after day and during several weeks
statistic Investigations In the waiting room of the Pollcllnlc
unnoticed by the new leader, and from those Investigations
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resulted that Dr. Huber in the average worked together with 12
patients, whlle Dr. Kretz, being most time absent, cared for
nothing but sometimes for only I patient. Furthermore the
patients resolved to found committees in order to give a
constitution to the Policlinic due to satisfy their needs. In the
entrance-hall there was attached an information board on the
wall with informations from and about the patients, but only a
few days later the new boss, Dr. Kretz, who happened to pass
by, run an assault against this board, tore it down while
hurting a sick woman who was occupied in reading the
patients'-Informations and who bursted out Into a crying fit.
For the hospital government the patients who had begun to
emancipate and to organize themselves were not to be tolerated
furthermore. Those patients who had finished to be handsome
for each purpose had become quite useless for "science". Once
more the patients had organized a teach-in, which took place
in the auditory of university's psychiatric hospital and there
took part amongst some hundreds of people, Including newspapers, broadcast and television, also the medical director of
the university's hospital Prof.Dr. Walter Ritter v. Baeyer,
Prof. BrAutigam (22) and also medical assistant directors and
scIentific assistant doctors like Dr. Huber, and this was the
teach-in on which some hundred persons out of the ill population called once more for the taking back of the dismissal
against Dr. Huber and for the pull1ng off of Dr. Kretz. Only
half a day later there followed the cast-out of Dr. Huber
combined by the off-limits, mentioned before.
After having occupied the office-rooms of the management
director of the university's hospitals in Heidelberg by
hungerstrlke, which lasted 1 1/2 day - and it were the
patients and Dr. Huber who made commonly this hungerstrlke -,
the rector of the university, Prof. Rendtorff felt caused himself
to prepare means and measures in order to continue therapy
and self-organization of the patients: rooms in the university,
money and unrestricted prescripture, necessary yet to be
forwarded regularly. In that consisted the so-called compromise
which happened on 28 February 1970 and to achieve this compromise there have taken part leading members of the Faculty
of Medicine (the deans Schnyder and Quadbeck) (23), the
psychiatric director v. Baeyer and also students of the proJectgroup medicine. This compromise had been done between the
patients and Rendtorff, rector of the university of Heidelberg.
From the beginning Dr. Huber had refused to recognize this
compromise. But he declared, face by face only to the patients,
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to continue his working together only wlth them, excluding
explIcltly any collaboration with somebody else.
By this act, which involved for the patients and also for
Dr. Huber the having become an autonomous work-group with
own rooms In the universlty there had been achieved that the
whole university, represented by the universlty's rector, had
affirmed that the Faculty of Medicine in tot.ality was an
incompetent one. But nevertheless also the university in
totality has wrecked from the beginning in fulfllling the
compromise:
1)

the working-rooms being unused since haIr a year and
this nevertheless by subvention of the taxpayers,
firstly had to be done up from ground to top and there
was nobody to care about, except the patients themselves.

2)

The free prescription (freie Rezeptur) which also had
been assured by compromise-contract was sabotaged by
the psychiatric director v. Baeyer and by his asslstantdirector Oesterreich in a criminal way (Oesterreich:
"Nobody can be willing to allow Huber to prescript
medicaments, for we have to start from, that Huber, may
be, prescripts dynamite!"): some patients went to v.
Baeyer and tried to speak with him about how to resolve the problem of prescription. But this psychiatric
director ordered instead of free prescription poUcemen
who casted the patients by violence out of the university's psychiatric hospital and later on they also got,
like Dr. Huber before, prohibition of domicile concerning
the psychiatric hospltal campus all around. Assistant
director Oesterreich continued the common strategy by
ordering a prescription-blockade to all chemists' shops
and pharmacies of Heidelberg and there followed that
all patients were also rejected in each chemist's shop If
they presented a prescription with the signature of
Dr. Huber. One of the patients, invalid from the last
war, also rejected by a pharmacist, achieved the latter
pharmacist to call up Dr. Oesterreich, In order to ask
what to do, because his case was even obviously for
the phannaclst very urgent. But the medical asslstantdirector Oesterreich, looking down to the patient and to
the phannaclst, did nothing else except recommending
the phannaclst to transfer the Invalid one to the juridical-assistant director of university, Prof. Podlech (1t
Is from some Interest in this context to note that the
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psychiatric doctor Oesterreich at those times was preparing a scientific piece for his habUltation about warinvallds and senlle people). The same patient who was
very heavlly damaged yet had had to suffer another inJury by Dr. OesterreIch, the latter calUng for Dr. Huber
in the mentioned teach-In: "This lllness is only the
result of you r work, Mr. Dr. Huber".
3)

From March to July the university's rector never paId a
penny of the lump-sum whIch he had assured by contract to the patlents. QuIte on the contrary he did not
cease to menace the patients by the blockade of telephone and by requesting them to leave theIr ("hiS")
university's work-rooms. More and more It became clear
for the patients that the unIversity's top management
beside all contract, compromise and negociation secretly
had resolved to finish the patients' collective untll
30 September, even by force and violence, be it
necessary or not, but to make an example for all comIng
Umes. To fulfil this purpose they directed again to
Dr. Huber requesting him to signIfy that after the
30 September none of the patients should need qualified
therapy any longer. The rector and hIs management, a
pressure group now, also used the means of a hungerblockade agaInst the patients' self-organization: they
refused to pay the money promised to the patients by
compromIse-contract. Well, it got also quite clear for all
patients that the named "compromise" had been nothIng
but a measure of dIctatorshIp directed against the selforganIzation; that the treatment of III people by
compromIse unmasked itself as a further step of the
annihllation-strategy directed against the patients.

9.)

THE SOCIALIST PATIENTS' COLLECTIVE

Meanwhlle the patients had struggled for four months against
repression, starVIng-out, both permanently Infl1cted on them by
universIty'S rectorship, it finally was too much for them. On
6 July 1970 they occupied the unIversIty's office of headmaster
Rendtorff.
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The challenges and demands of the SociaUst Patients'
Collective, directed to the headmaster of university, were:
1)

Control of all treatment of patients by patients themselves; abolition of all foreign determination as it is
exercised in the health sector by industry and army etc.

2)

The domestic authority In the hospitals has to be
controlled by the patients.

3)

Money, which circulates in the hospitals has to be transferred to the organized patients. Instantly as a first step
money has to be turned round to the common university's
cash-box.

First measure to fulfil these demands fs:
a) Leaving a house to the patients unUmited and free, in
which they are protected against all attacks of persons who
don't belong to them. There have to be at least 10 rooms in
this house. All instruments as far as necessary for the
patients and all current costs are to be provided by the
university. Two persons, able to fulfil medical functions
(Tr£l.ger arztlicher Funktionen) getting around with lllness in
the patients' collective are to be paid by the university.
Also the financial means for clerk work and activities in
case-working are to be provided.
b) One house more with at least 10 rooms has to be left to the
patients instantly, unlimited and free of charge, destined to
those patients who are, caused by the ruling repression, in
danger in a specific manner and this demand is a necessary
one in order to protect those patients against more damages,
rising from the established psychiatry, It mere existence
being a permanent menace against those patients.
c) Until the new rooms can be used, the SOC I A LIS T
PAT lEN T S' COL L E C T I V E remains where It is until
now, that is in the Rohrbacherstra~e 12.
All the costs which came together until March, prospectively up
to our moving into t.he new rooms are to be paid by the university - less the costs yet paid by the university resulting
from the compromise-contract. All outstanding debts are to be
transferred instantly (24). As the patients are the respective
producers they require now the domination of disposition (die
Verfilgungsgewalt) over the means of production (Produktions-
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mittel), they require all material and basic starting-points (die
materlellen Voraussetzungen) which are necessary to turn this
university of capitalism into a u n i v e r sit Y 0 f p e 0 pie
This demand was for the rest in congruence to the constitution
of this university for in § 2 of this constitution the university
Is defined as a place, in which there has to be produced
"science for the human beings" ("Wissenschaft fUr den
Menschen"). As first step to fulfil a wide program like that the
patients also required to institute the SPK at the university by
law and to provide rooms in the university being apt to this
purpose and respectively all other means being necessary for
the patients' self-organization.
On 9 July 1970 the management council (Verwaltungsrat) of the
university decided to institute the SPK as a part of the university and ordered three reputated scientists to make a report
about the work and the function of SPK (25). These scIentists
voted in favour of the SPK as to become an institution of the
universi ty.
Until to this moment the defaming and the causing discord
against the patients and their relatives was mainly done by
the Faculty of Medicine (assistant dean Dr. Kretz) as a work
group of psychiatry/ psychosomatic (assistant work-group
leader Dr. Kretz) by means of publlshing declarations in press
and broadcast who published also every kind of letter to the
editor and every publlc correspondence of these doctors as
they desired from any press and broadcast. But now the defaming and the causing discord against the patients and their
relatives were followed, strengthened and reinforced by publlcatlons of the culture ministry (Ministry of education and the
arts) of the government of the state of Baden-WOrttemberg.
These christian righties (CDU) dId It in the same style and
manner quite comparable to the mostly social democratic
doctors and the leaders of the university and every kind of
formerly dissent between those members of those two opposite
political parties disappeared as If It had never existed, since
the Instigation agaInst the patients became a common enterprise for those doctors of the Faculty of Medicine and for the
ministers of government, facing a short victory of the patients'
group, resulting from their having occupied the university for
more than a week and favoured by the decision of the university's council who couldn't but decide in that way, regarding
the three reports with their good result for the patients. This
in spite of Prof. Dr. Wilhelm Hahn of the culture ministry of
Bade"n-WQrttemberg who Joined now the enemies of the patients,
supporting their campaign in press and broadcasting by all
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means of his governing party CDU (Christian democratic underground, as the patients called it. CDU
Christlich Demokratische Union). For them the reactionary press of t.he
bourgeoisie was dlllgently open every time for all agitating
pamphlets of those who usurped quite arrogantly competence in
the name and instead of the patients, meanwhile the same socalled free press refused to accept any kind of publication if it
was done by the patients themselves (corrigations, declarations
and so on) except those which the press editors themselves
had tried to transcript either up to a mere nonsense or to
shorten and to abbreviate them to common places, lacking
every chance of efficiency at all. On 20 July 1970 the culture
minister of Baden-Wilrttemberg published by press and broadcast that the decision of the university's top-management (to
which he belonged himself, see before) was In his opinion "a In
the highest measure criminal one" ("in hochstem Maj3e rechtswidrig") and he added In his speech by broadcast, that all
patients of the SPK "urgently have to be submitted to that
kind of treatment, which they have earned, which they need
bitterly" ("schleunigst der Behandlung zugefilhrt werden, die sie
verdienen und die sie dringend natig haben") and finally he
prohibited by his decree from 18 September 1970 against the
university to realize and execute the decision of its management council, the yet named decision which favoured the
patients. All those instigation tirades (Hetztiraden) from the
doctors, favoured and supposed by the cult-minister, were also
able to influence the work of the patients: on the one hand
they made quite clear the enmity by all medical and academical
institutions against patients; on the other hand the patients,
who worked in the SPK also had to suffer from the reproaches
at their homes and famllles and at their jobs, reproaches of
bosses, wives and husbands or children who now beHeved to
reallze what SPK was actually, raising from the doctors' and
from the politicians' hate and enmity against SPK as published
by press and broadcast. Sometimes those family-members and
those bosses were successful against one or the other of the
patients who then dared no longer to Join the SPK which those
bosses and family-members knew only by press, resulting in
more repression for those patlents aiming to intern them, the
bosses in family and Job regaining their secretly or openly
expressed most comfortable way of life. But the patients, in
misery, were suffering the risk of death permanently before
their eyes, being poisoned and tortured by forced treatment in
a hospital, especially under the label to be a risk of security
everywhere imposed to them by press and broadcast invented
and cast against them by doctors.

=
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This experience shows in a manner, wh1ch you can grasp by
hands what is the connection between the bourgeois consciousness, that Is the so-called good human common sens~ and
between the reason of capitallsm and his efficiency.

10.)

THE EVICTION SENTENCE (RAUMUNGSURTEIL)
AND THE SENATE'S ORDER (SENATSBESCHLUSS)

Another attempt to annihilate the SPK was the eviction
sentence against the patients (technically against Dr. Huber)
on 4 November 1970. On 9 November 1970 the culture minister
Hahn declared directly (with the eviction sentence in his
pocket) that the patients of the SPK were "a wlld growing,
which was no longer to be beared and has to be weeded out as
soon as possible by all means being at hand".
Just in the same evening of this day Rendtorff, the top master
of the unIversIty obllged himself by a written document to the
SPK to remove the eviction plaint which had been ordered by
the university automatically just I1ke the order of the culture
ministry from 18 September 1970 on which this plaint was
based, and to prepare steps against the attacks from the
culture ministry Inserting the clvll court and further Rendtorff
declared by his signature that he was wllling to occupy the
Senate of the university with the question of formal
establlshing of the SPK as an Independent institution of the
university supporting thIs step by call1ng in his three experts,
RIchter, Brilckner and Spazier.
But the first step of this university's rector, after having done
hIs declaration, was that he directed to the senate of which he
was the president, and caused the senate to make his signature inval1d (putting himself under tutelage = Selbstentmllndigung). Therefore the patients directed to the civll court
questioning an urgent disposal (interim injunction, Einstwelllge
Verf(1gung) against the pogrom agitation (Pogromhetze) of cultmInister Hahn and also they imposed a plaint against the
decree of the 18 November 1970, both measures based on the
human rIghts (Grundrechte), especially on the right of every
person of remaining unhurted (Unverletzl1chkeit der Person) and
the right of freedom in research and education (FreiheIt von
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Forschung und Lehre). But the clvll court achieved to delay
this plaint unttl to January 1972 and then rejected It, combined wIth the order that It were the patients who had to pay
all costs.
Finally on 24 November 1970 In a secret assembly to which the
named experts were not invited, but Instead of them Prof.Dr.
Dr. Heinz HDofner, expert In money-making (Experte In Sachen
Profltmaxlmlerung) by means of the ill population, the senate
resolved, based on the require of the Faculty of Medicine
(Schnyder, Kretz) "that the SPK was not to be establ1shed as
an institution at and by the university". This decree, put In
the hands of the dean of the Faculty of Law, a former nazi
named Prof.Dr. Leferenz, and Instigated by the members of the
Faculty of natural and mathematic Sciences, should be executed
by the chancellor of the university "as an act of management
(auf dem Verwaltungsweg) to which had to serve also the
executive forces of State (unter Anwendung staatlicher
Hllfsmlttel)" , and all this as urgent as possible. Nevertheless
Dr. Huber, believing evidently, If not In delusion, In the
signature of the theologlst Rendtorff, had submitted an appeal,
by means of his lawyer against the eviction sentence
(RDoumungsurtell) being In force and able to be executed since
the 4 November 1970. On 13 May 1971 there came another
eviction sentence executable at once and at any time against
the patients (resp. against Dr. Huber). And the court, appealed
for pro~ectlon against the execution of this means (suspension
of execution, Vollstreckungsschutz) not even took notice of this
petition aiming at the mere survival of the patients.

11.)

THE EVICTION

And as a matter of fact, as we may conclude from above, the
eviction took place on 24, 25 and 26 June 1971, combined with
a sudden and arbitrary detention of SPK-patlent.s, subjecting
them to examination, applying violence against bodies, search
of their domiciles (without any permission of a judge, of
course), menace and taking hostages (26) during an armed
operation. This mllltary action, performed by police, supported
by helicopters, police-dogs, submachlne guns ancj several
hundreds of pollce officials, some of them In uniform, others
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disguised, came to performance in the context of ideas and
constructions prepared by the persecutors and the police In a
manner which is called in psychopathology of systematized
delusions "fishing for self-invented relations" (Beziehungssetzung ohne Anla(3), one of the best applied methods of
doctors in psychiatry, used day and night. against patients in
order to get them prepared for forced therapy by means of
labelllng them in a manner which noboby else neither can
direct by proof for a firm if he Isn't psychiatrist himself among
other psychiatrists. And this construct was tied to - In order
to gain be it only the chance of credibility - the shooting out
caused by the pollce on 24 June 1971 and two until now unknown persons parking In the street In front of a pub in a
little village, an event, which had taken place about half a
mile near the house In which Dr. Huber was Hving, ready round
the clock to be vIsited by all SPK-patients who wanted to see
him.
All of about a dozen patients who were detained In those days
got free again within about 48 hours except of two more
patients. Against those two SPK-patients. who were forced to
remain In prison there were finally bungled two warrants of
arrest, which were based on the suspicion that they could be
taken for being members of a criminal conspiracy (krlmlnelle
Vereinigung). All demands to visit them (even If they were
asked by husbands, for the time being) were refused by the
judges who took every claimed demand for a visit permission
for the clear proof, that the demanding person also belonged to
the "criminal" SPK. The persecutors and the judges also refused
until nowadays even to read a medical report In which was
exposed the urgent necessity for about 40 patients more of the
SPK to get visit permissions, 40 patients, who had worked
together in personal and group agitation with the two SPK
members and who needed very urgently to continue the proceeding of this relation, which had worked as a very efficient
therapy for them until now, quite as it was usual for newcomers in the SPK.
And Just one day b e for e the prospective eviction of t.he
SPK rooms, prospected by the Judges who had worked out this
eviction order, on 21 July 1971 In the early morning another
assault took place, performed by several hundreds of pollcemen
who rushed up with submachine guns and dogs against the SPK
work-rooms which we had strategicalJy left a week ago on
13 July while spreading messages to press, broadcast and
television and also to every kind of administration announcing,
that the SPK-rooms as work-rooms for the patients since that
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time were closed for everybody, because the danger to the
patients, starting from terror and violence executed by the
police, instigated by the doctors and supported by the government, had reached a levei which was outside of every responsib1l1ty and no longer compatible regarding the security of any
patient who ever had been in any way connected to the SPK
and be it only by suspicion of somebody else ready for denunciation. Meantime 10 dwellings of patients were searched by
the police once more, most of them not for the first and not
for the last time, casted again and again in chaos an-:! disorder. 9 more SPK-patients carne into prison, ever;'."Dody of them
in another prison, far away each prison one frJm another and
from one end to the other of the state of F:.&den-WOrttemberg,
and in the inner of each of those prisonI' every SPK-patient
was strictly isolated from all the other imprisoned inmates but
therefore always and permanently exposed to pollce examination, medical interrogation and every kind of nasty trick and
repression. And also the persecutors had made, that 9 of the
11 prisoners had lost their lawyers: a lawyer of the imprisoned
SPK-patients was taken for guilty to have favoured his cUents,
disregarding that against those clients until this moment didn't
exist any charge at all. The lawyer was rejected by prohibition
every time if he tried to enter the prison In which was one of
the SPK members or if he tried to establish a contact to them
in any other way. This prohibition of defence was practised
permanently and in every case of SPK during one month.
Until to the moment in which this book appeared 9 of the
11 patients got free, all of then 01\: conditions, some by bail.
Quite significant the two SPK ml'l"lbl~rs wanted for ring-leaders
from the beginning of SPK are ye~ i~' prison, the two Dr. Huber,
physician and physiologist and mother of three children the
wife, physician in research and psychiatrist Dr. Huber himself
(27).
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12.)

THE RUUNG OUTLAW CONDITION (DIE HERRSCHENDE

RECHTLOSIGKEIT) AND THE PATIENTS

Dropped out concerning all civll rights. patients which we are.
all power we got consists only in this even fact. All clvll
society consists basically of the connection between possession
and law. for beIng ape r son· means nothing but the right
to dIspose of the things you possess. The only possession of
which the workman disposes is his capacity of work.
As 1ll persons those ones are defined by t~e PubUc Health who
are incapable to dispose of the capacity to work. which is a
commodity. whether for some time or forever. Having lost their
commodity of working capacIty (labour force. Arbeitskraft) they
also lose all their rights. which they had as possessors of an
average commodity of workcapacity in the former time. be it
only in a formal manner. and in any case all their rights are
of no use for them. because they are practically put out of
vigour. The persons who have lost their ultimate possession the commodity capacity of work (labour force) - have ceased to
be "within their rights" ("RechtssubJekte"). But from t.his it
follows that. it the right Is used against us. and this is in
fact through every time. this right doesn't concern per son s
but meets only outlaws (Rechtlose)! ThIs right has only to do
with ruins of human beings (Menschenwracks) who in a common
sense possess no kind of power. even not about themselves.
much less about others. But a right against somebody who is
out of the rIght (gegen Rechtlose) is an absurdity (Un-Ding). is
an lllegallty (Un-Recht) about which we are in no way allowed
to direct. for it isn't made for us at all.
To deprive us from the rooms being necessary for the selforganization. to deprive us from all tools and instruments. to
take away from us the financial crutch and last not least to
deprive us from our ltves in our eyes can represent nothing
but the challenge for self-defence. And because the deprivation from means of production and the destruction of Ufe
concerns everybody who doesn't possess something else but the
commodity of labour force. all those who are expropriated can
only do their right for Ufe in a practical manner by means of
self-defence in collectivity.
Only as persons being subjected to the criminal law. as those
we are gaining relevance in rights. Our "rehab1l1tation" consists
exactly in having passed from the status of patients to the
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status of convicts resp. to the status of prisoners on remand,
and from the status of having no rights we objectively have
passed to the status of being relevant within the existing
system of rights.
Fortunately the violent criminals of the university never did
enter in a struggle of competition with the privilege of the
patients to have no rights. Quite on the contrary. Rector
Rendtorff and his appendage got all things which could be
necessary to keep the patients aware about their Just mentioned status in the latter of which they reaHzed not only
their legitimation for the use of weapons against the III people,
but also the eyesore. But of course It should be quite clear,
that in any case and with no doubt the patients and the university are belonging together. Wouldn't it be so, then, for
heaven's sake what about the cllnlc-dir~ctors and their
milUons of wages and their being as fond as possible to remain
what they are and what about their successors for which they
are the only aim In the world to which they strive, passing
over the dead bodies of the patients?
The rIght, as protecting only the interests of capitalism, is for
the patients every time the same right, whether before or after
the becoming effective of the new universIty's constitution
(Grundordnung), the university's law (des Hochschulgesetzes) In
Heidelberg. So far, as they are patients they are not allowed
to ask for anything. Everybody knows - and In that consists
also the beIng proud in every kInd of democracy - that in the
eye of the law all persons should be equal. This means for
example, that everybody and indeed everybody In the frame of
formal right (formalrechtlich) Is allowed to commit the same
acting-outs (slch genau so vlel herausnehmen kann) as does
say Mr. Axel Springer (german newspaper-king of the righties,
the so-called Zeitungszar); for concerning the laws they must
obey there has to be no difference between Mr. Nobody and Mr.
Springer. But the reallty is quite another one. Certainly not
everybody Is allowed, Uke does Axel Springer, to fabricate
incitement to hatred (Volksverhetzung zu betreiben) best he Is
able, regardless of the fact that by law of the free-democratic
state under the rule of law (freiheitlich-demokratischer
Rechtsstaat) everybody is turned into an Axel Springer, If he
wants so or not: nevertheless only by possibility (nur der
Moglichkeit nach). For In reality all Nobodys remain mere
objects of those Axel Springer as long as they llve. Or take
the right of "freedom of education and research" ("Freiheit tilr
Forschung und Lehre"); also a right for everybody. Even some
students occasionally could make use of It, If they could pay
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the costs (wenn es der Geldbeutel erlaubt). But meanwhlle, as
everybody knows, this law only can be used by the I1ga of
professors, "11ga of the freedom of science" ("Bund Freiheit der
Wissenschaft"), directed against the mass of all other persons
who are interested and involved In this context.
Quite evident: everybody and be it only formally is situated
wIthin the laws. This is not so for patients. Neither at the
university nor somewhere else they have got a right on treatment. Quite on the contrary in some cases they become objects
of the violence to be treated by force (vaccination, check up
In a health center = "vertrauens"!irztllche Untersuchung etc.),
without any possibility constituted by a law to exercise any
Influence on the contents, circumstances and so on. Everybody
suddenly can fall into 1llness, all are patients by possibility;
you easily can realize that, If you cast a glance on the social
imposts (imposture, Sozialabgaben), you are obliged to pay.
This free-democratic state under the rule of law (Rechtsstaat),
the necessity of which the capitalist management again and
again tries to justify by the argument that each person as a
such one needs it for his protection as bitterly as nothing else
- In fact doesn't provide any protection for those who are
forced to bear It. In front of a state, which answers the claims
of those who need protection by means of laws against them, if
they dare to express their claims regardless of all these
matters of fact, in front of such a state, which reacts in such
a way against those to whom such a state alleges to protect
them, against such a state you need to be on your guard!
About the being without of rights of the patients as having
been concretely existing and manifest in the SPK:
1)

Who is 111 has as 0 f rig h t no business being in
the university's cIJnic. Those people, In the same way
as somewhere else are at best nothing but tolerated
there. And even that only by restriction and only until
their expropriators and parasits can't realize any
occasion to worry about them and only so far, as they
are wllling and even yet grateful to bear all what the
parasits wlll do to them and what seems to be useful
for the purposes and the plans of the expropriators.

2)

For the medical men in the university is valid, that
they are allowed by their chiefs in the university's
management to kick the patients out of the door. This
evaluation of "patient value" ("Krankengut") and other
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wastes is, concerning the right In this state, quite
correct.
3)

The unIversity's rector is allowed to kick the medical
man out of the door. If other medical men demand to
the rector to act in this way, other medical men, who
have kicked the patients out of the door, the rector in
his rights Isn't. wrong at any rate.

4)

If the doctor brings an action against his dismissal at
the Administrative Court (Klage gegen seine Entlassung
vor dam Verwaltungsgericht) claiming for that, what is
guaranted to him by the constitution (lm Sinne einer
Verfassungsklage), nothing will be changed concerning
the few poInts noted above 1) until 3).

5)

If the patients brIng an action about matters of
constitution at the Administrative Court (Verwaltungsgerichtsklage 1m Sinne einer Verfassungsklage llke:
everybody has to be protected against attacks able to
hurt his body) this step doesn't matter anything
concerning 1) untH 3).

But in spite of this juridical situation, being clear at all, the
governmental administration of cult (Ministry of education and
the arts, Kultusmlnlsterium), as If it were under compulsion
itself, asked the rector to execute yet more an eviction
sentence: The patients, after having been kicked out of the
university, had successfully struggled to gain the domestic
authority for other rooms in the university. In order to break
the resistance of the patients, the responsible managers round
the university's rector recurred to the civil plaint for eviction,
In formal manner directed only against Dr. Huber, who had
never been wllllng to accept those university's rooms as his
clvll property. In thIs behavIour of the university's topmanagement you can realize the accumulated lot of cowardliness in that they are not wllUng to present their odd means to
the eye of publlc; but the causes are for sure not psychologic
ones. For the expropriated population
- who is insulted by those means, the III people of course could not do anythIng but shake theIr heads. May be some of
them who have got away their stopplngs would ask then: "And
what about our rights, nothing but this?" - "To whom belongs
this right at all? .. For whom is it useful this, our right?" and
at last: "How can we protect us in the most effective way
against our rights?"
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Everybody knows that there Is governed permanently agaInst
the people. But the class struggle of all 111 people yet has
begun. That the political power of the reaction has to mask itself behind a cIvil plaInt for evIction, that Is a fRct In which
those circumstances find their nevertheless true expressIon, be
It only in a transitory manner. The proletarian dictatorshIp
(Diktatur des Proletariats) aims to get away all capitalist
relations of production and at the abolition of all deformation,
stunting and crippling performed against human beings. ThIs
proletarian dIctatorshIp therefore alms at thIngs which are from
public Interest. ThIs public interest Is least of all concerned
by the legal titles of the reaction. But all avallable means of
self-defence are urgently needed. The kind of those means of
self-defence Is determined by the vIolence potentials of the
enemies IncludIng all Its gaps and breaches.
About universIty: There is no need of any specIal effort to
outline now quite clear the form of the confUct:
More and more politically conscious patients have organized
themselves in SPK in order to bring the unIversity forward to
its most elementary purpose, the content of which are the
Interests of the population, of proletarIan people, determined
by Illness (unter der Bestimmung Krankhelt), what means to
make science now: make, that nature and scIence should work
for everybody. The trial like this represents a breach of law in
a double sense: once, because following the university's
constitution and university's law exactly patients have no
business being in uni versi ty. Secondly, because In any case of
urgency which evidentically for them had happened In this
context the minIstry of science and cult by means of surveHling money and rooms (Fachaufsicht) has to be careful to
stop all scientific tendencies, if aiming to pick out of nature
and economy a service for everybody.
Therefore in every case the universIty was obliged to call an
action of bal11ffery (Gerichtsvollzieherel) and of police against
the demands of the patients - whIch could be as well founded
as possIble - realizing unIversity's autonomy, of course. There
was provided in university's law and in unIversity's constItution that patients, regardless of their notorious status of
being out of law, existing anyhow, less than ever had anythIng
to demand from university. Imagine if you can! - the culture
minister should have called for establishing (Einraumung) the
SPK instead of the removal (Ausrt!.umung), the university's
rector had been obliged, may be against his will and with
bleeding heart (blutenden Herzens), to take jurIdical action
against the culture minister because of the law, which calls for
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universiJ;y's autonomy. For the university is obliged by right
and law to defend its autonomy against the population,
especially if it is a population determined by lllness
(Bev5lkerung unter der Bestlmmung Krankheit). Thanks to the
eviction-notice this sidereal hour passed by without having
noticed us, for the university's rector was on his guard and
never sent a self-denunciation to the court because of having
abused university for the good purpose, to get better livIng
conditions for all by means of university or to Intend
somethIng like thIs. Needs "the unIversIty to serve the mob? For
heaven's sake! Quite on the contrary (umgekehrt wird ein
Schuh draus): the mob is good, If he serves the economy, to
submIt himself to the natural violence of the State machine
whIch acts quite charitably by pistols, cudgels, by drugpoisons and electroshocks (der Pabel unterwerfe sich dei'
Naturgewalt, dem plstolenzlehenden, knilppelschwlngenden,
Tablettengift und Elektroschocks wohlUitig vertellenden
Staatsapparat!) I This way of problem-solving, the way of the
expropriators, pure extract (quintessence, Quintessenz) of all
t.heir laws, simply is made in a generally accepted way (1st
schlechthin allgemelngilltlg).
The situation Is a bad one, havIng developed from the
survival-struggle of the patients, which thanks to the violence
- apparently comIng to light - applied agaInst the patient.s by
medicine, unIversity's management, State government and law
made It possible, to unmask a quite absurd syst.em because of
the "fortunate" comIng together of all those power-components,
against whIch everyone needs to preserve and to protect himself using every kind of means being at hands. There exIsts a
highly organized society wit.h l\ll possiblllties of which thIs
union can dispose. And on the other hand there exIsts a
structure of vIolence, opposite to the social unit, a violence
whIch has the appearance of right on his side. This appearance
is of essential Importance for the violence, in order to feIgn,
that violence could be mistaken so as if It were "nature" whIch
can be applIed to anybody regardless of every kind of precaution. Therefore violence takes the mask of rIght and Justice,
namely the mask of a right and of a Justice, which this
violence Itself has created, being based only on its efficIency.
Revolutionary violence quite on t.he contrary Is useful only If
it serves to protect those who apply it. Revolutionary vIolence
is applied by a human being, while reactionary violence stands
behind an only so-called right. Right and violence don't originate from the heads of human beings, but they originate from
capitalIst relations of production (kapltallstischen ProduktlonsverhIUtnissen). Revolutionary violence In contrary originates
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from suffering which has turned into consciollsness and which
now takes the same place which was formerly occupied by a
crippling, patiently suffered because of being excluded from
consciousness, but being now turned into relations, knowledge
and tools, useful to protect Its owner and useful to pull
forward the necessary evolution of collective practice
(kollektiver Praxis).
What is right In the capitalist System is only that, what fills
the abyss between population and university with the dead
corpses of those ones who, without a clear consciousness, did
express their passive resistance against capitalist labour, the
university being unable to get them repaired, ready and
adapted to be killed and overkilled in the one or the other
kInd of capitalist final solution (kapltallstischer EndlOsung;
frilher Auschwitz-Gaskammern z.B.).
In SPK's history the ruling right being violence by form and
structure one could realize as follows: In order to destroy the
self-organization of patients mainly the managers of the
health-system brought into action against the sick persons the
following compulsive acts and violences using and abusing their
Juridically masked rule of grammar (rule of speech, Sprachregelung): "Dismissal without notice and off limits concerning
the scientific assistant Dr. Huber as an official and as a
member of the clinic" untn now:
1)

Deprivation of the patients regardless of their being
human ruins without any right in the view of their
enemies, based on capitalist forms of production by
means of a "free" general practising with its possiblllties of common profit-maximation useful only for the
involved physicIan, meantime deprivIng the patients
from aU advantages they had gained and defended by
struggling in the privileged Policlinic for the real
consequences of a unconstrained prescription, to torture
patients with bills, all patients being now allowed to
require or to refuse modern medical methods (as e.g. Xrays, electrical diagnostics of brain as electroencephalograms, laboratory methods and so on) - being
now again off limits for the patients, again by means of
the Just mentioned pseudo-Juridical formula concerning
Dr. Huber, but instead of all these advantages now the
"offering" of a "free" general practising as a Just more
tasteful thing if it could be, In the eyes of rector
Rendtorff, submitted to a "curatorlum" (board) of
university's members, some kind of club which, for the
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rest never had come together to constitute itself, a
"curatorium" which is even as a juridical matter of fact
a complete nonsense, for being In no way provided with
the basic laws (Grundordnung) of the university.
From all the beginning university's bureaucracy aimed
at the end to borderline the self-organization of the
patients as a disturbant factor repressing it beyond the
walls of university in order to expose and to deliver It
directly to the executive violences of public health
department (health-police = Gesundheitspolizel), guardianship-courts and to every kind of policemen. All
these measures of university's bureaucracy being seconded by diffaming campaigns of the practising neurologists, who aimed at, on the one hand to instigate the
public health department to make some more attacks
against the SPK and who, on the other hand, aimed at
seizures against single patients in order to get them
again under their "private" violence of disposition.
Dismissal without notice and ban from the house (fristlose Entlassung und Hausverbot) therefore aimed at the
end to create a situation against the patients, in which
there remained for them only the two possib1l1ties,
either to become crushed by the mlllstones of a "free"
medical practice or by those ones of the university's
psychiatry showing the same crush and the same bruise
from both of the mlllstones.
2)

By the sudden breaking off of the impoisonlng treatment
with psychopharmaca, unobjectionable only with regard
to the ruling relations, the most important entrancedoors were widely opened to death, for since most ancient times blood-circulation and respirating functions
are commonly taken for the "atria mortis" (entrancedoors for death) and they are defined as such ones; and
. the sudden withdrawal of medicaments Is always closely
related to the danger of a so-called withdrawaldelirium (Entzugsdelir) menaced by death in the form of
a break-down of circulation and respiration (28).

3)

v. Baeyer, HAfner etc., who put themselves on airs as
Judges about the criminals of physicians during the
nazi-regime (29) handled "those past times· in such a
way, that they hurried up the most sick and wardamaged patients, who had asked them tor medicaments,
prescribed by Dr. Huber, from institution to ottice and
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from office to institution, exposing those patients by
this to bodlly most dangerous strain.
4)

Starving out (March until July 1970 and December 1970
until July 1971 the necessary money was withheld from
the patients) and for years (1970 till 1971) permanently
repeated menace of forced lock out.

5)

Suicide = murder (Selbstmord = Mord): Internal bleeding
to death by crash from the top of a tower (31), the
more "humanistic" murder by impolsonlng pUls being
blocked by the situation created from the enemy's side.
Thursday before Easter (Holy Thursday, Grilndonnerstag)
in the year 1971 In a forest near Heidelberg there was
found the dead body of a female SPK-patient on the
pedestal of a tower. From the autopsy resulted: death
by Internal bleeding out. From the police-report resulted, that there had been distributed on the scene of
crime quite a lot of pUls, nevertheless neither the
post-mortem examination nor special forensic examinations could achieve to approve be it only the vestige of
using pUls. And from that it became quite clear therefore, that the pUls by the now dead female SPK-patient
had not been injected, but quite on the contrary rejected before dying (nlcht geschluckt, sondern verworfen). The labour force, which is a commodity (K.
Marx), that had ceased to be sold, had been brought to
an end by being shattered.
(The criminal investigation department had taken down
at the end of their report as a conclusion, that the
death of the girl never and In no way could have been
caused by any other person else).

6)

The organized patients had to suffer heaviest loads
caused by encroachments from enemy's side as there
were open terror, defamation against patients, policespies, menace by murder, which had support from as
secret as powerful forces (32) - the police almost didn't
care about a murder-menace against the main functionary of medical tasks in SPK (Morddrohungen gegen den
I1rztUchen Funktlonstrl:i.ger Dr. Huber), which the parents
of a SPK-patient, who were namely known to the police,
casted by telephone or by letters, murder-menaces
which seemed In a quite surprising and unusual manner
in the eyes of the police not even determined be it
only to emerge in their "files", for none of the lawyers
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later on could find only a trial of them in those "files".
Arid the same happened about those documents of
ministries, of corrupt medical men and so on, which had
served to prepare the here mentioned murder-menace
and defamatory campaigns.
Doing a summary based on the analysis of the power Interaction In this context there results and there remains the
following:
There Is nothing else behind the facade of our enemies, behind
their front, which seems to be in reality quite perfect and
untaintabie as well in juridical as In economic view, nothing
but destruction, destruction of the tissues and of the stick
together of human beings, destruction which can be measured
in volt, toxical units, meterklloponds and t:alories or joules.
This reality of economy and right got to be proved In a double
view. Once by its effects, which have been taken down in the
upper section in each point, yet nevertheless far away from
pretending to aim at a complete summary. On the other hand
the proof of our conclusion is situated in the fact, t.hat we
had set up our claim for the basic necessary support in order
to fulfil our scientifically assured, urgently necessary and
useful tasks and our claims on rights to all obllged addresses
quite urgently and again and again. The apparatus of violence,
which they have directed against us, presented to us the only
one face to consist of nothing but of destructive violence
against human Ufe, destructive violence apt to be measured in
volt, toxical units, meterkilopond and caiories and joules. After
having attacked this vioience, no longer under the signature of
rIght but under the claim of life, so e.g. by means of the
hunger-strike In February 1970 and by means of occupating
the official appartments of the university's rector In Juiy 1970
(Rektoratsbesetzung) we have earned not only our right, but
also and in the same way nearly without any trouble else the
money from which they had deprived us up to this moment.
Thus there exists neither a right for nor a right against ill
peopie (Kranke). Rather there exists only vioience (Gewalt)
against but just as well also violence for sick people. What Is
called right is nothing but the destructive violence (Zerstorungsgewait), If we let it have the enemy. Revolutionary
violence is the right for one's protection of life against
destruction. III people got no rights (Kranke haben kelne
Rechte). Therefore it is intolerable from the view of right, that
they organize In plenums, that they, being struck, start a
control against braked murder (lllness) or and at least that
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they form a mass-organization aiming at the end to abolish
Hlness (Krankhelt) as a productive power (force of production)
for the capitalism, for it's only illness which in the isles of
wealth (In den Wohlstandslnseln) pulls forward production and
consumption and therefore, and what Is the same thing, also
the profit business (das ProfltgeschAft) by mass murder
(wholesale murder, Massenmord) in each part of the world.
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THIS TEXT IS BUT A BEGINNING ...

IV About the Method of SPK

13.)

AGITATION BEING THE IMPLICATION OF "THERAPEUTIC",
SCIENTIFIC AND POLITICAL WORK

The necessity to grip and to handle the economic, sociologic,
psychologic and also the medical and political elements
(Momente) which are involved in the rea lit y 0 f
ill n e s s , thIs necessity is indespensable, if there has to be
solved the problem how to 0 r g ani z e t his p r act ice
( P r a xis) . "Therapeutic", scientific and poUtical work
constitute and determine one another. Firstly we had succeeded
In provIng that the categorial system (Kategorialsystem) of
radIcal dIalectics and of the polltical economy of Marx combIned with the progressive elements of psycho-analysIs were
among all methods the 0 n I yon e (d i e Methode) (33)
whIch worked and after this success had become quite clear by
experIence we stepped forward in socialIzIng of all tools which
seemed to be necessary In thIs context and thIs sociaUzatlon
(dlese Soziallsierung der Methode und der dafilr nlitigen Werkzeuge) took place and was a function of personal (Einzel-) and
group agitation and of our scientific working meetIngs for
agitation (wissenschaftllche Arbeitskreise), the latter three
regarding the respective contents closely combined and tied to
the dialectic method. The sprIng-up of those forms can be
regarded as being historically determined by the progress and
the development of SPK at the University of HeIdelberg and the
specific conditions there. Due to this matter of fact there may
follow In consequence of the one or the other case that one
cannot expect that every type of socialIst self-organization In
the follow-up w1ll start and develop in rather the same manner
(. .. und nicht ohne wei teres auf andere sozlallstlsche SelbstorganIsation en ilbertragbar). Therefore It w1ll be the task of
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other socIalist self-organization groups to examine our statements about 1llness as a productive force (force of production,
Produktlvkraft), as an economic and poll tical factor (5konomische und pol1tische Gr5!3e), but nevertheless this examInation
can only start from self-practisIng under the definition of
lllness (unter der Bestimmung Krankheit), following the
necessities (Bedl1rfnisse) of 1ll people there, who need to be
able, regarding the contents of our principles and methods, to
develop them once more as being demanded by their speclf1c
situation related to the circumstances there and to work out
those ones in the respective way. All things we have elaborated in this document are nothing but the expression of what
the patients of the SPK Heidelberg, the first patients' selforganization In the BRD and (as far as we know) In the world,
have worked out during the one and a half year of their
collective practising (. .. kollektiver Praxis). The reading and
studying of these explanations, which has to be done by
collective discussion In a collective frame aims at the end to
develop the self-organization of 1ll people further on In order
to become a revolutionary political power (elne revolutlonare
politlsche Kraft) in the sense of multi-focal expansionism (. ..
im Sinne des Multi-Fokalen Expansionlsmus vorantrelben).

14.)

LONEUNESS, DETAILS, "OBJECTIVITY", OPINIONS

Atomized and relatlveless patients In SPK turned lnto cooperators (Mltarbelter) - principle cooperation. From the beginning it was self-evident for every patient that the contents
of personal and group agitation could be from interest only for
those who were immediately Involved (members of personal agitation, group agitation), regarding the troubles of everyone as
being quite specific problems of everybody involved and regarding also the respectively combIned necessities being immediate wants themselves: based on the principle, that those
"personal" problems were to be worked out, obJectIvlzed und
generalized (bearbeltet, objektlvlert und verallgemelnert) and
not - as it is usual elsewhere - to be exploited and misused
(ausgeschlachtet) as a material for gossip (Geschw§.tz), competition and moral sentencing against single persons. By practising this principle as an Imperious prerequisite for all going
forward of the agitation processes In a progressive direction
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useful for each one of the patients we achieved to work out In
a collective manner a clear consciousness about the dialectics
of all those details (phenomena = Erscheinungen) and of their
most general span and essence (des umfassenden Ganzen)
(Wesen).
Singularities beIng presented in a quite abstract form (die
Abstraktheit der Einzelheiten>. be it symptoms and data feigned to be "free of value" ("wertfrei", means: merely
objective) and to be regarded and classified In a more or less
unrelated manner or which are high-handed and following a
certain situation of interests, represented by diagnosing
doctors, newspapermen, "scientists", who put them into preformed contexts, which look Uke laws and rules - it is this
abstractivity of singularities in which consists indeed the lIfeand truth-inimical labelllng scheme of traditional medicine, the
"objectivity" of newspaper reports and the positlvism of the
jurists and "scientists". All "objectivity" in mass media affirms
again and again that the single person in all his acting out is
nothing but an "object" determined to nothing but to perform
his role and that all facts are subject to the interests of
agents of profit progress (Agenten der Profitmaximierung) and
of capital accumulatlon only in order to be inserted and tied
to a certain categorial system. The so-called objectivlty in
mass media is a repressing tool of capitalism. This so-called
objectivity is marked by a seemIng separation of opinion and
interest on the one hand and of activities (Tatsachen) and
facts (past activities) on the other hand. The difference
between opinion and fact is ruled and governed and is to be
determined in any case by the opinion-makers who belong to
the agency of capitalism. Thereby the actions (Tatsachen), the
facts are torn out of their objectlve, hIstoric and social contexts and connections (Zusammenh1:lnge) in order to be presented to an abstract "public area" ("Offentlichkeit") in a form,
which lacks any specific mark of their facticity (FaktiziU.t), of
their having been worked out, of their having become a mere
commodity-product (Produziertseins), prepared to be presented
to the pubUc people as what they call with quite a lot of
pride "the naked facts" ("nackte Tatsachen"). If we happen to
meet somebody who says to us: "hence we only have to consider quite dispassionately only the true facts", then it is
quite clear for us, that we have happened to meet a person,
who either has been made completely stupid, hopeless of all
being possibly recovered, or it's a person who is a crIminal
subject of common danger.
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The opinions which are suggested to the reader, to the listener
or to the spectator, are masked as If they were a common
truth which has got Its signification and its importance by the
title and by the fame of the one who expresses the respective
opinion, labelled now to be connected to an "authority in field
and faculty" ("Sach- und FachautoriUlt").
The "littie man" (34) then is urged to express his opinion. The
so-called constitutional right of freedom of opinion (Freiheit
der Melnungsl:l.u~erung) is nothing but coercion (elections,
opinion research), Is nothing but violence against a nobody
(Besltzlosen), for what is enforced In the case of opinions is
only the interest of those who possess the commanding power
about the means of production (Produktionsmlttel). As long as
the opinions of the "llttle man" remain only opinions and
nothing else, the commanders of within the capitalist System
llke the Fllck and Abs may look very peacefully down on those
opinions which can't in no way become dangerous for the
establlshed System. Therefore there has to be developed firstly
a collective consciousness out of the desperate opinions with
their lack of efficiency at all. A thought only remains to be
nothing but only an idea or a theory as long as it is situated
only in one or in several heads which have nothing to do with
one another (Der Gedanke bleibt nur so lange Theorie, als er
nur in einem oder in wenigen, voneinander isollerten Kopfen
ist). But situated In a lot of heads, what means in persons who
talk to one another (Kommunizlerender) and who work together
(Kooperlerender), this one thought yet has achieved to be
turned into a practice (ist er schon Praxis).

15.)

DYATIC (PERSONAL) AGITATION AND GROUP AGITATION
(EINZELAGITATION UNO GRUPPENAGITATION)

The personal agitation (which here is defined as dyatic
agitation because only two persons are immediately involved)
takes Its orientation in the necessities which come to
expression and which are problems and troubles, complaints
(Beschwerden) and difficulties within the respective one
patient, situated in his personallty and to be determined there
regarding their specific manner, Just as those necessities,
problems and so on represent themselves to him and just in
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that way in which they are performed by him in his language,
special language and in his specific way expressed and offered
by him. By means of personai agitation the way in which the
materials are represented by the patient (be it: some kind of
inhibition - or acting (agieren) - the form - is as well
material to be carried out by the interacting persons (Agitationspartner) as the specific materials and contents which are
expressed, being combined to the form which Is given to them
by the patient expressing them.
In group agitation it is not primarBy a particular patient who
is focussed upon. What is concerned in group agitation, has to
be fixed by the group herself as a whole collective matter, but
thereby always must rule the principle that he or she who
seems to be the weakest member In the group In any way Is
the one to whom all orientation in every proceeding of group
agitation has to be directed to C .. dall slch die Gruppenagitation stets am schwD.chsten Glled der Gruppe zu orlentieren
hat). Hence in group agitation the form - the group process as
such one (der Gruppenprozell als Ganzer) - serves as the predominating element. The weakest member of a group In agitation nevertheless is not necessarily the one person who says
almost nothing or who speaks never at all. On the contrary it
is equally possible, that whoever talks very much is the
weakest member, trying to avoid revealing his true problems to
other members of the group or that he or she Is thus attempting to hide his Inability to relate to others, both from them
and from himself/herself C .. sic h mltzuteBen, vor slch und
den andern verbergen will). He or she talks about all other
things and god and the world, to express that only thing which
he regards to be the most important for him, him s elf as a
phenomenon unseizable because consisting of an error commonly
produced by the capitalist System which never can produce
neither a "self" nor a "him".
Furthermore in personal agitation it is the group process
(Gruppenprozell) which has to be worked out as an object In
order to become a clearly understood and grasped one, that
means that all the anxieties, Inhibitions and resistances which
have arisen In connection with group agitation In the single
one person have to be worked out and well understood (begrlffen) during the following persona] agitations. But what
served as the basic background of interpretation for all the
difficulties of the single person was in no case a scheme of
the traditional psychiatrlc-psycho-analytic coordinating system
(Bezugssystem) which represents nothing but some social
factors llke famBy, working conditions and so on, about which
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everybody at the first glance seems to be convinced that they
must be taken for absolute factors valid In all eternity, but
quite on the contrary what in our work had to serve as an
Interpreting frame like such had to be nothing but the real
changes which had been achieved by the collective and which
had to be followed in achieving further on.
For every new patient personal agitation was the first step
which he did together with a well experienced other patient of
the collective, well experienced in medical functions and
methods (Irztlicher Funktionstrliger). The first examination
served to get knowledge about common medical and psychlatrlcneurologic Interests as well as to serve for mutual information
between the newcoming and the experienced patient (zwischen
Patient und Ilrztllchem Funktionstrliger) regarding as well the
motivations of the patient as the working style of the patients'
collective. There was aspired to that, if at all possible, all
people should take part as well in a personal agitation as in a
group agitation; if there was want, there were founded new
groups (max. 12 patients). In any case there should be on
principle no group agitations without the posslblllty for every
member to use and to experience equally personal agitations.
SPK worked during all the seven days a week. All around the
clock experienced patients were present In the work-rooms,
ready and w1lling to accept everybody who came or claimed by
telephone to them. That Is to say that everybody could come
and go every time for there didn't exist any special consulting
hour, and also in group and personal agitations and in the
scientific study groups there were always some experienced
patients present for Intervention if there eventually emerged a
crisis or some other want or need. Day and night and every
time Dr. Huber, now patient, most experienced in all medical
and psychiatric functions could be asked also by telephone. For
newcomers among the patients there didn't exist anymore any
of the unproductive waiting periods: the same day they came to
SPK for the first time they could be accepted there. On
principle there was accepted everybody. Conditioned by the bad
situation of psychiatry the main emphasis of the newcoming
patients was put on such ones who:
1)

because of their bad economic situation could not afford
a treatment by a practising specialist (niedergelassenen
Facharzt) or who respectively had had a such one yet be It for example In mental hospitals,
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2)

patients who had been rejected by State Institutions
(policlinic and others) or patients who had been
confronted with wait-lists of half a year or more and
who had therefore been Immediately sent to us by a
nurse or by other persons there, whether because of
compassion or some other motivation and

3)

patients who because of their poUtical conviction and
because of their experiences had learned that it was
best for them to abolish without exception every kind
of therapy whether represented by Institutior,s or
medical persons.

All group agitations took place once a week, vind!cated to
every time the same day and the same hour and fixed to the
same room and they were l1mited to th~ maxlmunl of two hours.
In each agitation group there were some patients who already
had experience in agltatlve proceedings (agltatorlscher Prozel3)
for at least three months. Those patients could be regarded In
the sense of multi-focal expansionism (Mu1tI-Fokalem
Expansionismus) as a focus In the Interior of SPK each of
them, those who at first all forms of expression of other group
members, expressions, which had only reached the level of
being phenomena, now could work out to being clearly conceived (auf den Begriff brachten), meanwhlle they themselves
learned on the other hand to grasp the group as a focus and
germinal nucleus assembl1ng and bringing together their own
expressions and activities to a point from which increaSingly
could arise warmth-activity. This was a getting on proceeding
In reciprocity (eln fortschreitender wechselseitiger Prozel3).
Based on t.hls method there was no chance given to any role of
traditional group dynamism (keine gruppendynamlschen RoBen)
to arise whether only developed or even fixed (means: no
hierarchy at all, if a method like that is appUed).
Personal agitations (Elnzelagltationen)
were arranged between the members in agitation (Agltatlonspart.ner) voluntarily and following their necessities once a week
or for several times, If they had time enough. Again it were
the necessities and the symptoms of the very patient and also
the time which both members in agitation were able to save,
who had also to be aware of the wants of other patients, If
one of those latter persons happened to be fond of doing himself personal agitation with one of the both members who
already were engaged In the reciprocal proceeding In agitation,
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that all the named factors enabled everybody to take part In
the decision about the duration of the personal agitations.
In the stu d y g r 0 ups (A r bel t s k reI sen) , whJch had
to do with scientific matters all patients gradually could
require certain thoughts of theoretic knowledge to enable to
make them skUlful enough to start every kind of personal
agitation regardless of the respective person who asked them
for a personal agitation. The average duration of time, which
was necessary for a patient to get the ab1l1ties to seize some
kind of "activating" function regarding personal and group
agitation as well as the study groups occupied by scientific
matters, was about three months at least, in every case
depending on the interest and the participation of the involved
patient. And thus we also succeeded in receiving more and
more patients and meanwhlle the rush had become a bigger one
from day to day.
Shortly before our medical enemies and the pollce by their
assaults succeeded in stopping our work there were about fIve
hundred patients who belonged to the SPK and nevertheless by
means of the here described way In agItation those five
hundred patients had achieved to settle up a recelvlngcapacity for more than five hundred patients more now. But
despite all advantages, proceedings and succeedings also the
lack of rooms and money was going to be a more and more
urgent problem trom day to day. Every time, If there was group
agitation It was made possible tor each one to put 5 OM Into a
common cashbox, t1 he wanted and could do it (the costs of a
group therapy as usual a patient had to pay In university at
those times were at least 60 OM). These funds were submitted
to the collective control by all patients, during the only first
weeks after the SPK had started with his work and resistance,
in order to provide nothing but the means to buy some expensive medicaments which only a few patients were not yet able
to miss because of having become adapted to them by hospital
or other doctors and therefore being menaced now by heavy
crisis. And also this funds later on had to serve more and
more to pay for the costs of our publ1c work, the only weapon
we had at those times to struggle against our aggressors in the
Faculty of Medicine, In the culture ministry and In the
management of the university.
The study work assembl1es (Arbeltskreise) of SPK took place
regularly once a week in the rooms of SPK at fixed times. They
lasted at least two hours and there took part among 10 or
30 patients. Everybody could come, that means that also came
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persons there who were no members of SPK. During the last
weeks of SPK there worked 14 work-groups, everyone being
occupied to work out a different scientific matter (35).

16.)

FUNCTIONS IN SPK, COMMONLY CALLED -CASE WORK-

While agitation continued in the SPK there were also difficulties to be resolved which commonly are taken for such of
"case work", but which In the context of SPK served only to
complete agitation: whether a real help In resolving compartment- or family problems; or e.g. arranging problems of couples
or of matrimony by visiting the involved partners In their
homes and talking to them; baby-sitting whlle the related
parents were gainfully employed or collaborated in the SPK;
problem-solving agitation with parents or husbands of SPK
members, whose parents or husbands had refused to enter SPK.
The difficulties to work out in most of the cases concerning
their extend and their contents had been caused and determined decisively by the rabble-rousing aspersion in press and
broadcast which from the start had accompanIed the development of SPK directed against the patients and caused by the
Faculty of Medicine of the unIversity and by the culture
ministry of government. To the extern works and functions of
SPK also belonged the occasional help for puplls and students
(class works, examinations) by means of coachings, a help for
the victims of the establ1shed suppressing mechanisms in the
subject-factories (Untertanenfabrlken) as there are school and
university, provocating sometimes heavy situations of need and
danger in our experience.
But in the beginning of the SPK it had not yet been possible
to exercise works like that In an Institutionalized manner,
because the university's headmastershlp by the falled contract
"compromise" ("Kompromil3") In February 1970 indeed had
assured to pay the costs which should become necessary to
settle up some case-work function, but nevertheless then
refused to fulfll this promise Just as well as the headmastership of university from the start of the patients'
collective never had fulfilled his promise of warranting free
prescription, respectively quite on the contrary had rather
actively sabotaged all necessities like those, acting in a
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common plot and always as an accomplice of the Faculty of
MedIcIne.
But SPK whIch IntensIfIed his progress In practisIng agitation
achIeved to get beyond It, for the call for a help like that In
most of the patients very rapidly could be reduced, especially
by the fact, that those ones who were afflIcted In such a kind
of crIsIs management (KriseninterventIon) learned by experience.
In a very concrete and sensual manner that there was dealt
with nothing but solely a crisIs management.
And thus the "case-work" functions (die "sozialarbeiterischen"
Funktionen) of the SPK were progressIvely turned Into agitation
by the SPK by ext e rio r I tat i n g them (in AgItation des
SPK n a c h au 11 en) ; that means that the patients despite
their sItuation at home and in family as well as at theIr
places of work were ready and had got well prepared to get
along whether with their lessors and neighbours or with other
members of theIr family and their colleagues and In addition
they also became prepared to agitate independently and with
much efficIency In their surroundIngs.
In thIs way the princIple of multi-focal expansionism (das
Prinzip des MultI-Fokalen Expansionismus) became a fact in
reality, and In doing It everybody amongst the patients became
a focus in that double sense, to bring himself into the focus
and to be meanwhile a hearth (als Brennpunkt und als Herd):
as a f 0 c u s of all social contradIctions whIch are expressed
in the respective residence, family and place of work; as a
h ear t h of revolutionary conscIousness and revolutionary
activity transforming Into consciousness those contradictions
and gettIng them to a head by agitative practising (durch
Bewulltmachung und agitatorisches Zuspitzen).
Thus the colleagues on the places of work and sometimes even
the family members could be activated and moblllzed, and in
consequence they eIther joined the SPK or were trying to turn
into reality theIr necessities and aImIng elsewhere at a
collective politIcal practice, now arisen to concretization.
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17.)

AJ4:EN DETERMINATION (FREMDBESTIMIIUNG) - SCIENTIFIC
STUDY WORK GROUPS (WISSENSCHAFTLICHE ARBEITSKREISE)

Science for human beings is what means: to turn scientific
methods into tools apt to abol1sh Ufe-denying relations of
production. To apply scientific methods (c r 1 t 1 que b y
P r act ice) means: to check up and to abol1sh all foundations and functions of bourgeois science by the method of
dialectics. The practice of the SPK must not be misunderstood
- as often happened - as an alternative directed against the
ruling science (the science of those who rule) or even as an
alternative directed against bourgeois psychiatry; this SPKpractice rather constitutes not only critical reflection of this
science, but in tendency the abolition (Aufhebung) and overcom1.ng of the latter. Thereby there is to start from the point
that all what consciousness contains, that all kind of knowledge is determined by feed1ng-up and education and by habltualization in the one sense, that every human life-energy all
over has been coerced to be turned into a totalitarian
functionalism for the capitalist System (the remaining behind of
the productive forces (forces of production, ProduktivkrAfte),
regarding their development in comparison with the development
of the relations of production is a true expression of this
fact). This F rem d b est i m m u n g (a lie nat e dan d
ali e nat i n g d e t e r min a t ion) itself only can be noticed
and brought to consciousness in the process of altering and
abolishing it in developing its progressive aspect (progressive
Seite): that is the consciousness of the social single persons to
realize, that they have nothing to lose but their chains; that
the lonely persons (die Vereinzelten), being thoroughly nothing
but products of this totalitarian alien determination (Fremdbestimmung), find the s elf - rea liz a t ion (S e 1 b s t v e r w irk 1 i c hun g) in nothing but being the class of the
111 ones as the revolutionary class (Selbstverwirkl1chung der
Kranken als revolution Are Klasse).
For all those who don't need university studies as a preparation for their functioning in the economic process - and to
those ones belongs the greater part of population, those ones
who don't need some "profession" for their being expropriated science represents a strange power, which they are not able to
understand and which they therefore are used to take for a
hostlle, or be it at least a social force which they by none
way are apt to put under control. All depends on that to work
out in community with them, starting from their immediate

6.1

needs to work out the contradictions (Wldersprfiche) between
what Is science In fact and reality and what Is its uti I I t Y
val u e (G e bra u c h s w e r t) for human beings.
As a useful and Indispensable method there has proved to be
the dialectics by Hegel and the basic facts of political economy
In working out this method collectively. As a topic of common
reading and discussion In the SPK study work groups (SPKArbeltskrelse) there were "Die PhAnomenologle des Gelstes" and
the "Wlssenschaft der Loglk" by Hegel ("Phenomenology of
Spirit" and "Science of Logic" by HegeI), "Das Kapital" by Marx
(K. Marx "Capitalism"), and the "EinfOhrung In die Nationaltlkonomle" by Luxemburg ("Introduction to the National
Economy" by Rosa Luxemburg), "Der Elnbruch der Sexualmoral"
and the "Massenpsychologle des Faschlsmus" by Reich ("The
Invasion of Compulsory Sex-Morality" by Wllhelm Reich and the
"Mass Psychology of Fascism" by Wilhelm Reich). "Geschlchte
und Klassenbewu!Usein" by Lukacs ("History and Class Consciousness" by Georg Lukacs), "Versuch fiber den Gebrauchswert" von Kurnltzky ("Basic Study about Utility Value" by
Horst Kurnltzky). Topics of readings by the patients and by
their workIng out in the collective were also texts by Mao,
Markuse, LenIn, Spinoza and others. In the discussion about
what contained those texts all depended on that to produce a
true connection to what the patients in their present practice
In SPK were Just feellng and to that what Just was happening
at their place of work. Therefore the central point concernIng
those themes and topics consIsted In what was their true
ut1l1ty value (Gebrauchswert); quite on the contrary to all
what students are accustomed to do In phllosophlc and other
seminaries and work groups there Interested nothing but how
to appllcate all this subjects In practice and not the exchange
value (Tausch wert) of literature for "comparative studies"
("Verglelche") based on the principle of competition, otherwise
but nothing else: a working style, favouring the hierarchic
structure of a "socialist studying leader" or some other
dIctatorshIp (Seminarleiter).
By studyIng those texts In the work groups of SPK, texts which
seemed at the first glance to be very dIfficult, there soon
arose some polarIzation between those ones, who belleved or
pretended to understand all contents prIma vIsta and between
those other ones, who were paralyzed by the verbose flood of
words, the sense of whIch seemed to be at all Incomprehensible
to them. By creating a common conscIous situation like that
based on the rul1ng role of the needs In all work of SPK there
was produced a very useful protest behavIour as well on the
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side of the at least very frustrated ones, whose formation was
an acidemlc one as well as on the side of those who were In
the beginning the paralyzed ones, paralyzed by a real inflation
of words and thoughts overthrowing them. By that the object
role of everyone with respect to science was reproduced untll
to be a quite real fact now again and once more as for all
participants in those work groups (Arbeitskreisen) and in the
protest caused by this proceeding there was opened the real
overcome of science whUe and during appropriating it in the
collective. This reconquest (Aneignung) and the way to it, if it
is gone by the collective is already a step itself, is a concrete
transItion to get away from the passive consumption behaviour
(von der passiven Konsumentenhaltung) to the active development of the dIalectic unIt which surrounds the consumer and
the object of consumption (von Konsument und Konsumgegenstand), an active and an activating abolition (Aufhebung) of
the subJect-obJect-relation between science and human beings
done by the patients being based on their true needs while
appropriating and functionalizing science.

18.)

AGITATION AND ACTION

There exists the followIng dIctamen by Spinoza: "I say, that we
are acting then, if there happens something In ourselves or in
our surroundings, from which we on our side are the only and
adequate cause, that is if there follows something out of our
nature within us or out of us whIch only by this cause can be
recognized clearly and distinctfully; but in comparison with
that I say, that we suffer, if there happens something in us or
if there follows somethIng out of our nature, from which we are
the cause only in the one or In the other part." (36).
From all what we have stated until now there follow as unrefutable consequences that and how suffering has to be
turned into activity. The needs of the lonely one (des
Elnzelnen) have to be taken up and firstly be accepted Just as
being nothing but products of the production from which they
got made and from which they have started; they cannot be
measured by a measure whIch is applicated to them from outside, for what Is the only Important thing consIsts In that,
that those needs (Bedl1rfnisse) firstly are to be developed by
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collective work regarding the contradictions (Widerspriiche)
which they only and wholly are representing. And by that.
those contradictions are brought up to a beyond of themselves
and therefore the everyone gets aware that there also is
concerned his own need if there is dealt with the necessity to
turn all existing relations into revolution. Therefore it has to
be developed and worked out, that the relations between the
lonely ones are nothing but relations between the one who
starts to be an object and the other, who starts from the same
situation being an object in his relations too, which surround
him; that consciousness (Denken) and body are running the
program of capitalism always and in any case (Denken und
Ktirper kapital1stisch vorprogrammiert sind); that there exists
an identity between the misery of everyone and the social
contradictions in totality; and that the revolution from being
object to become a subject (from being a thing to become a
human being = vom Objekt zum Subjekt), which Is indeed the
first true event in history, the first step to human history
which merits the name history, can only be the consequence of
an effort done by a collective. And thus there is resolved the
inhibition of protest, represented untll now only by the
symptoms, by turning it into the dialectics of the processual
proceeding between the lonely one and the society; starting
from the affects (emotions, feelings
Affekte, here) of (der
Kranken =) the III people (that means starting from those ones,
who have got conscious of their suffering) there are released
(freigesetzt) the energies due to turn sufferers into activists
and exactly in that consists the explosive material, the coming
to a head (Zuspitzung) which wlll smash the ruling system of
murder in permanence (der das herrschende System des permanenten Mordes zerschlagen wird). And thus agitation as such
one is itself action, the starting point to develop the revolutionary process as a unit, which involves both, consciousness
and reality. Thus agitation and action are as well Identical
and different from one another, just as are the dialectics of
being and consciousness (Dlalektik von Seln und Bewul3tseln). If
an agitation like that becomes efficient, it is quite clear, that
the class enemies soon will start their reactions against it, but
the process as a whole and entire one gets forward and beyond
itself even In spite of and even in favour of the reactions of
the class enemy (der revolution Are Prozel3 wird durch die Reaktionen des Klassenfeindes iiber sich selbst. hinausgetrieben).

=

Following those experiences the class enemy has to be distinguished best by his being marked to be setting in motion and
into exhibition (Mfentllch) and based on laws (gesetzml:il3ig)
pollce apparatus, management-bureaucracy and armies against
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those who develop their activities In a strongly consequent
manner, starting from their lonely sufferings being In the
society only pre-fabricated ones (die Ihr Handeln konsequent
aus Ihrem gesellschaftlich produzlerten IndlvJduellen Lelden
entwlckeln) .
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THIS TEXT IS BUT A BEGINNING ...

V

19.)

Dialectics

OBJECT-SUBJECT

Illness:
Most immediately the requiring for life is becoming seizable if
somebody experiences his Ufe being menaced and restricted in
the situation of i I I n e s s a s a c a pit a lis t
existence (Krankhelt als kapitalistischem
D a s e in) and in the requiring to change this situation by
becoming productive, the last claim inseparably tied to the
being repressed by suffering which always is very close to the
requirement for change, the requirement for pro d u c t ion.
Illness in the sense of a contradictory spin (Moment) in Ufe·
Involves both the germ and the energy of her own negation,
the wUl for Ufe. But also and both Ulness Is Inhibition,
negation of Ufe. But 1llness, as negating Ufe, is not only
negation in an abstract way, such as if Ufe is only regarded
as an isolated fact of biology, which it is only from appearance
(= erscheinungsml1lUg), regarding Ufe process. Quite on the
contrary lllness is both and in quite the same manner product
and negation of the "Uving" conditions ("Lebens"-bedingungen),
and this means, that Ulness is product and negation of the
ruUng relations of production in society. In this determination
mentioned lllness is identically the 0 n e force of production
(productive force, die Produktivkraft). aiming to change
those living conditions to which lllness "owes" its rise. So far
concerning the function of lllness in an 0 b J e c t i v e view.
Regarding the sub J e c t I v e view the person In lllness Is
forced by suffering to regard his existence and his life as an
object in his consciousness. And here it becomes quite clear
that the function of health and welfare combined to their
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institutions and especially the relation between physician and
patient (Arzt-Patlent-Verhll.ltnls) Is a thoroughly reactionary
one: the patient Is corroborated as a lonely one (Verelnzelung),
his Illness is taken from him like he "expects", and his illness
Is becoming an administrated and a turned to account one. The
success of the "healing" Is t.ransformed into the object of a reestablished labour force (fitness for work) In the III person,
which represents his functionability in a life-Inimical and
lllness-creating social productive process of capitalism, In t.he
" r e h a b I lit a t ion" of the ill person.
PhysIcIan and patient:
In his lllness and in his condition of being a patient the
lonely one experiences his role as an object qult.e Intensively
and like the focus point in a mirror, quite in defencelessness,
lonellness (Vereinzelung) and outcastness (Recht.losigkelt). His
impossibll1ty to act is getting a bodily ascertaIned one
(sinnllch gewil3) in his looking out for treatment or help. One
of the most important functions of the physicIan in every
situation of therapy consists In his task to affirm permanently
and air-tightly the constitution of the patient. as a person who
must be treated in any case, the physicIan as an agent rullng
by that all socIal relations as they are. Thus the relation
between physician and patIent anchored and organized In all
institutions therefore works best as a repression in permanence
against the progressive impulsation (Moment) In t.he lllness,
being protest In every case and aIming at becoming resistance
In a substantial effect (materlallslert.er Widerstand). By that
also the pathogenic role of remainIng an object Is guaranteed
especially by the state, when lllness Is yet In its beginning.
That means further on, that by means of the relationship
between physician and patient within the health system both
capitallsm and State have established their top tool of
suppression. While illness beIng In Its acute state and In need
of treatment the State applies sharp ammunition (scharfe
Munition) against the patient, for the patient Is In this state
of lllness in its beginning a total outcast, the physician In the
relation between patient and physician Is the omnipotent one
C.. mit dem Arzt-Patient-Verhll.ltnis verbundene Rechtlosigkeit
des Patienten). The patient lacks all kinds of rights and Is
unable in any way to get influence, be it about the whether,
be it about the how of his treatment, the basis of which he
himself has established before, by creating surplus value
(Mehrwert), fInancial t.axes (Steuern) and social contributions
(Sozialabgaben), but now being unable to control or even to
determine the treatment, which the doctor is acting out against
him. If necessary the patient then is put under tutelage, put
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under internment and is murdered by euthanasia. The protest
in lllness, its progressive part (progressives Moment der
Krankheit) therefore only will reach consciousness, expression
(Artikulatlon) and come to the effect of resistance (in Form
von Widerstand manifest werden) If there has preceded any
cancell1ng of the object role In a common, that means collective
context. The physician on the other hand Is occupied by
nothing but, following his contract (auftragsgemli~), reinforcing
the reactionary momentum of illness by means of his individuallzlng and atomizing treatment. But the sharpening of the
lonellness (Verschlirfung der Vereinzelung) favours nevertheless
the becoming conscious of the patient and the setting free of
llfe energy, which during the acute state of illness is the most
powerful one as protest and resistance against llInessconditions In social relations (fever and more rapid pulses as
well as the so-called violent tendencies In so-called mental
disordered people represent quite drastic hints proving this
reinforcement) .
Single person (Einzelner)
collective:
Realizing relations, circumstances and conditions as belonging
to the objective side of my existence, relations which act as
determinations against myself (Fremdbestlmmung), turning those
relations first of all to objects of my conceptual thinking, that
means researching and Investigating them, I t.urn myseif into a
subject, be It only germinally; but altering those relations and
determinations perfectly (radikal verlindern) makes me being a
subject at all ( ... bin ich Subjekt). - To do the first one alone
and as an Individuum is nearly Impossible, to do the second
thing as a such alone one Is impossible at all.
It follows that the Individuum as a mere Individuum Is damned
to the role remaining always an objective thing (Verelnzelung).
Nothing but cooperation In connection with solidarity toget.her
with other ones renders able the movement from the object to
the subject. It follows, that all persons who are nothing but
lonely objects within the social relations cannot become
subjects except there takes place a collective practice
(kollektlve Praxis) based on a cooperation In solidarity.
By that the lonely persons, If cooperating In solidarity already
have changed t.he social relations for the m s e I v e s (f il r
sic h ) , so far as they form a part of those relations: and
that Is due to the sImple fact that they now constltut.e a part
of the social relations because of being now a collective and
no longer nothing but lonely ones. Lonely ones acting merely
as objects in the social conditions are nothing but victims who
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are unable even to defend themselves. But being together in a
collective they represent immediately and in the eyes of
everybody else the possib1l1ty and even yet the real beginning
and, last not least, the effectiveness of subjectivity. By this
change of the social relations as a such one (filr sich) there
exists both and already the germ of their changement involving
their substantial condition even as bodies (a n sic h ) .
It follows:
Every kind of medical treatment (Krankenversorgung), being
improved by a higher intensity in the methods or by any
refinement else - be it for example by reinforcement of a
specific common health treatment in using medical functions (v.
community psychiatry, institution for mental health - seelische
Gesundheit - hospitals in which the classes were cancelled klassenloses Krankenhaus - etc.), all those medical functions
established by education, tradition and control by State, and
thus forming and det.erminlng the relation between physician
and patient in the one or In the other way, In an objective
view Is nothing but a management aiming at menacing and
damaging the patients and every kind of reformism, refining
this management, in an objective view is useful only In order
to stabilize the ruling relations which are murderous ones.
Relations between persons one to another are to be understood
from the beginning in the one way only, which regards them as
relations between objects and objects. In the case of the
relation between physician and patient for example everybody
in this partnership consists, each in a quite specific manner,
of nothing but as an object of the same subject, subject being
capitalism. The patient being object of the seeming (schelnbaren) subject physician puts his pressure of suffering and all
his needs and want.s and his claims for a changement Into the
hands of a physician, quite in conformity with the redetermined
program here described and the physician, following his function in its objective regard as an administrator In capitalism
t.hen becomes an administrator of Illness. If the physician is
"successful" ("Erfolgsfall") he produces a change which is
formed by what we call "health" ("Gesundheit"), a thing of
superstition which is regarded perhaps by the patient as the
real fulfi11ing of his dreams, and that is done by the physician
by having "liberated" the patient from a special symptom: it is
for the capitalism, that the physician, following his orders
(auftragsgemall), produces a labour force once more being apt
for further exploitation and gaining profits.
All relations between the lonely ones (Einzelnen) aim at the
abolishing of their being objects. This is done by the collective
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practice directed against the yet determining forces of the
historic process being capital1sm untll now (liberation movement
being based on solldarlty). What there Is not produced in our
collectives Is the fetish "indIvidual health", not the appreciation one to another as an interchange of values and commodities (Tauschhandel), called sympathy, but what is to be
produced consists of soUdarity and of the common need of
change. The changed consciousness is equally prerequisite and
result (Voraussetzung und Resultat) of the practised poll tical
warfare; for only In the struggle for a socialism like that
exists the real chance for self-reallzation (nur 1m Kampf ror
den Sozialismus ist Selbstverwirklichung mtiglich).

20.)

AUFHEBUNG (CANCELLATION, LIBERATION, RESOLVING)
OF THE OBJECT ROLE BY COLLECTIVITY (III KOLLEKTIV)

Recognition (Erkenntnls) can exist as meaningful for human
beings only under the one condition that the things we have
recognized are changed as the origin of our recognizing them.
Preceding every recognition if it is a creative one there exists
a certainty by the senses (slnnl1che Gewljlheit) concerning the
object role of the consciousness in its relation to a being,
which has turned consciousness itself to play nothing but the
role of an object, just the object role of the lonely person (des
Vereinzelten) with respect to the material conditions (materiellen 8asis) of his social being (seines gesellschaftlichen Seins).
The stop and inhibition against the cognition (Denken) and the
vitality, experienced by Ufe if still acting on the level of the
sensual certainty (sinnllchen Gewljlheit), leads to its special
expressIon withIn certain symptoms of illness: inabBlty to work
(Arbeitssttirungen), bad feellng (Depresslonen), problems in
sexual1ty (sexuelle Schwierigkeiten), anxiety and so on.
If the real (effective) relations between subject and object get

worked out by collectivity, the role of being merely an object
as it is represented by the lonely person herself is turned Into
an object of recognition, thus to an object of a proceeding in
dialectics (Prozejl) where In such relation not only happens
recognition, but also results a change (. .. zum Objekt des
Erkenntnis- und Verlnderungsprozesses). The role of
consciousness now conceived as being nothing but an object
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concerning the being (bezilglich des Selns) now Is resolved
while there results now the developed activity In cognition and
consciousness, an activity which Is, as we mentioned, a such
one which results In constituting the new context of a new i.e.
changed being (seinsverandernde Tatigkeit des ... BewuIUselns).
By that is reached a qualitative new level: cancellation (Aufhebung), that means Identical negation (Negation) and affirmation (Erhaltung) concerning the former lonely person now In
collectivity, the latter forming a new being for the former
lonely person now with a permanently growing spread and
extension. The collective now Is a new quality both In objective and subjective view: objectively, because the relations of
production In capitalism now are In confrontation to a counterpower (Gegenmacht) by which those relations of production In
capitalism are forced to react by some specific patterns, and in
subjective view the new quality consists in that the former
lonely, falslflcated, mutilated (verkrilppelt) and Inert (stagnlerenden) consclousnesses (Bewul3tselne) come together In the
proceeding process of the new quality of collective consciousness, in the community of all the consciousnesses who are
there, while being kept (aufgehoben) In the practised activity
of the collective (kollektive Praxis). In Its dissent to the
counter-power of the capltaUst System the collective Is
permanently both object and subject concerning the process of
change (Veranderungsprozel3) in which it interacts. The lonely
one (der Elnzelne) In his now consciously known role of an
object In the process of capitalist production and evaluation
(Produktions- und Verwertungsprozel3) is also the motor involvIng the tendency to abollsh those factors of the capitallst
System. But this level of collective consciousness Is to be
worked out permanently again and again and has to be defended against the destructive effects of capitalism in the everydays process of production and reproduction disturbing the
lonely one continuously, and also this workIng out of the
reached level In consciousness Is an every days and every
nights task within the collective expanding permanently. The
III person entering the collective doesn't remain the lonely ill
person who came; and there also doesn't exist in his collaboration the aim to leave the collective as a save and sound
person ("geheilt") as to be expected trom be it a policlinic, a
physIcians' ambulance (Arztpraxls) or some other supporting
organization (Hllfsorganlsation), being then nothing but the
same one lonely person (Vereinzelter) yet part of the same
principle of reality (RealitAtsprlnzlp) of the pathogenic
(krankmachenden) and life-Inimical (lebensfelndlichen) society
In capitalism to which this lonely person would be outcast and
output In the same manner, deprived from all protection as
well as unarmed and defenceless. Quite on the contrary for
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every III person the collective Is the beginning to turn lllness
Into a process of objectivation; the one process which represents the development of the collective, this process to be
done by everybody:
- The object role of the lonely one opposite to the relations of
production (production of surplus value - destruction of
Ufe) Is experienced subjectively as a subject role. This
contradiction (Widerspruch) becomes a substantial one
(manifestiert sich) within the quaUty of 11 1 n e s s ,
sufferIng pressure (Leidensdruck).
- To conscIousness as far as It Is an effect of society lllness
can only stand opposite like a fatum whIch it takes for a
sIngle one, risIng from some faults for which the lonely
person is guilty himself. But it Is the society In capltaUsm
which appropriates Ulness for Its own purposes In order to
turn It into a value by means of the IndlviduaUzlng treatment within the relation between physician and patient,
being controlled by the patient-inimical and 1llness perpetuating health system (social taxes - "programed" Ulness).
And thIs contradiction (Wlderspruch) Is the essence of the
quaHty which we are used to call pat len t .
- In the 111 person there Is represented the contradiction
between Ulness as a protest (= Ufe expression) and the
stop (Hemmung) of this protest. This contradiction is to be
unfolded up to the new quaHty of be com I n g cons c lou s 0 f 0 n e 's r ole a s a n 0 b j e c t, being a
lonely one person (EInzelner) within the process of production and destruction In capitaHsm.
- And there Is the experience of the dialectic Interaction
between the being (SeIn) and the consciousness (Bewuptseln)
- that Is to say: Ulness as the stop (Hemmung) of Ufe and
lllness as the yet non-artIculated protest against the UfeInimical relations and against the social compulsive
mechanisms (gesellschaftUchen Zwf:1.nge). This experience
comes to its expression within the colle c t I v e nee d
for c han g e , combined to the abolition of all 111usionary
wishes for "health" ("Gesundheit"). New quality: socialist
self-organization, collective (Kollektlv).
- The more the collective expands the more burning (schf:1.rfer)
w111 get the confrontations with the social Institutions of
government (health sector - Gesundheltswesen -, university,
administration - Mlnlsterium -, judicIary, police); struggle of
the collective against the Institutions, public relations work
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(Offentllchkeitsarbeit). Within those clashs (Auseinandersetzungen) the collective turns into a subject (Kollektiv zum
SubJekt) of the social processes in change (gesellschaftlicher
VerAnderungsprozesse). At the same time there is unfolded
to the inner and to the exterior side (by the formation of
more socialist self-organizations all around lllness) the
principle of the m u 1 t i - f 0 cal e x pan s ion ism
( M u I t i - F 0 k a I erE x pan s ion ism us) as a new
quality.
- By the struggle of the collective against the Ufe-inimical
forces of the social system there Is also developed the
multi-focal expansionism up to a new qual1ty of the
political identity (politIsche IdentiUit),
1.e. to the unit between needs and pol1tical struggle (EInheit
von Bedl1rfnissen und pol1tischem Kampf) ..
- This process takes place in everybody as a lonely one (1n
Jedem Einzelnen), within the collective and also between the
collectivities, the focusses (Brennpunkte) of the movement.

21.)

MULTI-FOCAL EXPANSIONISM -

"FOCUS·

Starting from the manner, in which the collective works and in
which it Is organized: inter-agitation between single persons
al}d agitation in groups (Einzel- und Gruppenagitation), workgroups in epistemology (wissenschaftl1che Arbeitskreise),
political actions (Offentlichkeitsarbeit) and permanently
expanding the collective - there is developed the principle of
the m u I t I - f 0 cal e x pan s Ion ism which Is a new
quality. This prInciple of multi-focal expansionism in a
germinal sense already exists within the essential structures
(lm Wesen) of the patients' self-organization: each 1ll person
as a such one is a focus (Brennpunkt, nucleus of crystall1zation) of the social contradictions on a certain level, that is
more or less developed. By mea.ns of the process in personal or
group agitation those contradictions In each lonely one person
(lm Einzelnen) are worked out and unfolded thus, that everybody step by step and In permanent repetition overcomes the
level of his personal isolation (Vereinzelung Uberwindet): first
respective to hIs partner In personal agitation (Einzelagitationspartner), then respective to the agitat10n-group and
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finally the former lonely person will experIence and organIze
(gestalten) the reality (WIrkllchkeIt) and effectiveness
(Wirksamkeit) of collectivity. In a process of permanent
repetition everybody Ueder Einzelne) wlll run through the
steps:
subjectively subject - objectively object,
subjectively object - objectively subject,
and within the consciously done production of collective
conscIousness everybody (der Elnzelne) wlll produce finally the
moments (Momente) of the identity between being and consciousness (IdentItAt von Sein und BewulUseIn), that is the new
quallty of the political identity will be experienced and wlll be
produced (37). Focus means what we know from rays optics: a
lens to collect for example all beams which go through the lens
in one point, the focus, burning point of collectivity (Brennpunkt). But focus also means hearth in the certain sense, that
a hearth llke such one Is a starting point for effects (Wirkungen), for example a hearth of disturbances (Unruheherd) or
that such a focus can be compared also to a simple cookingstove or range (einfacher Kfichenherd), which produces warmth
while working. And by that we have determined the word
"focus" in its double sense: to be a point of collectivity, focus
on the one hand, and to be a starting point, a hearth on the
other hand, the word "focus" therefore being only a sign of a
dialectic identity (dialektIsche Einheit), that means a
contradictory one.
Every III person now represents in a specific way some focus.
In an objective view everybody as a lonely one person Ueder
Einzelne} represents the focus of social contradictions. But by
means of the process of con sci 0 u sly (b e w u pte n )
unfolding of the contradictions of protest and stop, collected in
1llness, the quallty "focus" as the burning point (Brennpunkt)
of the social relations (contradictions) is turned into a subjective quality, and that means that the 111 person - having
become able to handle in a quite clear manner and in full
consciousness (ein Bewupter) the social context of his suffering
- then has achieved to turn from a lonely and isolated person
as he was in the beginning into a focus, who now is really a
such one as well in subjective as in objective view.
Illness as a consciousness of suffering, as an inhibition and as
a stop whIch now is a part of one's knowledge is both a prerequisite within the cancelllng (Aufhebung) of the quality
"focus" as a poi n t 0 f coli e c t i v i t y (B r e n n pun k t) aiming at the new quality "focus" as a he art h .
Only by becoming conscious of her object role by the
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consciousness about lllness as an inhibition the III person is
enabled to liberate conscious protest, the progressive moment
in lllness. The process of turning the quaUty "focus" (Inhibition) into the quality "hearth" represents the emancipation of
the object, done by cooperation and solidarity and just by that
and by nothing else a t rea ted 0 n e (e i n
B e han del t e r) becomes a subject, an act i v eon e
(ein Handelnder).

22.)

DIALECTICS OF SEXUALITY

In all societies, formed and organized by capitalism there is no
reason to define sexuality except in a thoroughly formallstic
and abstract manner: that means, that sexuality can't be conceived llke something which exists already. Quite on the
contrary it has to be conceived in its necessity of first
becoming developed to effectiveness (SexualiUl.t ist eine erst
noch zu verwirkl1chende).
The basic fact, the only one in which Sigmund Freud was right,
consists in that the significations of all our experiences
(·Erlebnissignifikanten) are sedimented within the substantial
context of our bodies (somatisation, psychogenic disturbances
of the functions in our organs and so on); what there is
categorized to the syndroms (Symptombllder) of the so-called
psychoses, neuroses and schizophrenic disturbances thus are
nothing but phenomena as an appearing expression (Erscheinungsformen) of our bodies being destroyed by the Just
mentioned sedimentation of the significants (zerstllrtes Soma).
Freud, because of being a member of the bourgeois class in his
dullness due to the Just named fact never was willing or
allowed to work out a fertile theoretic concept like this one of
his and bring it to the point and to the end, disregarding all
the consequences all around it (38). Psychoanalysis virtually
works only on the level of ideas (Vorstellungsebene), but
sexuality, being a life expression of indispensable force, which
is setting free life-energy, therefore in psychoanalysis mostly
can't neither seized and worked out nor realized (SexualitAt
bleibt unbearbeitet und unbewlltlgt). What appears as an
improvement in healing and treatment (Hellung), thus is
nothing but a certain absence of symptoms, especially of the
most disturbing ones adapted to the norms of a behaviour in
sexuality, which is nothing but a petty bourgeois one.
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It then was firstly Wilhelm Reich, who Btarted t.he experiments

(der den Versuch unternahm), to put Freud's theory from the
head to the feet (39). Researching the disturbances in sexual
functions, while thinking that t.hose dist.urbances were caused
by "psychologic" fact.ors and vice versa he by and by succeeds
In proceeding to t.he beginnings of a dialect.lc and historic view
(hist.orisch-dlalektischer Ansatz) down to the ground of the
essential contradiction which there always has worked between
the sexuallty as a function of llfe and its permanent breaking
caused by the forces of nature acting against human societies
In the beginning to which were added later on the forces of
the nowadays world-wide system of forces in capitalism, reinforcing the formerly only naturally caused Inhibitions up to a
degree of exponential reinforcement (40).
Following these outlines In the conception of W. Reich, based
on his dialectics of history (historisch-materialistische Aufarbeitung) in SPK it became comprehensible In a quite selfunderstanding manner that Ulness itself was to be conceived as
the one ruling antagonism and contradiction in llfe itself and
that therefore lllness was to be conceived as thoroughly broken
life (Krankheit in sich gebrochenes Leben) and all life as being
broken from before its beginning nowadays only could consist
of and exist in lIlness. There exists a correspondence in selfdestruction concerning the individuum being regarded on the
level of a lonely one (Einzelner), the sexuality of whom being
turned into anxiety as a together of all self-destruct1ng
involvements and on the other hand there is the destructive
force of capitalism which has reinforced natural forces to the
most high degree of destruction, death-menacing every kind of
life in omnipresently growing tendency.
If you want to get a concrete knowledge about sexuality in

every level of its phenomena in history you have to analyze
the surroundings, the socio-economic and the cultural conditions in order to conceive all of its functions. The requirements (Erfordernisse) which start. from that human beings always have to care about how to reproduce their living conditions, living conditions which in former t.lmes mankind had to
extort by permanent new efforts from the natural forces which
menaced them all about, necessities, requirement.s and lIving
conditions for the fulfilment of which the human being from
nowadays has t.o pay by submlssing himself to the ruling social
order of the capitalist System, - all those requirements do not
only work against sexualit.y; for what. is more, there Is to start
from that the separation between sexuality and the whole of
the functions which deal with the reproduction of the economic
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and cultural I1ving conditions is not at all possible. To talk
about sexuality and to mean sexuality, represents a totally
unreasonable effort, excepting there exists at least the knowledge in the speaking and meaning person about the fact, that
he Is just walking inside the categoric and epistemological
system of economy and admInistration. Whatever else the
speaking and meaning person could intend, remember for
example every kind of sexuality yet experIenced by the person,
of course can be communicated in the manner of abstractness
and generality (abstrakter Allgemeinheit), because dealing with
feel1ngs (Geftlhlen) whIch already are conscious enough, but by
this act to express himself he neither is able to grasp special
feelings (in connection with sexuality) nor wlll he be enabled
to ever know whether feelings, which he takes for sexual ones
and also experiences commu,nicated to him by others indeed are
nothing but sediments of a connection of funct'.lons from which
he experiences nothing but some sediments of feelings and
which have nothing to do with sexuality or nearly nothing.
Regard for example the extremeously strange phenomena of
nymphomany or satyriasis (kinds of most exaggerated sexual
drive in women and men) and you soon wlll experience that
those phenomena, which at the first glance seem to be expressive forms of a flabbergasting sexual activity indeed are
nothing but the highest degrees of self-defence against
sexuality. because sexuality in the cases of satyriasis and
nymphomany is based on pleasure-anxiety (W. Reich, LustAngst), the exaggerated activity seemingly being the only
means to inactivate this pleasure-anxiety. If it were possible
to isolate neatly (freizuprAparieren) a sexual behaviour like
that by putting away all economic and cultural components,
what then would remain, never would be sexuality, but the
anxiety which determines a sexual behaviour like that.
Hp who looks out for original forms of sexuality in order to

reconstruct them perhaps wlll enter some description of lifecommunities which easily could impress him to take them for
lost paradises of a quite permissive sexuality because they are
up to the most extent different in comparison with civil1zation
and culture from nowadays, even apart from their being some
times a quite successful literature as a such one. The socalled primeval horde (Urhorde), while working only to preserve
constantly the best possible living conditions in such a
community was in no instant free sexuality, even if nothing
else had formed a limit to them, even if they could also act
out every kind of incest within an allround promiscuity, even
regardless of every kind of difference concerning life-age.
Quite on the contrary those groups resulted from an incentive
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born out of all surrounding dangers and aiming at the greatest
possible (grtll3tmoglichen) standing together and at the same
time isolating them against other groups and their attacking
one's living conditions and llfe-materials which permanently
were to be protected and most time required all efforts of
self-defence.
It was W. Reich who worked out (The Invasion of Compulsory
Sex-Morallty, Einbruch der Sexualmoral!) how sexuality is
sharply turned into a completely different one (sprunghafte
Veranderung) by passing from the aboriginal communist
societies (urkommunistischen Gesellschaftsformen) to those of
the patriarchal system. It is in reality the same thing what
happens since the establishing of the partriarchal system when
on the one hand property (Eigentum) is being stab1l1zed and
perpetuat.ed from the father to the son and so on, all along
the succeeding generations and on the other hand sexuality is
getting an utter~ost restricted one, what means in terms of
psychoanalysis that more and more, starting from the earliest
states of childhood all pleasure raising from sexuality
(Genitalitll.t) becomes a repressed one in order to be replaced
by oral and anal issues to get fun (Lustbefriedlgung). Formerly
the persons firstly needed to be together and to constitute
some being together if they wanted and In order to practise
sexuality. But now the same being together took place in order
to practise common meals and thus a new life behaviour had
been induced by force, provoked by the only sense and the
only intention to pervert pleasure from a sexual one to an oral
one. By mechanisms to form coalitions like that by force and
up today all kinds of autonomy and spontaneity of the single
persons (des Einzelnen) more and more are repressed. Tendencies of centralization surrounded by intra-personal relations
In which each role and function is getting a quite specialized
one, permanently trained by fixation and repetition, and a.lso
the submission of the every person (Elnzelner) under the
mechanisms of order and prohibition (Befehlsautomatismen), this
tendency is getting a more and more favoured one, creating
artificially hostUlties from person against person and from the
one family unit or tribe against the other ones, thus becoming
the quite usual expression of hostility, whether a hidden one
or In open performance of war-games in theatre or reallty as
we know untll now. The personal behaviour since the establishing of the original capitalist and patriarchal system
therefore involves also sado-masochist tendencies, neurotic
anxiety, the need for models and leaders in order to get a socalled "self", a personal ego (filhrungsspezlflsche Identifikatlonsprozesse und Perseverationstendenzen) which can be
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perseverated and Iterated lIfe-long (Verharrungstendenzen).
ModaUtIes of behavIour lIke those, in the vIew of W. Reich,
have nothIng to do with genItal drive impulses (nongenitale
Triebregungen), but nevertheless they represent in fact
sexuality because of having been sexualIzed in secondary
processes of sexual development, now sometimes havIng become
a devIant one In a clInical sense. In any case those
mechanisms dealIng with nonsexual drIves since the earliest
times of childhood urge inhibitions and barriers which stop the
abllities to become impressionable by especIally genital stimuli
(Relze) but favouring tendencies of consumption In oralIty
whIch In tendency can become a more and more aggressive and
destructive one (see bullemy) and anal perseveration the
expression of whIch appears as accumulating possessIon and
defendIng It agaInst everybody else by whatever means and
weapons available.
By circumstances like those the sexual conduct (Sexualverhalten) doesn't exist at all, regarding it as if it be a selfexpressing component In our behaviour. Quite on the contrary
sexualIty represents nothIng but something lIke a cement In
the context of the relations in economic exchange between men
a'nd nature and between men and men, which is up to each
detail determined and governed by the wants of the economic
system. Where the persons In sexual Interaction (Partner)
belIeve to have done their choices based on primary or
secondary sIgns (Merkmale) of sympathy and attraction In
sexualI ty, regarding the t.hIngs as they really are in an
objective view (objektIver Betrachtung) there Is to start from
the point, that a choice lIke that is pre-determIned by upbringIng and education, by the surrounding circumstances and
by the respective forms of beIng accustomed, the origin of
which we may fInd nowhere else but In the Interests of the
economic system. Every kind of speCific attribute In sexualIty
Including even the biologic constItution up until to the
perception-structures of everybody are entirely conditIoned by
means of the above mentioned sexualization of the partialdrIves (Partialtriebe) which are activated as results of the
competition between the tendencies coming from the economic
system on the one hand and the suppressed (zuruckgedrAngten)
tendencies aiming at genitalIty on the other hand.
By thIs we can get quite clear that the relations of production
as a totality are sedlmented In the body and In the soul which
is nothing but a man-made one (Kunstprodukt Psyche). Thus
every concept which claims to cope wIth the mIsery In
sexuality must wreck, If It abstracts from the totality of the
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ruling relations of production on the one hand and from its
necessary abolition on the other hand. In SPK it was our
primary interest to regard every immediate expression of a
want in sexuality as a such one which had been produced by
capitalism and which therefore included the want to be worked
out as a such one. And for that very reason certain outlooks
had to be replaced as being merely a b s t r act negations if
for example they raised the demand to get firstly clear with
the d1.fflculties in sexuality before beginning to work in
politics; or that firstly should have been abolished the prIvate
ownership (private property) of the productive machines and to
start the emancipation in sexuality later on. Quite on the
contrary we tried to look out for practical possib1l1ties in
starting sexual relations always respective the immediate living
cond1tions of the person constituting the rea I
( be s t 1 m m t e) negation.
The original negation of sexuality (die elnfache Negation der
SexualiUt) is there as the ever accompllshed fact of the
sexual energies being splltted into the partial-drives (PartIaltriebe) caused by having been born within the relations of
production of the capitalist System (voyeurism. commodityfetishism. perversions and so on). It is the exchange value
(Tauschwert) which produces the partial-drives (die Partlaltriebe). spJ1tting genital1ty and perverting it to oral and anal
functions and disfunctions before genital1ty was reached since
long ago in history and since earJ1est times in every childhood.
Submitted to and repressed by the exchange value (Tauschwert)
all so-called "inter-human" relationships ("zwischenmenschliche" Beziehungen) are pre-determined in order to be
nothing but relations between objects (= exchange of neuroticisms). To turn object-obJect-relations into subJect-subJectrelations is a task and a problem which only can become a
resolved one if there is political practice able to do the
negation (NegatIon) agaInst all exchange values all about;
CLASS-WARFARE! (KLASSENKAMPF!) (41).
The process of emancipating sexuality can be outJ1ned as
follows in a somewhat schematic way:
1.)

There is to start from that there is the negation of
sexuality being a Ilfe-function and there is also to
start from the prerequisite that there exists a
dominating control tied to the partial-drives
(commodity-fetishism). The surrounding objects beIng
sexualized by means of the partial-drives therefore also
produce anxIety. Firstly thus it is necessary to liberate
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the partial-drives from their contents In representation
(Vorstellungsinhalten) which make anxiety. On this level
as a primary one every kind of activity and practising
sexuallty has to be supported and encouraged (for
example masturbation Is In no way harmful, but from
what danger caused by masturbation surely may result
are those contents In representation which are selfdestructive, namely masochistic and sadistic ones).
2.)

Negation of the partial-drives submisslng them to the
genital function (Genltalfunktlon). In order to pass from
1) to 2) as prerequisite there has to exist a partnership In sexuality and the readiness to cooperat.e. As a
transitory fact there may rise be It only temporarily
some Incllnation to promiscuity which nevertheless soon
will disappear as soon as there has been realized the
necessity of cooperation with those ingroup members,
who had been the first choice each other practising
sexuality.

3.)

Because sexuallty Is yet splltted away from life-function
In Its totality now It has to be integrated to the being
a subject which consists of the political Identity. But
nevertheless we have to keep well In memory that even
If we succeed in organizing sexuality be it only as a
beginning (ansatzwelse) in a genital way, and if we also
succeed In eliminating the partial-drives best we can,
nevertheless there remains something of the strangeness
In particularity and in splitting as far as the IIfecontext In Its totality remains an alienated (entfremdet)
one to which the single persons (Elnzelnen) are
submitted, these conditions permanently and perpetually
remaining to work against us (place of work, family,
school, university in Its being organized by the
capitalist System). But there also is the posslb1llty to
achieve real happiness in sexuality now an experienced
one, able to mobil1ze just. those energies (powers from
Illness) which we need to stand up against the
destructive and life-Inimical System in order to create
the prerequisites which we need to regain our bodily
life in the context of which sexuality represents the
one focus from which starts as well community as Its
becoming a fa1l1ng and destructive one.

The question whether there exists a solution of the misery in
sexuality or not is directed to practical behaviour and far
away from being a subject to any thesis or theory (42).
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THIS TEXT IS BUT A BEGINNING ...

VI Dtness and Capitalism

23.)

IDENTITY OF ILLNESS AND CAPITALISM

"It (the manufactury) c rip pie s the workman to an
a b nor mit y , while favouring his very partial skill
(Detailgeschick) just in the way of a hothouse (treibhausmaj3ig
f5rdert) by means of sup pre s sin g a world of drives
(Trieben) and dispositions, just as one does in the La-PlataStat.es where they slaughter a whole animal, in order to prey
only its coat or its tallow." - "The human being is merely
realized (verwirklicht) as a fragmentary (Fragment) part of his
own body." - "A certain crippllng in mentality and body is an
inseparable and constituting (unzertrennl1ch) element itself in
every kind of division of labour as it is represent.ed in the
society as a whole one and on its large scale. But because the
manufact.ory period develops the splitting of all branches in
social work (Zerspaltung der Arbeitszweige) up to a m u c h
h i g her I eve I (v i e I wei t e r f i.i h r t ) , seizing the
individual at its roo t 0 f I i f e (s e i n e L e ben s w u r z e I) not before this strange separation of work
(eigentilml1che Tellung) is achieved, it is not untll t.hen that it
(the manufactory period) furnishes also the material and the
impulse for the i n d u s t ria I pat hoI 0 g Y . " (43).
Illness Is the 0 n e essential condition, illness is the
prerequisite and that which results from the production process
in capitallst System (we just have lined out by some words of
Karl Marx). Pro d u c t ion and its processes and proceedings
in capitallst System and des t r u c t ion of life is the same
thing which happens in this process. There permanently results
destruction of Ufe, while capital is produced. Capitalist System
always requires (wird beherrscht) accumulation (Marx), and this
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is the primary need of capitalism. Illness expresses the lifedestructing force of capitalism. Illness is produced collectively:
that's to say that the person who works (der Arbeitende), by
creating the matter capital (das Kapital), which confronts Itself
to him as an unknown (fremde) power in spit.e of being
produced by himself, produces col lee t I vel y (together
with all the other persons who work In this capitalist process)
his own Ion eli n e s s (V ere i n z e I u n g ) . Therefore it is
nothing but a st.rict consequence in this context., that the socalled health institutions do nothing but perpetuate this
loneliness, for the health institutions treat all those symptoms
not as such ones, which are produced collectively, but quite on
the cont.rary only in a manner as If they were nothing but a
fate of a single one being guilty and having failed. But indeed
the capit.alist System also creates In the shape of Illness the
most dangerous weapon against itself. Therefore it's quite clear
that capitalism in the' case of being confronted with the
progressive moment of illness soon will mount its sharpest
weapons: health sector, judiciary, police. In the 0 b j e c t. i v e
view illness as a destroyed labour force (defekte = nlcht
verwertbare Arbeltskraft.) Is the grave-digger of capitalism.
Illness
intern barrier of capitalism: if all persons at once
fall in illness (akut krank
arbeitsunfAhig), thus becoming
unable to work, all possibilities to produce surplus value
(Mehrwert) are completely exhausted.

=

=

Illness if It is based on a collective process of consciousness
Is the 0 n I yon e (d i e) force of production in
revolution nowadays following gradually the steps of effectiveness as there are: protest In the state of a stopping, conscious
protest, collective consciousness, warfare based on solidarity.
The function of the health system Is to maintain the possibility to exploit the commodity labour force and to elevate it
on a higher level on the one hand, and on t.he other hand
health system has to care about the pharmaceutic and the
medico-technical Industries in order to realize the surplus
values in those and other sectors of industry (the health
system Is the circulation sector of the pharmaceutic and the
medico-technIcal Industry). Therefore the ill person is the
object of a two-fold exploitation: the destroyed labour force
has to be repaired in order to continue Its exploitation; as a
consuming person the ill one is a very fashionable market
(sorgt er fUr den reibungslosen Absatz) of the medico-technical
and the pharmaceutic Industries.
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Pro t est, In which consists the progressive moment of lllness
thus Is kllled; the reactionary moment, the s top pin g
( Hem m u n g) becomes a reinforced one by means of reproduction In the treating and healing process (= repair of the
labour force, of the ability to work). And what Indeed is taken
away from the III person Is his or her urgent need to struggle
for change.
Life Is change, that. means struggle against the forces of
nature In order to appropriate nature In a productive way (zur
produktiven Aneignung der Natur). The capitalist System Itself
starts Its confrontation against. life in the manner of a natural
force. Protest, that means life-expression, permanently is
killed; that Is nothing but organized murder In permanence. If
this murder Is executed by the Institutions of famlly, school
and so on, It Is named education. Education In no way takes
an Interest to satisfy t.he real needs of human beings, but
quite on the contrary education works to kill those needs
(Bedo.rfnlsse) whlle obeying only to the commands and demands
of the natural force (Naturgewalt) which Is accumulation (of
surplus value) In the capitalist System; capitalist accumulation
and mas s m u r d e r thus Is one and the same thing!

24.)

THE PROLETARIAT WHICH IS A REVOLUTIONARY
PROLETARIAT IN THE DEFINITION OF ILLNESS
(UNTER DER BESTIMMUNG KRANKHEIT)

Not each one of the 1Il persons (In fact everybody Is Ill)
belongs to the revolutionary class. But everybody who uses the
progressive moments of Illness acts revolutionary.
Where then will run the class fronts Is to be pointed out by
revolutionary struggle Itself; remember that there are and that
there have been existed In all revolutions also reactionary and
fascist gangs, which were recruited from members who belonged
to the proletarian class.
It Is not a simple and mechanical definition of the class
situation (Klassenlage), which decisively makes the difference
between belonging or not belonging to the real revolutionary
subject (ZugehBrigkeit zum revolution!i.ren Subjekt). But
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c I ass - ~ 0 n sci 0 usn e s sand c I ass - vie ware the
criteria and marks which rise from the struggle.
In the economic system of nowadays all proletarians, that is
the proletariat as a such one which is inhibited by the
reactionary moment of Illness, therefore the stopped proletariat
has good chances to float like drift-wood in the waves of the
free-democratic illegality until it will be drowned. Only as
proletariat in lllness - and to be ill is his essential mark, for
if the contrary were true, the proletariat would have cancelled
since long ago the basic antagonism (Grundwiderspruch
class
antagonism) regardless of all the awful rhetorics of his patrons
amongst the students - now and with illness wlll develop his
rev 0 I uti 0 n a r y for c e , which for sure wlll be situat.ed
bey 0 n d (a u 13 e r h a I b) the free-democratic illegalit.y; for
in this context he lacks all rights, doesn't· possess anything
what could be apt for expropriating the labour force of other
people, possesses nothing - be It. a home, a car or a refrigerator - nothing, which is not every time under the command
(Verfilgungsgewalt.) of the capitalist forces (des Kapltals). His
muscles, nerves and bodies nohow ever did belong to the proletarians for the respective functions are pre-programed in a
manner which starts from the basic relations of capitalism
which puts its marks into every proletarian person, even long
ago before being born or having borne, everybody thus being
programed for best. possible expropriation. This program both
exists as a material power consisting of the factories of
subordination as there are family. home. school, barracks, place
of work, office, medical centre and mental hospital, prison and
so on. Up to nowadays a definition which Karl Marx took down
in the Communist Manifest (Kommunistisches Manifest. 1848) is
correct., when Marx underlined that prolet.arians are those who
have nothing to lose but their chains, hut that the proletarians also and especially are the negation (Negation) of the
capitalist System wh,ich has turned them into being a nothing,
- indeed: proletariat in the definition of illness.

=

The proletarian class, pre-programed by capitalism, material for
expropriation and thus being sunk into Illness from the beginning, systematically particularized, cut up (zerstilckelt) and
crippled in all his possibilities of development for the only
purpose to gain the best fashionable rate of profits, t.hus
thrown into a situation in which all good and best intentions
neither by work-colleagues nor trade-unions. social welfare
tribunals (Sozlalgerichte). health system. nor anybody or
anything else can help or do anything, simply because of the
only fact. t.hat the ill person thoroughly is situated beyond the
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frame of "rights" - therefore the proletarian class Clin become
in no means a system-bursting one, if not the proletarians
mark themselves by illness and begin to struggle and to live
as self-marked ones basing themselves on the definition of
illness. For they are matured to be system-bursting (systemsprengend) by nobody and nothing but by the ruling class of
the ruling capitalist System Itself. This not because there was
any caprice (nicht aus einer Laune heraus), but because Hlness
and capit.allsm constitute a dialectic unit. (sondern well Kapital
und Krankheit eine dialektische IdentiUit darstellen) (45).
An Important fact, which proves that the proletarian class In
lllness is the revolutionary proletariat, for example Is the
matter of fact, that about 35 'HI and even more of the takehome pay as so-called social security contributions are
transformed to capital by the controlling institutions of t.he
State, that means that they are invested into the capitalist
economy, "working" t.here among other t.hlngs as preventionreserves in the cases of an economic crisis (Krisenpufferkapazltat). If a worker gains 800 DM wages a month, 280 DM
are at the same time automatically taken away, what they call
"social" "security" contributions (illness, invalidity, senility),
but which are destined to flow into the economy serving there
for the accumulation of capital and, as just. mentioned, for the
treatment not of persons, but occasionally for the economic
crIses, the untreatable "childhood-illness" of every capitalist
System until now and In all future. Thus the working class
permanently Is forced to produce not only surplus value, but
also Investment matters for the Industry and under the pretext
to deal with matters beIng good for repairing their own labour
force itself, destroyed by the others by means of exploitation,
to be paId quit.e self-understanding with the short money out
of their own wages, the working class is just paying for
something which has nothing to do even with t.heir labour force
at all.
The health system which Is nothing but an Institution for
repairing and controlling of the destroyed labour force (t.his is
the function of its therapeutic and diagnostic dashboard)
automatically breaks constitutional rights (setzt Grundrechte
auller Kraft). It deals wit.h patients as if they were nothing
but objects and things. But at the same time, just by that It
therefore constitut.es the basic natural right of self-defence!
In a more detailed vIew there are broken in the way of a
criminal conspiracy the basIc rights (Grundrechte) as follow:
freedom of movement (Frelzilgigkeit), habeas corpus (Unverletzlichkelt der Person), free expression of opinion (Freiheit der
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Melnungsau~erung), sanctity of the mall (self-understanding
and usual in all institutions like prisons. Anstaltsordnung),
judicial hearIng (rechtliches Gehor) et.c. etc. There permanently
take place the following crimes: deprivation of liberty (special
permission of the health system-funct.lonaries - Elnwelsungsbefugnis der Funktionare des Gesundheitswesens), bodlly Injury
(Korperverletzung), kidnapping, extortion, coercion, hard labour
for patients imprisoned in mental hospitals and rehabilitation
centres.

By that there is urgently exposed for all III people the
necessity for self-defence.
The need for change related to the pressure which starts from
suffering (Leidensdruck) has to be directed against and aim at
the object by which is generated illness, persecuting the
essential matter from which illness comes, and that Is the
social order based on capitallsm, this one socIal order, whIch
has become the secondary nature of everybody (that which Is
called elsewhere: soul). The human basic want is production,
that means to create all possibilities which are necessary In
order to assimilate nature in the best and most enthusiastic
way (zur optimal en und lustvollen Aneignung der Natur);
nothing else can be meant by the expression: struggle against
the natural forces. But what is taking place here and nowadays
Is to earn surplus value, accumulation of capital and destruction of life. The utility value (Gebrauchswert) of the commodities, just as life itself, are nothing but waste products of the
capitalist relations of production (kapitallstische Produktionsverhaltnlsse) and in this degenerated form they are treated
following the laws of capitallsm: "ex-and-throwaway" ("exund-hopp") or "use it and throw it away" ("nach Gebrauch
wegwerfen") .
Hut. the productive force of our consciousness which is the
condItion to regain the material matters of production is able
to conquer the natural vIolence of capitalism:
Don't take alcohol, don't take pllls, which make you go
asleep or quiet. Don't take speeds: take the power, that's
better.
If you feel bad, if you sit in front of the televIsion
screen and are bored, then you ought to learn, that
televisIon is poisonous.

Attention televIsIon: polson.
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Alcohol kills by hundred kilometers an hour. The
capitalist society even kUls walking on foot.
Labour medicine: medicine of exploItation or exploitation
Itself?
Labour medicine: protection of the workers or factory's
police (Werkschutz)?
Protection of labour (Arbeltsschutz) for hard working 11
months a year, so that you can live 4 weeks on paid
leave. But you need to live for 12 months.
After a wearing down and dull work-day you lack all
enthusiasm to make love (kelne Lust zu vogeln). The
medicine there can do not.hing with its pllls and its big
talks. But. what Is necessary Is to change the workingday, to make it worth living. The doc tor, t hat
are yourselves. (Der Arzt, das seld Ihr).
Take over the power in the factory and in the society,
become masters of your life.
You are tired, because the work you do makes you puke
and makes you be a wreck (ankotzt, kaputtmacht) refuse stimulating p1lls (verwelgert Aufputschmlttel).
Workers!
If you are fed up with the stressing commands of your
foremen, your bosses or of the machines, then there rest
only two solutions:
1.)

2.)

You claim that the work must end Immediately. The
social security has to pay for you. But keep In your
mind that the account which has to be paid, Is your
turn, when all has finished.
Or you put all power In the factories under your
own command by making revolution, that's better."
(46)

25.)

ABOUT THE "HEALTHY" SOCIALISTS AND ABOUT THE
REACTIONARY DOGMATISM OF CERTAIN "LEFTIES"

If the SPK had to argue In pubUc discussions with lefties, it
was quite usual, that the lefties showed tendencies to
dogmatism which were related to the marxlan analysis of
capitallsm, for example In the case, whether a teacher should
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be conceived as a producer of surplus value or not. In our
opinion we started from the point that the t.eacher is working
in the production process of the commodity labour force. For
forming the commodity labour force (pupil, apprentice and
student) in the manner which is demanded by the necessities
of the high specialized late capitalist. (spatkapitalistischen)
production process so that the labour force becomes a qualified
one, that Is it Is getting reinforced (potenziert) there simply is
added more value to the commodity labour force by specializing
it and by making it higher qualified, and this surplus of value
then becomes an assimilated one by capitalism which at the
same time transforms It to surplus value. It Is the capitalist
accumulation then which reaps the highest possible benefit
(Hauptnutznie!3er) of this increase of productivit.y, combined to
the increasing specialization.
But the one-sided and dogmat.ic making use of the definition
productive worker or labourer in t.otality (produktlver Gesamtarbeiter) being applied without exception on the classical
industrial proletarian people (klassisches Industrieproletarlat)
because of the Industrial labourers being considered as t.he
only group in the society which creates alone and as a such
one all richness In the society, this view Is a mist.ake, followed
by reactionary effect.s.
The roots of this one-sidedness for sure are nourished by the
fact that most of the student lefties didn't start. from their
own needs, that is from their own consciousness of their own
objectively settled class situation, but Instead of entering
marxism in this way quite on the contrary st.art.ed from their
(quite legitimate - durchaus berechtlgten) dissatisfaction with
organization and cont.ents of their studies, and later on they
realized the 0 b j e c t I v e class situation of the proletariat,
which they promptly treated as the mere 0 b j e c t of their
agitation, idealizing and even taking it for their fetish. But
rather all depends on realizing that the crippled and mutllated
consciousness has to become an object of agitation-work in the
collective, and the most important step to do this mediation of
necessity (Vermittlungsstufe dieser Notwendigkeit) is to grasp
(das Begreifen) his 0 w n illness just as one's own one. The
difficulty for left students to work out a political practice,
which is a consequent. one, is given by the fact that every
kind of dogmatic "thinking"-work causes the veiling of one's
own 1llness. Only by learning this we are able to understand,
why a left student in a discussion could say the following: "I
myself don't belong to the exploited class, because 1 receive a
grant." Class consciousness just can rise only from the struggle
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between classes, which soon wlll form the respective class
consciousness. In any case the quallty illness (Qualitat
Krankheit) Is the relating link of all those who are struck by
the suppressing machine (Unterdrilckungsapparat).
What they mean about illness Is very characteristic of a lot of
people (especially students) regarding their behaviour and their
argumentation whlle calling themselves "socialists". They consider lllness as if it were an isolated, negative thing and
nothing but a stopping. They regard lllness as a part of their
"private life", as a trouble, about which everybody has to get
along alone, but which in no case is allowed to "bother" any
political activity. But taking oneself for a "sound" socialist
wit h i n t h e soc i e t y i n w h i c h wei i v e , can be
nothing but the expression of an elite consciousness in tendency, which is quite a consciousness due t o t h e
rep res sin g S Y s t em, in which we live (s y s t e m 1m man e n t e s Elltebewul3tsein).
From a "sound" el1te consciousness like that it follows that:
1.)

Artificially splltting of the own llfe In a private llfe on
the one hand and in poll tical activity on the other
hand. By that the separation between profession and
private life, caused by the social relations, is
permanently reproduced and every kind of political
activity remains an alienated one.

2.)

Separation between vanguard and the masses. Cast
therefore a glance on the false application of definitions like "vanguard" and "masses", regarding the
background of that what Wllhelm Reich pointed out in
the "Mass-Psychology under Fascism" ("Massenpsychologie des Faschismus") and in "Listen, Little Man"
("Rede an den kleinen Mann"), when he dealt with the
difficulties to activate the masses to decide themselves
whether they should take part in some kind of mass
strike or not. W. Reich based his researches on the
matter of fact, that in the case of a strike or in the
case of a theft there is never to put the question why
tho sew 0 r k e r s are striking or why t his
person has stolen something, for quite on the contrary
there is only the question why, regarding the rulershlp
of the social relations as they are, not a I I workers
per man e n t I yare striking, and why not a I I
consumers satisfy their needs by "theft".
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The function of a true vanguard can only start from
the p r act j c e (P r a xis) which is to be fulfilled
In t.he sense of multi-focal expansionism. Within the
multi-focal expansionism every focus as a such one
works identically as lf they were masses and vanguards
at once, for if they work in the way of a focus
(masses) they bring together the social contradictions In
their inner heart and if they work as a hearth (vanguard) they do It by applying those contradictIons
(Jnanspruchnahme), the progressive moments of those
contradictions being forwarded and activated furt.her on
will bring about all their effects allover in the
surroundings; the contradiction between vanguard and
masses will be resolved in the expansive moment of t.he
principle of multi-focal expansionism, when the proceeding generalization of the revolutionary consciousness and of the revolutionary activities continues to
develop.
But quite on t.he contrary an vanguard, which only herself calls and takes her for a such one, comes out - lf
we say it quite directly - and calls up the workers to
develop themselves a "revolutionary" consciousness. A
so-called vanguard using Marx-papers (Marx-Texte)
then explains to the workers that there exists exploitation against them. By their brains most of t.he workers
may be will conceive it, because for them this fact
Indeed Is far away from being some news for them, but
nevertheless they lack the experiences of a successful
struggle In solidarity, and experiences like those cannot
be preached. And from that follows, that there will
follow nothing In a practical view. It Is only In a quite
abstract and isolated (punktuell und isoliert) manner,
that to the needs of the workers Is payed attention for example if there is dealt with a so-called "struggle"
against the "grievances" ("MiJlst!l.nde") l1ke pollution of
the environment and housing shortage. WIth 1llness they
deal only In connection with an industrial "accident"
(Arbeits"unfall ") and "vocational" Illness ("Berufs"krankhelt.), but by that illness itself never will be
allowed to enter the consciousness nor to become a
mobIlizing power in the context of exploitation and of
the needs of the single persons from which it comes and
of which it consists (Not und Ausbeutung).
The masses, the proletariat, conceived as a mereiy
objective matter of fact then is treated by agltatlon In
a more or less schoolmasterlike manner. The needs of
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the exploited and suppressed population are classified
into such ones which seem to be good for agitation and
such ones about which everybody has to go along in his
own lonely way: reproduction of the capitalist way of
evaluation and garbage-operating (kapitalistischer
Verwertungs- und Milllabfuhrbetrieb).
3.)

Also the outlook of the "sound" socialists concerning
the so-called public health (Gesundheltswesen) is very
characteristic: in this "tertiary sector" ("tertilirer
Sektor") the assumption of power (Machtfrage) is a
question to be put last of all. Yet the public health is
a sect.or, which they regard and treat to "need reforms
quite urgently". But because the sound "socialists" don't
care about what is 1llness indeed (Krankheitsbegriff)
they only sometimes and punctually polemize and
agitate only against the sinecures of the bosses in
medicine (Chefarztpfrilnde), against applying science to
warfare (Kriegsforschung), against the profits of the
medical drug manufacturers (Profite der ArzneimlttelIndustrie), against numerus clausus of the students in
medicine (limited number of places for those who want
to study medicine) etc. etc. And even they make a
difference between pure research (Grundlagenforschung),
which in their opinion is taken for a "good" thing quite
on the contrary to the war researches (Kriegsforschung),
the so-called difference being in their view beyond all
question.
The necessary changes and reforms of the health sector
in their opinion should be done by those who work in
the hospitals and by the medical stUdents. As a cloak
and as an alibi for their class interests the physicians
and the medical students pretend abusively to care
about therapy of the illness (Krankenversorgung) and
about the "well-being (wealth) of the patients". A
m i s use, because the afflicted ones, that means the
patients there have nothing to say of course - because
as for the patients they simply are ill, and the doctors,
the curators (Pfleger), the nurses and the medical
students are by means of their own validation "sound".
And by those ones the ill patients firstly must get
"sound" - for then they will get "sound" workers, and
the "health", if it has been applied to the ill patients
by means of a treatment and a view like that, so will
turn into the motor of revolution!
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"Health" 'is not the opposite of illness. But health Is a
thoroughly bourgeois label (Begrlff). What corresponds to
the subjective sIde of thIs health is a crIppled (entstelltes) consciousness and health In thIs sense is the
same thing lIke Illness, namely In the sense of this
kind of "mental (and bodily) crippling", which Marx has
pointed out as being "unseparable from the division of
labour In Its generalIty and on the whole of the
society" (47).
The capitalism in its generality establIshes the norms of
the commodIty labour force and by thIs activity the
capitalism determInes what there is "sound" or "ill";
those who don't correspond to this norm are (Ill) unable
to work, and therefore they also are unable to sIgn
truly a contract and what there follows is, that they
drop out of the process of production. "Nothing is ...
more ridIculous as if somebody speeks about work
medicine (industrial medicine, Arbeitsmedizin); In the
whole of the existing society there exIsts nothing but
work medicine. Every kInd of medIcine Is nothing but a
regulating act of the capacity to work. The norms of
labour are stampIng the conscIousness of all physIcians
in a measure, which works even more exactly than
every kInd of biologic or physiologic value." (48)
4.)

Just the same as for science itself: in the meanIng of
those "socIalists" science has "to s e r v e as a
productive force (force of production, ProduktIvkraft) for
the workers". But out of question Is the socializIng of
the productive tool (means of production, Produktionsmittel) science to be done for the interests and by
means of the population (Bevolkerung) itself! They who
have finished theIr studies at the unIversIties are
expected to do science later on in theIr professIonal
llves according to their social-polItIcal "responsibIlit.y";
by that they shall be "neutralized" ("neutralisiert"). A
nonsense I But at once expressIon of the consciousness
of those who vote for that, Intercessors who can't and
will not In any way ImagIne that a II productIve tools
(means of production, Produktionsmlttel) IncludIng
science must be socIalized: "Nous particlpons, vous participez - lIs profltentl" ("We take part, you are
partners - but they earn the profits!") (49).
"We co-determIne, you co-determine - they profit by
that.I" The starting-point (PrinzIp) of people's unIversity just doesn't mean to open the university only in
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a qua n tit a t I v e way In order that the population
could take part in lectures of research and teaching,
and also It doesn't. mean some "co-determination" about
the subject matters and contents of research and teaching, for people's university means a qua I I tat i v e
determination and control of that, what there should be
science, and how to do it, according to that what the
population needs.
We often heard the argument expressed by dogmatic lefties,
that lllness was nothing but a passing-by situation, the condition of a patient by that being only a transitory one, and
therefore those who are III couldn't be members of revolution
(revolutionAres Subjekt); but all arguments llke those are
unmasked as arguments, which have nothIng to do with the
matter, whIch we have taken down in the preceding llnes of
this text. But nevertheless the named objection can be disproved in a quite direct way (ad absurdum gefilhrt werden):
the life of each person represents not.hing but a passing-by
situation of anorganic matter and therefore nobody else could
start in the presence together with another one in order to
struggle agaInst class suppression (Klassenkampf) and to make
revolution. This nonsense is a such one, which of course never
is expressed l1ke a such one, but nevertheless it Is a practised
one: there exists a person who confers a doctorate in the long
term about Lukacs, a person who performs seminars about Marx'
theory of the work value (value of labour, Arbeltswerttheorie)
semester after semester and so on - perhaps thIs person Intends to m e d 1 ate (v e r mit tel n) to the "posterity"
some kind of revolutionary weapons with which even he himself
didn't know wha.t to do or to start with?

26.)

THE CAPITALISM AND ITS AGENTS BELONG TO NATURE'S
VIOLENCE (DAS KAPITAL UND SEINE SACHWALTER ALS
NATURGEWALT)

In the production process of capitalism the inhibition of life,
which follows from this process, becomes an evaluated and reInforced one (= the finally resulting product in the production
process of capitalism being nothing but illness). If illness
expresses itself in the form of protest, capitalism by means of
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its institution State makes use of different Instances and
institutions In order to fight illness: health system, doctors,
hospitals, mental hospitals, judiciary, prisons, police, army. By
the production of surplus value the life of the workers is
gobbled up by capitalism, which therefore In its real sense
works as a natural violence, raised to a higher power (Kapltalismus als potenzierte Naturgewalt I turning life Into dead
matterl commodities). Judges, physIcIans, policemen, mllltarles,
thus are nothing but tools (Organe), which have to serve as
guarantors for a frictionless proceeding (relbungslosen Verlauf)
in this context. The fight against capitalism - and only this
fight is the same as life In this one society with which we
deal In this our present part of history - this fight against
caplt.alism Is to be dIrected against the functions of capitalism
and also against its functionaries (FunktlonstrAger)' whose
illness becomes a turned to account one, In order to maintain
the natural-violence-raised-to-a-higher-power of the existing
capitalism: the lacking life as a power (das mangelnde Leben
als Macht) (50).
III persons and t.hus outlaws (und damit Rechtlose), furthermore
if threatened by murder, at any rate and whatever they will do
(prinzlpiell) act as self-defenders (handeln in Notwehr). Those
against whom their fight is directed, can't truly be regarded as
if they were human beings (lhr Kampf richtet sich nicht gegen
Menschen); they don't fight against pol1cemen, top-leaders of
universities, directors, mlnist.ers or other exponents (Exponenten), but they fight simply against nat.ural powers, which
confront themselves as masks (in Gestalt) behind whIch there
works a part of exposed capitalism C .. gegen Naturgewalten,
die slch Ihnen in Gestalt dleser 1m Dienste des Kapitals
stehenden Exponenten entgegenstellen).
Thus for example the Vietcong doesn't aim at destroying
American human beings, for what he does Is to find out those
places within the overwhelming destroying machine directed
against him, which fit best in each moment to achieve the best
possible dlsturbant effect against the colossus capitalism.
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27.)

ALL ABOUT PHYSICIANS, LAWYERS, UNIVERSITY
PROFESSORS, HEALTH SYSTEM, JUDICIARY, SCIENCE

Doctor, lawyer, professor belong to the dominant agencies of
capitalism. In the self-representation of the System they
function as connecting links between the respective suppressing
institutions (Herrschaftsinstitutionen) on the one hand and the
patients, clients, students, that means the population, on the
other hand. The pyhsician Uves on the social contributions and
on the fees of the patients, the lawyers Uve on the fees of his
clients Just as the university professor lives on the taxes of
the population.

copy of an original letter to a patient, who is
now in a mental hospltal:
"Highly esteemed Mr ........ !
("Dear Sir:, Sehr geehrter Herr ....... 1)
That you have called Dr. Honeck an agent of
capitalism nobody here has taken amiss, because
we are accustomed to hear things like that.
We know what a big part have played words like
"agent, capitalism, social1sm, Mao Tse Tung" in
your condition of mental disturbance in those
times. At that time you have connected every
thing and everybody to the high politics and you
demonstrated not much interest in matters of minor
detail.
Now you have to do exercises more and more In
order to hold tight the simple human interrelations
and to throw aboard everything which has to do
with delusion and phantasy (alles Wahnhafte und
Phantastische).
Your unjustified destrust towards our medical
efforts delays your curing. The medicaments, which
you dismiss (abqualiflzieren) as narcotics are
indeed ra,ther psychopharmaca, and by those
psychopharmaca the psychiatry was revolutionized
in this sense, that nowadays diseases llke yours,
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which were taken In former times as untreatable,
now got a chance to get healed.
Yours
Dr.med. Ingo Sonntag"
(Dr. Sonntag Is a psychiatrist at the psychiatric
hospital of the university of Frelburg - dean of
this hospital Is Professor. Degkwltz)

Following their self-understanding combined to their own class
understanding and followIng their own class rights they have
to be ready and available only I n f a v 0 u.r of the
population. But being anchored in the health system, in the
judiciary and in the university they get forced to enforce the
interests of capitalism against the population, because they are
functionaries and agents of those institutions of domination
(Herrschaft.sinstituUonen). The latter function they present
best and in a quite general manner by bringing into prominence
their limits of competence and by keeping their dis tan c e
(Dlstanz).
For the p h Y sic I a n (A r z t) It Is not the patient which
is interesting, but only the patient's (un)fitness to work. For
the I a w y e r there is nothing about the client, but only
about the law case. And for the sci e n tis t there is
nothing about the needs of the population, because he works
for nothing but for the interests of capitalism, regardless of
his understanding about science in each case. In each one of
those three cases there is a k e e pin g dis tan c e
(besteht eine Dis tan z) between the needs and sufferings
(Bedilrfnisse) of the patient or client and of the population on
the one hand and between that, what the funct.ionaries (physician, lawyer, scientist) regard and treat to be their sphere of
work (Arbeltsgegenstand). Physician, lawyer, scientist themselves are parts and particularities (Teile) in the system of
forces, exposed persons (Exponenten) of the social relations,
which are permanently again and again producing for them the
"matters of work" ("Arbeitsmaterial") by which they benefit.
Regarding their social origins, their education and their
economic posslbillties (/jkonomische Potenz) there exists a
bar r i e r (B a r r I ere) between them and the population
who works in illness, persecuted by criminalization (kriminalisiert) and who is systematically kept under intellectual
sub development.
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28.)

PHYSICIAN'S WAY OF FUNCTION ADVOCATING CAPITALISM
AND HOW TO ABOLISH IT

Every need (BedOrfnis, Be-dOrfnis: something to be most
urgently done, allowed and pr~moted instead of being restricted
- -), every symptom takes a progre~slve and a reactionary
moment (progressives und reaktioniires Moment). All depends on
activating the progressive moment and to make use of it, but
to become conscious of the reactionary moment at the same
time.
The need for "leisure time", "private Ufe" has to be regarded
as nothing but as an institutionalized and canalfzed reaction
against the I I I n e s s p rod u c i n g conditions for example
of the work sphere, and the "satisfaction" of this need (die
Befrledlgung dleses· BedOrfnisses nach "Freizeit" etc.) Is to be
regarded as the corruption of the need t 0 b e com e
1 i b era ted (BefreiungsbedOrfnisses), Q corruption which Is
done by the offerings of "f r e e d 0 m" (" F rei h e it" ) ,
which is only lelsure-time-and-hobby-industry, which takes
place by watching and performing football matches, television,
hobby-corners, In rabbit-sheds and pet kennels (Klein tiersUllen) and at Mallorca. The need for liberation (BedOrfnls
nach Befreiung) mutilated at any rate and In addition to this
crippled once more by the consciousness-Industry which works
under the command of capitalism, the need for a collective
production of freedom thus gets deviated (umfunktioniert) in
order to become nothing but a need for con sum p t Ion
( K 0 n sum bedOrfnls) aiming at freedom as a commodity
(Freiheit als Ware), good for the capitalist System to earn
profits. This so-called freedom, demoted to a commodity, from
which follows some kind of relative contentment on the side of
the consumers (KonsumbOrger), the fraud of health and healing
In the medicine - law and order (Ruhe und Ordnung) Is transformed permanently in a value by capitalism by means of a·
more and more increasing exploitation in the field of labQur.
In the objective view the life existence and the function of the
physiCian Is based on the Illness of the patients. If illness is
realized as condition and result of the capitalist production
process any progressive activity of the phYSician can consist
In nothing but In working in a way which aims at the abolition
of the physician's functions, which are directed by capitalism,
being therefore objectively InlmlcaJ towards Illness and
patients, that means that the doctor must achieve a change of
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the whole society, but not - as practised and misunderstood In
a crippled manner - take care to produce some "health" In the
patients, because this doing produces nothing but a temporary
doing away with the wishes In every patient to get any
"treatment". The progressive turning of his functions can only
become a practised one In reality, if the physician works
together with the patients in a way based on sol1darity. Most
important in practising this turning-point is to socialIze all
medical functions. That means truly, that the special knowledge
and the experiences of the physician must get socialIzed and
this is quite another thing as if those knowledge and experiences are only distributed in the way of the usual patterns
of education and training courses which are autorltarlan formed
ones. Therefore it is a basic necessity that patient and
physician appreciate their common part In the society being
simply objects, and this is the basic fact, by which this kind
of socialIzing process starts working based on this one condition that there exists this common matter between patient
and physician, both being objects, to begin wlth. This learning
process (Lernprozel.n between physician and patient works by
Interaction and collectively and therefore the physicIan has to
get completely Involved into the patients' collective, based on
cooperation.
Either the physician gives his functions to the patients In
order to serve them [abolition of the private ownership
(private property) of medical skill as a means of production Aufhebung des Privateigentums an der ~rztHchen Kunst als
Pr04uktionsmlttel - J or he subml t.s to the dictatorship of the
capitalist production with its laws of nature (Naturgesetze) - a
"personal" and material and also a class advantage for him of
course -, but then unevitably and objectively being an enemy
against the life interests of the patients. Every "as well as
... ", "both ... and ... " (ein "sowohl-als-auch") in the ruling
System always works. at the expense of the ill people (geht. ...
stets auf Kosten der Kranken).
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29.)

THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNIVERSITY OF HEIDELBERG AS
AN ADVOCAT OF CAPITALISM

The chief of the university of Heidelberg, Professor Rendtorff
(theologian and member of the Socialist Democratic Party!) in
hIs capacity as a highly specialized functionary in the
capitalist orientated university from all the beginning had been
enabled by ourselves to realize the functions of his office In
the hierarchic constituted machine of wheels (RAderwerk) of the
ruling System (just as his lat.er on enemy, the scientific
assistant and psychiatrist Dr. Huber, then the so-called SPKleader had reaUzed those functions in his daUy work and office
during some 8 years at the same university in his capacity as
a physician at the Faculty of MedicIne on the one hand and as
a seminarist at the Faculty of Philosophy on the other hand).
Be for e the dismissal without notice of Dr. Huber had been
committed by the university the patients had done a lot of
attempts t.o speek to this university's chief as the instance of
decision about the situation of the patients in connection with
the due problems and difficulties which immediatly were
menacing them, all attempts being in vain, because in the
opinion of this university's chief those matters had to do
nothing at all with the patients (! I). But refusing the discussion with the patients and even unable to write an answer
to their letters, he nevertheless was able to subscribe the
documents for dismissal and off-limits (Hausverbot) against
Dr. Huber. As the patients, who after the forced dismissal of
their physician were cut off from their accustomed help,
assembled in order to defend themselves and their needs by
the only means of a hunger-strike the university's chief only
was willlng to make a minimum of concessions which were insufficient at all and which he later on more and more denied
to fulfil. The social state of distress from which suffer mental
patients he didn't even notice except of this one state of
distress caused by himself and under his own responsib1lity,
regardless of the more than 100 patients equally shocked but
not present at the hunger-strike, and he even seemed to be
blind of one eye, when he met the patients who were hungerstriking, for he once more tried to address only against
Dr. Huber, when he saw him hungerstriking amongst the other
hungerstrikers. By his behaviour \ike that, which is to be
understood as an expression of the ruling killer ideology (tm
Strom der herrschenden Vernichtungsideologie mitschwimmen) he
made a big contribution in those beginnings to mask the
problems of illness which are social ones by trying to
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personalize them and to direct the public interest only against
one person, namely to a so-called "case Huber" ("Fall Huber").
But by that everybody and even the pressmen could get aware
about a quite usual method and issue, to establish some ringleader as soon as possible, If there Is started some collective
struggle against the social misery (51).
The wire-pullers of the Faculty of Medicine by their attempts
to mask the real needs of the patients and the fail1ng not only
of all therapies at the university by alleged and formalistic
personnel debates in public, a harmful issue to the detriment
of the patients, thus were energlcally supported by the chief
of the university. Regarding the arguments which were expressed by the patients to the university's chief, at best, It
can be certified to him to be a case of minority (UnmOndlgkeit)
caused by himself.

30.)

THE INSTITUTIONS OF CAPITALISM

An index for the capitalist order of economy (=anarchy) is Its
functlonal1zlng of life In order to serve the wants (Bedurfnlsse)
of capitalism. Human beings are objects to be consumed by the
economy, and not on the contrary (nlcht etwa umgekehrt). This
process of functlonalizlng and destruction of human life Is
controlled (gesteuert) by the State.
The con s tit u·t Ion (das Grundgesetz) Includes nothing but
the commands about the capitalism-orientated "rights" and
duties of the State's citizens (population). Those who
pro t e c t the con s tit uti 0 n (der V e r fa s sun g s s c hut z) works for nothing but in order to protect the true
reality of this constitution against the population, and not on
the contrary!
The h e a I t h - s y s t e m as organized by the State, has to
protect capitalism and soclal"order" against the 111 persons, and
not on the contrary has to protect the population struck by
lllness against the lllness-creating relations and against the
killing powers of capitalism. The par 1 1 a men t, which makes
the laws, has the task - like the medical system - to make a
difference in the life-expressions of the III population, taking
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them for such ones which favour the ruling social relations of
production and in such ones which could be apt to change
those social relations in a way, that they could become beneficial for the population. The parliament sets the right of
protecting and maintaining the private ownership (private
property) of the means of production (Produktionsmittel).
Following to those laws "crimes" (which are themselves nothing
but the expression of the social antagonisms (Widersprilche) as
they exist in a person) are condemned and combated only because of their breaking social norms by single persons. What
the so-called judiciary therefore has to do is to abolish any
kind of protest if it is expressed by committing a "criminal
act". The j u d i cia r y thus represents the function of a
distributing institution (Verteilerstation), of a ramp for
selections (see concentration camp) for ill people. Collaborating
with the psychiatry the judiciary prepares the ill people in
order to be consumed by the prisons later on and also by the
institutions of social psychiatry which serve to mask· hard
labour houses (see for example the German Central Institution
for Mental Health of Professor Dr.Dr. Heinz HAfner at Heidelberg
and Mannheim), and also to hospitals and nursing homes or, in
the case of fines, the judiciary delegates the respective
persons to the "free" labour market in order to reinforce their
exploitation. What can we read upon the doors of the concentration camps? - "Work releases!" ("Arbeit macht fre1!").
Army, frontier-guard ("Grenz"schutz) (52) and police are tools
of violence (Gewaltinstrumente) of the government, which have
the task to enforce, that the life-inimical social"order" of
capitalism takes place against the needs of the population in
illness. The pol ice - "your friend and helper" - doesn't
exist in order to serve the population but quite on the contrary the interests of the despotic rulers and the agents of
capitalism. But if the pollce isn't there in order to serve the
population, then the population must be there in order to serve
the pollce. A pol ice s tat e (PoHzeistaat) is marked not
only by its function - by its highest competence as an armed
pollce - to be prepared to kill Hfe which has become of no
further value for the consuming agencies of the labour market,
of the health system and of the judiciary: yet functionalizing
the population in order to serve the needs of the police, is a
mark that there exists a police state (see the pollce investigations on TV, for example XV-Zimmermann - a private artist
in German TV who from time to time acts as an entertainer to
the population who is asked by him to take part in police
investigations). A dirty trade llke that on the level of
consciousness is made provided and prepared by religion (gullt-
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and-punishment, Schuld-und-Silhne), school (reward-punishment) and by the suggestibility related to authorities
(Obrigkeitshorigkelt) which is cramed permanently into one's
"daily life".
The attempts to incite the population In order to take part in
those chases and persecutions by means of proclamations in
newspapers, broadcast and television, ordered by the police and
serving only the interests of State and capitalism nevertheless
work against the real interests of the people themselves. If the
police earns any success (dead-shootings, ·rabble-rouslng,
apprehensIons) it is the population who also earns some praise,
because they then can read In the newspapers that their
taking part In the criminal investigation had caused the
success of the police. It is also by means like those, that the
State tries to work against the decreasing loyalty of the
masses while trying also to confirm and to reproduce permanently a consciousness, which believes that the interests of
exploiting persons and exploited persons were the same ones
and a faithful consciousness like t.hat Is a thing of the highest
importance In order to maintain the despotic State system.
Everybody must become a little policeman - because to become
a "criminal" can't be allowed to everybody, for the "crime" if it
is done collectively and In solidarity against the private
property would be nothing but the socialist revolution. And if
everybody In this State has to turn Into a little policeman,
then we call this State a police state.
From that results, that the soclallst revolution only can be
delated by police force in a troublesome way which causes an
unbearable multitude of damages in the population. In a police
state like that there can be observed a lot of totallt.arian
administ.ratlon, functionallzIng and evaluation (Verwertung) of
human life within an uninterrupted chain of competence (ununterbrochene Kompetenzkette): family, school, service in the
army, business management, health syst.em. All this works on
the prInciple of legality (LegaliUl.tsprinzip) (§ 152 StPO
Code
of Criminal Procedure) which is not applied except against
crippled human beings suffering from illness, suppression,
exploitation, but which is not applied against persecutors,
judges, chiefs, policemen and other agents, who have to be to
their own minds (per Selbstvalldierung) "sound" and who, in
connect.ion with persecuting those who are not guilty (Verfolgung Unschuldiger, § 344 StGB, penal code), systematically
commit (§ 129 StGB) crimes agaInst the rules of the house
(trespass, § 342 StGB), grIevous bodily Injury (Korper-
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verletzung, 8 340 StGB), deprivation of personal Uberty
(8 341 StGB), blackmail (§ 343 StGB), incitement to hatred
(Volksverhetzung, § 130 StGB) and so on. He who means that
the above statements were a calumny against the State
(Staatsverleumdung § 131 StGB) may prove the contrary by
d 0 i n g i t (1n der P r a xis) , if he has the suitable power
at his disposal (53).

31.)

ABOUT THE PROBLEM OF VIOLENCE ESCALATING OF VIOLENCE

Ascertainment (Feststellung): all
potentials of violence both materIal and
ideological are on the side and in the
hands of the State which is the instance
of suppression belonging to capitalism.
If we use teach-ins, go-ins, strikes and so on in order to

express basically in the beginnings our arguments and critiques
against the capitaUst relations of production by words and
thus also by doing something we always experience that the
power-machineries of the establ1shed scIence and of the State
refuse any controversial exposition even on the level of words.
If labourers cease to work (walk out, Arbeitsniederlegung) In
order to express their protest against the life-destroying
working conditions in capitallsm promptly there w1ll come
together members of the works committee and members of the
trade unions - supported by the violence potentials (Gewaltpotential) strikebreakers (Strelkbrecher), factory security
service (Werkschutz), police and federal frontier guard
(Bundesgrenzschutz) - who all appear in order to confirm by
oath that there exist compulsions and coercions inherent in the
matter (SachzwAnge
coercions to earn profits) and by those
hints they try to suffocate every kind of protest on the side
of the workers. If the critizising based on arguments (KrItik),
if the protest as res i s tan c e starts to become a material
force (materielle Gewalt) it soon w1ll be criminalized and eliminated by the State which soon w1ll call this res i s tan c e
the crime of "resistance agaInst the authority of the State"
("Widerstand gegen die Staatsgewalt") by using the ideology of
"ringleadership". If this resistance doesn't remain any longer an

=
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isolated one (punktuell) but rather appears In an organized
structure which has as content the revolutionary productive
force (force of production) illness, then the artificially Individualized "resistance against the power of the State" combined
to the ideology of rlngleadership in the sight of the rulers is
turned Into some "criminal conspiracy" ("krlminelle Vereinlgung
... ") attempting the overthrow of the constitutional order
(§ 129 und § 81 STGB (54) ), and the revolutionary productive
force illness together with Its actors, the socialist patients, Is
thrown behind gratings and· walls In order to keep them there
(to keep them In solltary confinement (Elnzelhaft), for on this
level of the confllct between life and capitalism the dissociation (Verelnzelung) only can be done seemingly and only by
applying brutal violence In an unmasked way), being kept in
prison in order to protect the murderous social relations of
destruction against the productive force illness. This escalating
of violence on the side of the rullng suppressors Is nothing
but an reflected image of the revolutionary productive force
Illness, brought to its development. The patients, dragged before the court themselves and for themselves there have to do
nothing but to represent the productive force illness. Opposite
to them there Is the petrified, dead power of capitallsm which
tries to take revenge for the emancipation and solidarity of
the patients by means of some guilt penal law (Schuldstrafrecht). "The revenge is a meal which is to be eaten as a cold
one" ("Die Rache 1st ein Gericht, das kalt genossen wlrd") as
pronounced Hitler's minister of propaganda Goebbels In 1944.
"The charge Is established by the prejudice, stupidity is
serving as a judge and this to the only expense to protect a
small fry as a such one" said the lawyer Horst Mahler to the
court when he was sentenced In a trial caused In favour of the
Springer press. The "small fry" was Springer, the owner of the
Springer press. The small fry Springer nevertheless is nothing
but an advocate who belongs to the destructive force of capitalism, to the life-destroying relations of production. The
prejudice is by no means nothing but a monopoly of the prosecutor. Prejudice and stupidity come also together In the person
of the judge: In the weekly paper "Publik" Jilrgen Roth wrote
already on 13/08/1971 that judges of Heidelberg "Inofficlally"
say, that all patients were criminals. This phenomenon however
In the current language of the ruling laws Is not called "prejudice" but "interest" (Befangenhelt) and it is the class of the
Judges themselves who allegedly is able to decide whether a
judge like them suffers from "prejudice" or not - a selfreflex ion In the distorting mirror! (Selbstreflexlon 1m
Zerrsplegell ).
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Truly spoken this kind of "interest" ("Befangenheit") rather
represents for the first time the juridical peak of the
concession to the patients that they since now and in future
are dignified owners of rights, because they have gained
capacity to be sued (Passivlegitimation = the right to be
sentenced). It was this right of a capacity to be sued which
was refused to the patients by the competent judge and also
by their own lawyer when they looked out for juridical help
against the eviction sentence in order to get a delay against
its permanently and immediately menacing execution. The
patients are to be branded as criminals and 1llness Is to be
transformed to a crime, when 1llness appears I n f a v 0 u r of
the patients as an organIzed productive force.
In the health system illness Is handled as an object, as some
materIal illness, that means that the reactionary moments of
1llness are brought in action a g a ins t the patients: the
negative attitude regarding 1llness becomes a confIrmed one.
The lllness of the patient is seized, it is turned into a
bureaucratically managed thing, analyzed by chemistry and Xrays, also pharmaceutically, electrically, by radioactivIty,
amputated and treated by surgeons; In short: the patient Is
expropriated by turning his lllness Into capitalism, in the
capital of the bullding and construction industry (hospItals,
resIdential estates for chief physicIans), In capital for the
Industry of chemIstry and for pharmaceutical industries (test
tubes and test papers, medicaments), of the electrical industry
(X-ray machInes, ray-treatment constructions, electro-, cardloand encephalo-writers, electroshock machines and so on), of
the glass industry (laboratory tools) and so on.
The protest being the progressive moment of illness I n
f a v 0 u r of the patient, Is systematically suppressed In the
relation between physician and patient and at best - provided
that the protest can appear at all - it becomes a disqualifIed
and Ignored one which they call fault-finding or grumblershlp
(Querulantentum) and in "grave cases" this protest itself is
treated as a psychIatric material of lllness (psychlatrlsches
Krankengut) treated by charge and evaluation also Itself in
order to earn profIts and capital.
If 1llness appears In an organized way, like It dId In SPK, It Is

made Impossible for the "health" system to earn the capitalist
value out of the lllness because the patients make use by
themselves and for themselves of the progressIve moment of
lllness. Thus the connection of drawIng value out of 1l1ness
becomes a disturbed one by the patients and then there appear
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instead of the authority health system the authorities police
and judiciary: machine guns instead of electroshocks, solitary
confinement In the prison instead of Haldol and sedative cell
(Beruhigungszelle) - escalation of violence!

32.)

EXAMPLE PERSECUTION".IIANIA" - PROGRESSIVE AND
REACTIONARY MOMENTS OF AN ILLNESS

Persecution"mania" is a very wide spread illness; it is within
an quite extensive sense the social disease in a word. The
term persecution"mania" is nothing but a label, the meaning of
which yet signifies the inabUlty of those who invented this
term being unable to mean what they say when using a label
like that. If somebody experiences a menace from all expressions which he gets out of his surroundings, a menace
against his existence, a menace against his "life", if he even
by his fantasy produces impressions (hallucinations) which lack
any cause to be proved in the material presence, then the
established medical fabricators of diagnoses so w1ll take him
for being paranoid, for being a persecution maniac. Agoraphoby
(anxiety to overcross wide places), bridge anxiety (Brilckenangst), claustrophoby (anxiety which raises from overcrowded
rooms), hypochondria (anxiety that the own body could stop its
functioning), erythrophobia (anxiety to blush) etc. are nothing
but especial representations of persecution"mania". Persecution"mania" is nothing but the labelled, proscribed, discriminated
and defamed reverse or proceeding of that what is populary
called by the vernacular (Volksmund) "a well understandable
distrust" ("gesundes Mi~trauen"). Persecution"manla" Is caused
by the fact in capltalist society that a person as a lonely one
Is nothing but an object, and so persecution"mania" is something which expresses the polarized relation between Ufe and
capitalism (... Ausdruck des polaren VerhlUtnlsses von Leben
und Kapital), of organized and llving matter and inorganic,
dead matter (Materie).
The isolated human being suffers from anxiety, feels menaced
by un k now n "p 0 we r s ", because the social reality can't
be looked through by him, because this reality is a strange one
to him, because there exists between him and this real1ty the
relation of a lie nat Ion: the basic condition of the society
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In capitallsm Is just this loneliness and Isolation, combined to
the lack of consciousness concerning this relation. The r e act ion a r y mom e n t. of the illness persecution"manla" is
signified by the i n h I bit lon, just In the stopping (Paralyslerung) which It represents for the persecution"manlac" being
an objective powerless one, who is Isolated and alienated. The
pro g res s I v e mom e n t. on the other hand Is the
pro t est against the ruling relations of production which
Impress the III person - thoroughly In adequacy to reality - as
Inimical and even as life-menacing. It has to be the task and
the function of agitation to get the social reality clear to be
looked through by the III person and to turn her protest, which
lacks any orientation (ungerichteten Protest) Into collective
activities of resistance against the pathogenic (krankmachende)
and life-destroying social relations.
The making a realizable use of the persecution"mania" in a
destructive way (die destruktlve Verwertbarkeit ... ) being a
social lllness becomes a manifested one by the mobilization of
the reactionary moment of the persecutlon"manla" done by the
petty radical minority of the agents and henchmen of the
capitalism, who have the whole material violence potential of
the society at their disposal (weapons, prisons, courts,
hospitals, mental hospitals and charity homes and so on: XYZimmermann - the instigator in t.elevislon - Baader-Meinhofhysteria, warrent of arrest, instigation of the GenscherSpringer-LOwenthal-gang).
The anxiety of the rulers (that means: the persecution"mania"
o f t hem) on the other hand represents the thoroughly
conform-to-reality reaction (durchaus realltat.sadil.quate
Reaktion) caused by the latent power of a collectively and by
solldarity acting population, a power which is held down by the
rulers permanentiy and by violence; "their thousandfold anxiety
needs thousandfold custody" ("Ihre tausendfache Angst wlrd
tausendfach bewacht").
The lonely human being as well as the amorphous mass of the
population Is only object but not subject of the history In
proceeding (des Geschlchtsprozesses).
The persecution"manlac" as determined by alienation (der
Fremdbestimmte), manipulat.ed (der Gesteuerte), the submitted to
persecution (der Verfolgte) finds himself dellvered without any
protection to the objectively murderous relations of production
of the ruling social"order". From that follows, that the
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persecutIon"mania" constitutes nothing but an at the whole
adequate expression of the reality.
If the persecutIon"maniac" happens to have a thoroughly harm-

less small talk in a coffeehouse with a person until now unknown to him and is asked by this person from where he comes
and what was his home, the persecutIon"manlac" soon will get
excited apprehending that his talking partner could be a constitutional police-spy (Verfassungsschutzagent). - There are
Indeed many agents like thus and there exist a lot of people
who work as Informants In favour of such Institutions of the
State even without of their own knowing or be It because of
their own egoistic purposes (persecutIon"mania" once more). If
the persecution"maniac" eats a herring he thinks this herring
could be poisoned and contaminated Just in order that he himself should fall III by this meal or even ,be kllled he himself
and nobody else and that there existed somewhere a plan to do
so. - Now there exists the so-called environment contamination
(Umweltverschmutzung) executed by the life-inimical dictatorship of capitalism and that Is a matter of fact, constituting a
thoroughly real menace against the life of a human being, a
menace based on reality by which each one is struck.
Or the persecution"maniac" has got some money or a Job. He
fears that he could lose his money or his place of work. He
also fears that somebody could steal his money or a colleague
of a "higher" reputation could push him away from his place of
work. - The petty money he got Is his "admission card"
("Ausweis") and only by means of this "admission card" he is
allowed to eat, to dress against the cold, to have a roof above
his head; the place of work Is the only possiblllty for him to
"develop his personality" ("verwirklichen"), to earn his life. For
his life consists of nothing but of money and of place of work.
- But there is misery and need, thus thieves. And there exists
the principle of competition, which means that there thus
exists ruthless egoists. And there exists capit.alism and because
of that those who are without money and without work are of
no value and therefore they altogether are turned into game
balls and playthings of the ruling interests (which are not only
the interests of the rulers as such); the capitalism, in which
the 111, suppressed, exploited worker permanently is robbed by
the department store syndicates (Warenhauskonzerne), by the
banks and by the usurious home owners by means of prices,
rents and tributes (fiber Prelse, Zinsen und Mieten bestohlen
wlrd); the capitalism In which factories without regard to the
needs of the workers are closed in order to get "rationalized".
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The persecution"maniac" because of his anxiety doesn't want to
go to the doctor and he fears as well a check-up as a therapy
and also the injections (Spritzen), operations and amputations
and so on. - Before there is done an examination his "personal
data" ("Personalien") are taken down and also his biography
(Anamnese), he must present his identity card just as if he
had met the police, and he must present his purse (has he
paid for insurance or not), just like in a ware house (LebensmittelgeschAft) or if he had visited his father-in-law for the
fIrst time and he must undress In order to enable them to
inspect and to touch him just like a cow on the cattle-market,
and he has to look forward to his diagnosis like a defendant
to the sentence at the court. And then starts the therapy, the
punishment: he must stop smoking, stop drinking, he must submit to the application of injections whIch cause him paIn, he
must undergo operations, he must admit to get taken away
organs and extremities. And never, neIther durIng the checkups, nor after his being "restituted" ("Genesung") somebody will
tell him the true causes about the how and the why of those
issues!
- Persecution"mania" ? No, reality!
Or suppose, that the persecution"maniac" addresses to a newspaper in order to make it publish his needs and the needs of
the society (NlIte). The journalist who represents certain social
interests promptly w1ll face him in his only property to mask
those interests. The Journalist will perhaps give some explanations to the persecution"maniac" how to present his matter, the
Journalist will speek about constraInts in matter (SachzwAnge),
about the "public opinIon ", about the advertisement cHents of
his newspaper and about the subscribers who have to be treated very regardfully. Finally, if the persecution "maniac" is
lucky there perhaps will be published some little article. The
hallucinating persecution"maniac" doesn't find again neither his
case nor himself in an article like such. Now he will be of the
opinion, that for him the world has turned into something he
can't understand no more, as he means. And then there
happens to be pubHshed a very big article, published by a
professor or even by a minister, and in this article one can
read absolutely other things. There is taken down, that the
persecution"maniac" is a persecution maniac indeed, that he is
mad and crImInal and that you "can't have patience with hIm
and that there is immedIately to get away with hIm". persecution mania? No! Reality!
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Or the persecution"maniac" feels menaced and persecuted by
murderers, when he goes home in the evening. Gloomy shapes
pussyfoot behind him. But what he never has learned, neIther
at home, neIther at school, neither during his apprenticeship
nor when he did his studIes at the unIversity was, that the
capitalist socIety is based on murder, that "his life" is nothing
but a waste product of capital accumulation, that the systematic and prolonged (gebremst) murder, as it is expressed by
1llness, Is the prerequisite and the effect (Voraussetzung und
Resultat) of the capitalist relations of production. And he
never experienced that there exists day and night persecution
and lying in wait for him, that his home is encircled by
policemen in civ1lian clothes dressed up like highwaymen, and
that the institutions and agencies of capitallsm have their
eyes on kllling every Independent life expression (selbstllndige
Lebensregung) of the suppressed and exploited ones, using
every tool at theIr disposal, whether the order of a ministry,
or the public defamation, or the bullet of a police submachine
gun.
The man or the woman who are afraid of being murdered or
killed, are right! But they should be taught why they are
right. Then their anxiety turns Into a weapon.
"Turn 1llness into a weapon" - that's the SPK-prlnciple.

33.)

AGGRESSIVITY - AGGRESSION AND DEFENCE

Just as sadness, despair and so on, aggressions are affects
which under the domination of the social primary need of
capital accumulation in cases of emergency have to be submitted to a "special treatment" ("Sonderbehandlung") by the
institutions of capital1sm.
Aggressions which nor mall y appear, are nothing but a
distorted protest: conventions, pol1teness, to be correct and
friendly, irony, self-control, to keep one's distance, to be
ext rem ely reserved (for: "you never can tell"). An
inhibited and generalized protest like that prevents open
confrontations, is directed against ourselves, Is passed on from
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the top to the bottom, from the boss to the foreman, then to
the worker, and from the worker against the worker.
Social manners are b y pas sin g manners (Umgangsformen
sind ... U m g e hun g sformen) which aim at masking the class
antagonisms, to hush up contradictions and to nourish a
guerr1lla warfare between the struck persons (Betroffenen),
among those themselves who are exploited and suppressed. It is
the class enemy to whom we leave the dirty business with the
conventions. For as long as we bypass our difficulties instead
of running the risk of a direct confrontation by attacking
them, nothing w111 be altered. The word "aggression" ("Aggression") is derived from the latin verb "aggredi", which
means "to approach something" ("an eine Sache herangehen").
If it occurred to the patients of SPK that they not only sometimes (des lIfteren) were reproached with to be too aggressive,
naive, martial etc. etc. (and they who made use of reproaches
llke those, commonly were "left" students and "sympathizers"),
then those reproaches have to be regarded as simple reproductions of the labelling rituals (Etikettierungsrituale) as they are
used by psychiatrists, psychologists, criminologists, Instigators
to hatred (Volksverhetzer), Judges, prosecutors and so on (all
those who are accustomed to prepare their adversaries by
classifying them to the end of physical destruction). Reproaches
llke those as well are a sign respectively of the Inablllty
(anxietyl) of those "lefties" to break with the bourgeois
conventions - for Instead of doing this, they only bypass the
matter (die Sache), bypassing also themselves by means of
voUngs, discussion-leaders, speaker-lists, debates arranged by
politeness (hllfl1che Dlskusslonsformen). Thus they reproduce
wit h I n their organizations exactly t h ,) s e structures,
which they pretend to fight In the mass-measure (lm
Massenma~stab) .
Quite common to all struggles for liberation is the fact, that
they who take part in those warfares make use of their role as
objects being forced upon them by turning It into their
principle of affirmation: the proletarians of the Manifest of the
Communist Party (1848) who "acting in a communist revolution
have nothing to lose but their chains", the Black Panther Party
of Afro-Americans organized In the U.S.A., who struggle against
their "modern" slavery, and finally the 111 people, who have
discovered the 0 n I y revolutionary productive force, the
revolutionary productive force which consists of 111ness, to
which they answer now by turning it Into activity. In the
llberation struggle of the 111 people there is no question to
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defend any position which was fixed by the ruling sodal
circumstances (gesellschaftlichen Status), just the same as the
proletarians in the ManIfest of the Communist Party are far
away from defending their position to be and to remain proletarians and Just the same as those from the Black Panther
Party are far away from intending the defence and therefore
the maintaining of the role as Negroes in the exploiting
society. By the mark of having no rights, which is their constitutive mark (konstitutives Merkmal der Rechtlosigkeit) the 1ll
people are related to the "natural right" ("Naturrecht") of selfdefence, that means the right to defend the rests of their
matters of vitallty (Vit.alsubstanz), which is permanently exposed to the aggressions of the agents of the death-economy
(55).
The self-defence Is no end in itself, but a strategy by which
there is conserved what there is defended - the remaIning
rests of matters of vitality (VItalsubstanz), "the life" -, In
order to use it in the collective struggle for llberation against
the constraints of t.he organized capItalism, against the advocates and the agents of exploitation, suppression and murder
as they are here and nowadays formed by the socIal institutions. Thus in the process of self-defence there also is contained Its contrary, the attack (Angrlff) as the collective
struggle based on cooperation and solidarity, a struggle which
Is both method (Mittel) and new quallty. The collective struggle
is the new quallty, in whJch the dialectic antagonism of attack
and defence takes its solution (aufgehoben wird) (56).

34.)

BEING IDENTIFIED WITH CAPITALISM, FOR EXAMPLE
RSUCCESS R (IDENTITAT MIT DEM KAPITAL AM BEISPIEL
RERFOLG R)

"Success" In this society means corruption of the "successful" =
the "defrauded cheat" (der "betrogene Betrilger").
The identity between capitallsm and the lonely somebodies gets
its expression in many forms: striving after to maintain properties (Fest.halten am Besitz), anxiety to lose those properties,
looking down on the "bare life" ("nacktes Leben"), be it only
the want to be dressed fashionably, the so-called status
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symbols - cars, travels, hobbles, home furnishings etc. - are
nothing but petrifactions of life - identity with capitalism.
This accumulation of consumer goods (Konsumgiltern) Is nothing
but self-deception (Selbstbetrug) serving only in order to
reproduce the commodity labour force (Reproduktion der Ware
Arbeitskraft). The "success" if earned by a lonely one Is an
illusion: whet.her that he fInds a suitable place of work or a to
some extent agreeable home, or that. he succeeds to pass an
excellent examinat.ion, or the "success" with love ("Erfolg" bei
Frauen).
The feeling to be "esteemed" ("anerkannt"), to be slrnpatlco, to
be well-liked, to "have reached something" ("es zu et.was gebracht." zu haben), to be good or even better t.han ot.her ones
(principle of competition and achievement.) is quite on the
contrary only the success by a syst.emat.ic repression of human
life. The feeling of success (ErfolgsemIlfinden)' is commonly
accompanied by feelings of gratitude (Dankbarkeitsgefiihle) t.o
certain social institutions or be it to their representatives as
bosses, home owners, college rector, newspaper editors, book
publishers and finaliy gratitude to the social conditions as a
whole. Qult.e on the contrary (aber): what t.here is taken as
one's "own" success is in the sense of a real success - a
success of corrupt.lon nevertheless - the success on the side of
the adversaries and a success like that. forms an important
part of those "successful" ones who represent. not.hing but their
Identification with capitalism (wesentliches Element. der
Identlt.iit des "Erfoigreichen" mit dern Kapital).
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35.)

POLITICAL IDENTITY

In order to maintain and to perpetuate the discrepancy between
the forces of production which are developed up to a high
level on the one hand and the relations of production which
are systematically and by force maintained in a suhdeveJoped
conditlon on the other hand, a situation from which the accumulation of capital earns its henefits, from this it follows
necessarlly that the human needs must be submitted to the
"laws of nature (Naturgesetze)" of capitalist production and
destruction.
For the alone one (beim Einzelnen) this contradiction appears
as the splitting (Tre!1nung) and as a contrariety between
reason (Vernunft) and feeling. The coexistence of both of the
just named life-expressions being put side by side one to another as neatly as possible, represents the condition for the
"peace" ("Ruhe") of the emotions (Affekte), for the order of the
manufactory plants (Fabrikhallen), in which human vigour of
life efficiently (rationell) is converted into anorganic matter
(anorganische Materie = Kapital).
The "reason" ("Vernunft") of capitalism appears in that the
manufactories are rationalized, and in the enlargement of the
forces of production and also in the reInforcement of exploitation and by the getting perpetuated of the relations of
production by means of force.
The lonely one in his raUonallty Is determined by the
rationality of capitalism which confronts itself against him like
a natural power, experienced by him day and night, the natural
power of capitalism which therefore seems to him like if it
were altogether "reasonable" ("verniinftig"). His protest against
this life-destroying power therefore can he primarily only a
matter of feellng, an emotional protest. Because of the rulership of "reason" (Da aber die "Vernunft" das Herrschende ist)
those emotional "slippings" (diese emotionalen "Ausrutscher")
get rationalized by the alone one (werden vom Einzelnen rationallsiert) and therefore "disappear" by being converted t.o
gastric ulcers, gall-bladder inflammations, circulatory disorders,
kidney stones (Nierensteine), to every kind of cramps and convulsions, impotence, catarrhs, toothache, skin diseases and
rashes, backache, migraine, asthma, accident.s by work or
traffic, dIssatisfaction etc. - or be It that the emotIons which
belong to the interhuman relationships are growing exuberantly
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in the Interhuman relationships (emotionale Pest), in the lack
of emotions (Affektlosigkeit, "earnest personality"
"ernsthafter" Mensch), in the psychoses etc.

=

This violence of "reason" ("Vernunft") is the furtIve death
consisting of the reactionary moment of lllness (1n Gestalt des
reaktionaren Moments der Krankheit).
The needs of them who are damaged in a way like thus by the
System, that means our needs are to be turned to play the
central part, to become the starting point and the motor of the
political work which has to spread by agitation all over the
socialist self-organIzation determined by lllness (werden zum ...
der agitatorischen, ilbergreifenden poll tisch en Arbeit der
sozialistischen Seibstorganisation unter der Bestimmung
Krankheit).
Needs like possession, career, individuality, development of
personality, revolutionary perspective of profession, the socalled "common human" needs in any case are nothing but the
repoductions of capitalist forms of social intercourse and status
which act stopping solidarity and are life-inimical.
All which seems to be different, splitting and separating,
serving to create loneliness and therefore works for the benefit
of the capitalism is abolished (wird aufgehoben) in the
community and the company of the ill people with their needs
for change. This community of the consciousnesses as a whole
(diese Gemeinsamkelt der Bewul3tselne) takes its expressIon in
that which we call politIcal Identity. Political Identity means:
unity of needs and political work (Einheit von Bedilrfnissen
und politlscher Praxis) related to those needs, and thIs can be
nothing but the struggle In solldarity against the capitalism
which represents itself as a natural violence (gegen dIe
Naturgewalt. Kapita}).

36.>

INSTEAD OF AN AGITATION RECORD

Imagine some ill person, permanently troubled by: sleeplessness,
headache, palpitation of the heart, death-anxiety. And further
he has to fear to be victim of an "occupational disease"
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("Rerufskrankhelt"), of an Industrial "accident" (Betrlebs"unfalJ"), of a traffic "accident" (Verkehrs"unfall") or of an
influenza (Grippe). Now if t.his ill person goes t.o a physician,
t.hen he expect.s t.hat. a such one will find the causes of his
sufferings which t.he 111 person by her self-understanding takes
for being "organic" ("organische") ones (examination, diagnoses)
in order t.o get. t.hem away later on (therapy). To t.his quite
"natural" expectation the methods and proceedings of the
doctor seem t.o respond: he draws off the pat.ients' blood for
examination, takes X-ray-plates from his body, checks his
reflexes, using hammer and needle and finally he prescribes
some pills or applies an injection to the patient. Or he sends
the patient to a hospital where he is operated, cut open. sewed
up again or is amput.at.ed. But before or somet.lmes after the
"therapy" t.he pat.lent. is allowed to talk about his lllness. Not
by all means about. those t.hings he wants to talk: he has to
give to the doctor his personal dat.a. his Insurance. the data of
his passport. this death-sentence-on-call. which every citizen
of t.he Federal Republic has in his pocket and he must give t.o
the doctor his medical card (Krankenschein). the certiflcat.e.
which proves that the patient has paid In advance the costs
for his being repaired by means of a permanent distress
warrant of his wages (im Voraus per Dauerlohnpf!i.ndung "Sozlalabgaben" -).
Before the ill one starts working In a factory and he has to
present himself to the physician of this management. (Betrlebsarzt. also named physician of "confidence" - "Vertrauens"arzt. • because the capital trusts him) or if the ill person has to go
to a public healt.h department of the State (a kind of technologic check-up for workers who are working-machines
so
eine Art TOV (MOT) - Technischer Oberwachungsvereln - fUr
Arbeitsmaschlnen) In order to submit. by dut.y to a check-up
ordered by law against him. then the III person of course will
be busy to answer all questions as "correctly" as possible. He
nothing w11l tell about. his sufferings and troubles. If he Is
asked "have there been mental disturbances (Gelsteskrankhelten) or suicidal activities (Selbstmorde) In the family" he
neither spontaneously nor truly will answer: "of course, where
else?" ("Ja wo denn sonst.?"). but qult.e on the cont.rary he wlll
say simply "no". For he needs a place of work and is forced to
get It. otherwise ...

=

On t.he ot.her hand: an III one arrived In the SPK expecting
more or less the same circumstances concerning the "therapy"
of "his" lllness. Rut there the bodlJy examlnat.lon and the
medical care and also the medical treatment and nursing is
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only of subordInate Importance. Quite on the contrary there is
gIven much occasion and tIme to the III person to speak about
the causes and the functions of his troubles, to meditate on it
and to have discussions about It together wIth other III
persons, whom he day and night meets there. During the course
of this proceedIng of a therapeutic agitation like that he
suddenly or by and by discovers that. the whole story of a
bodily determInedness (organische BedingtheIt) and of t.he beIng
caused by himself and by his own fault (Selbstverschuldetheit)
of his illness thus ... perhaps ... truly ... thus, that there Is
perhaps the key too, t.hat his social existing as a whole ...
well, but then he ought. t.o do somethIng, t.hen he perhaps
c 0 u I d ... do something ... combined to the other ill persons.
There. Well - but tho s e a n e s of course are much
"healthier" than me, otherwise they never could be as lively as
they really seem to be ... What is my s elf that's quite
another case, for I myself am t r u I y 111. I can't ... or
perhaps I am afraId? AfraId t.o lose m yow n Illness? Afraid
of my own liveliness, of my own energy of life, which since my
being born has been suppressed up to the degree of parsimony
( ... die von Geburt an auf Sparflamme gestellt war?)? - Then
I'll try It politIcally: you only can act politIcally if you are
completely healthy! And I f I nevertheless should fall In
illness, then I shall go to a physicIan who wIll repair me quite
perfectly. And even the physicians use to say that. you only
need to bel I eve that you wIll get completely healthy and
then either you will get healthy or remain it. And then if I
will be completely sound ... well the n , then I'll make a big
splash (dann komm' Ich ganz groll rausl) "cooperation" .. .
"solidarity" - where is existing something like thus? ... In
China, In Viet Nam, In Cuba, well ... , well ... , but here, today?
... Herel Today! Socialist self-organization determined by
illness?
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NEWS ABOUT
ILLNESS

Translation of the former two pages
(taken from a newspaper, made by SPK)

We get clear what. has changed In Germany
since 1945: NOTHING!
They try t.o make us believe t.hat. all should
have got better now: car, television, holidays
and leave. But. fascism only has got a better
form. Behind all this splendour there is hidden
the destruction and the overkill of human
beings in order to enable the business men to
earn more profits.

----_.,-_._-----_..
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It. seems that in many wedlocks and families
from nowadays the inner relationships must
be characterized as to be to the uttermost.
scale charged by tensions and that the persons who live in those relationships be they
adult or children are to be signified as unhappy ones. But it also seems that. t.hey are
unable to realize t.he causes of their sufferings. Those observations made arise an interest for Investigation about the causes and
the conditions of this sufferings from the
bourgeois family. Following those Investigations t.here has been asserted the finding
that those bad effects are caused by social
conditions which, being caused hy political
and economIc facts, determine the Interrelationships of wedlocks and families. From
this perception there started the intention to
enable the struck persons by that knowledge
to realize their sufferings as being socially
conditioned and to spare themselves selfreproaches and to spare also accusations
against t.heir spouses and parents and to
direct the family dissatisfactions critically
against the societ.y.

[~

COMMUNICATIONS

by the Socialist Patients' Collective (SPK) at the University of
Heidelberg from 6 January 1971, 6900 Heidelberg,
Rohrbacherstra~e 12.
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ALCOHOLISM
HEROES

AGAINST

stelle fUr Suchtgefahren now
to a number of 600 000.
DEVILS

Every day, when her husband
went. to the steel factory of
Mannesmann, Wilma Glupp', 35,
at home got weak and was
overcome by the dipsomania.
By the months as stated the
doctor In his certificate, she
"consumed too much alcohol
and didn't care no longer
about her children and about
her home dutIes".
Mrs. Wilma promised reforms, took a course of the
medicament Exhorran - but
without becoming steadfaster.
The public health department
asked a judge for help and
there resulted, that our
Dulsburg Misses was charged
by force to the closed ward of
the mental hospital SQchteln.
Dismissal-certificate ten
weeks later: the neurological
treatment Is to be continued
and also It has to be judged
as Indispensable that the
welfare centre permanently
has to care about this dipsomaniac woman. Hospital b1ll:
DM 770.-.
Nobody was wlll1ng to pay
for those expenses. In the
case of Wllma Glupp It was
the same like It Is In almost
all cases of alcoholism, the
number of which just between
1951 and 1966 has climbed to
more than the fourfold
amount, a number which Is
estimated by Deutsche Haupt-

The chief medical officer
of health (Obermedlzlnalrat)
Dr. Hellmut Kramm at Munich
complains "that all the institutions which ought t.o pay
In such cases for the expenses like medical insurances,
annuities and social care
obstInately try to get unloaded from costs like those".
He calls It an "anachronism"
that the Insurances should
pay not before the dipsomaniacs should have gone
completely destroyed.
But until now this anachronism stayed to be a
quite common fact. The
modem consumer society
praises the alcohol and
condemns the dipsomaniacs.

DEPRESSIONS
GLOOMY

MORNING

In a German periodical for
medicine "Euromed" recently
one could read an outline
about some typical situation
in a consulting room. There
squats the patIent oppressed
by his common feeling slack
combined to a little bit
sadness you can't tell from
where it. comes; and there
his physiclan says to him,
intending to cover the troubles of the patient that. the
sun shines brightly out-
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doors and that the boys of
the patient were so merry.
Well intended sentences
like those nevertheless were
not only useless for the
patient but also lifedangerous, as instructed the
named medical periodical. Because by sentences Uke such
the patient who suffers from
depressions easily could be
confirmed in his opinion that
for him it should make no
sense to go on living: for
even his doctor seemed to be
unable to understand him any
longer.
But in many cases depressed patients are not
looked after correctly. Consequently there follow many
suicides and suicide-attempts.
Every year there are more
than 12.000 Western Germans
who finish their lJves, re-

gardless of the - presumably
great - number of suicides in
which the persons who are
weary of Ufe feign accidents
or in which suicidal activities
are covered by the relatives.
And there are at least five
times more suicide attempts In
which physicians can help yet
in time. In a great part of the
life-fugitives be it successfully or not there were depressions which made life untolerable.
THIS FINANCIAL WORLD
LACKS HUMANITY

ADDICTION TO MEDICAMENTS
POWER

->

ON

CRUTCHES.

In 1967 each cit.izen of
the Federal Republic,
there Included also old
men and chlldren, consumed medicament.s for
In the average 50 DM
(regardless of those
medicaments which had
not been prescribed by
a doctor and which consequently had not been
paid by a medical insurance).

This medicament-boom only
in a small part consisted of
those medicaments which
during the last decades had
formed and decisively enriched the arsenal of the
physicians as for example
the modern antibiotics and
the psychopharmaka (for a
treatment of serious mental
disturbances) .

TO

BUY

HEALTH

The promises by which the
medicament companies (Tabletten-Konzerne) In television and in the advertlsment parts of the medical
periodicals are trying to get
consumers for their pharmaceutic consolation matters
Indeed can make us dream
about Huxley's salvation
messages (Hellsbotschaften).
"Fresh and bright like the
new day" (analgesic Vivlmed)
"always in good form" (build"':
ing up pl\l Activanat),
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"against night ghosts from
nowadays" (soporific Doroma),
"sun-glasses for the psyche"
(tranquilizer Librium).
And the advertising textmakers of the pharmaceutical
industry unleash the superlatives in order to overcome
the traditional anxiety - not
at least newly nourished by
the Contergan-catastrophe in order to diminish it favouring the unchained consumption of medicaments. Advertising text for the soporific
Doroma: "unsurpassed tolerabil1ty", for the analgesic
Dolviran: "excellent tolerability proved in millions of
cases"; for the tranquilizer
Librium: "efficient and wholesome"; for the soporific Staurodorm: "free from accustoming
and free from danger of
addiction" .
-) Nine amongst the ten top
medicaments mentioned in
the (secret) sales statistics
of the pharmaceutical industry in Western Germany
in the year 1967 were
analgesics, soporifics or
tranquilizers.
-) As there was communicated
by the Professor Eberhard
Bay at Dilsseldorf the
analgesics, concerning their
number by sale, rank at
the top of the big business. At least every fourth
citizen in the Federal
Republic of Germany uses
them regularly. Already in

1965 almost 2 billions of
analgesic medicaments
have been consumed;
total value: 120 millions
deu tschmark.
-) Noludar, the popular
soporific and until now
available for everybody
without prescription
- being the successor of
the insidious Contergan has augmented its yearly
sales starting from
2 millions a year since
1961 to 8,7 millions
deutschmark in the last
year. Noludar consumption
1967: about 125 millions
go-to-sleep-portions.
-) Valium, the tranquilizer
for the most part prescribed by Western
German physicians which
has ent.ered the market
only five years ago, last
years reached Its sales
on the wholesale trade
up to an amount of
30 milUons deutschmark
- now is at the top of
the pharmaceutic bestseller list. Estimated
vallum consumption in
1967: 250 millions of
pills.
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LABOUR MARKET (employment
exchange, Arbeltsvermlttlung)
Wanted:

diagnosticians for early diagnosis
of false basic: convictions
(DlagnostIker zur Frilherkennung
von Gesinnungsschaden)
psychologists for the getting
away of difficulties in adapting
youth to their surroundings .
(Psychologen zur Beseitigung von
Anpassungsschwierigkeiten
Jugendlicher)
healers to prevent injurious
alterations of consciousness
ophthalmologists for the
treatment of far-slghtedness
anesthetists for permanently
generalized sleeping cure to be
applied to everybody
curing doctors who are experienced In forced preventive
cures which work against the
alarming augmentation of red
blood corpuscles
curators to care about liberation
maniacs
surgeons to amputate outgrowths
and excesses
professors for test series dealing
with brain transplantation
omcial physicians of confidence
(Vertrauens!1rzte) to heal
democracy from anemia.
"STRESS CAUSED BY THE PLACE
OF WORK"
Frankfurt (dpa) The "stress at.
the place of work" which augments permanently makes climbing the number of the nervous
and mental disturbances to a

higher and higher scale. The
director and medical officer
of health of Bochum,
Or. Heinrich Buckup related
last wednesday at Frankfurt
at t.he yearly congress of
the German Society For
Maintenance of Industrial
Health and Safety Standards
(Arbeitsschutz) that already
nowadays fort.y percents of
all men and women in t.he
Federal Republic of Germany
who only for a short time
had fallen in Illness now
suffer trom vegetative and
funct.ional dlsturbanc:es
which are mainly expressed
by nervous troubles of
heart and stomach.
(HT 26.11.70)
The caplt.alist society
has made everybody
and ourselves falllng
Ill! Get away with
capitalism!

Gallows birds
As you can take from the
numbers of turnover of
the pharmaceutical Industries all admonitions
done by experienced
critics were In vain.

MU R D E R
on

the

ramp
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The most uncomfortable
YOU GOT AN ENEMY:

He doesn't care about what you earn as long as he is earning enough by making use of you.
He doesn't care about what you spend as long as you buy from him.
He doesn't care about what you buy as long as it is the decision of him to care about
whether your outfit is a fashionable one.
He doesn't care about what you are looking like as long as your hair is not too long.
He doesn't care about the length of your hair as long as you shut up your mouth.
He doesn't. care about your opinion as long as you slave for him.
He doesn't care about. your arguments against him as long as you do nothing against him.
He
as
He
as
He
as
He
as

doesn't
long as
doesn't
long as
doesn't
long as
doesn't
long as

care about where you have to work you don't see where he lazes.
care where you are dwelling you pay your rent in time to him.
care which hit you are hearing you dances to his tune.
care about which thr1ller you see it isn't himself, whom you find guilty.

Try to speak to him he nothing can do without rageing or caressing.
Try to negociate with him he wUl laugh and wipe the floor with you.
Before he will renounce his properties,
before he will beat it he will prefer to knock down the world
and also you.
You got an enemy:
just. In this moment he again is raising his arm
against you
and he is thrashing you as long as you let him thrash.
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YOU GOT TO KNOW IT
BEFORE '/

Life is what you make it
Illness is not an incident in a
single person, ill is ... our
society. In our society there
rules capitalism, there triumph
the interests to earn profits,
there the victims are mercilessly squeezed and consumed
in favour of a littIe ruling
minority. The hospital mach.\nery Is nothing but the pursuit of the profit economy by
other means. The exploited
human being must sell itself,
even quite beyond the price
he achieves indeed, until he
sooner or later will end
totally exh~usted.
And then, when he is
finally worn down by the
capitalist economy, they
deliver him to a hospital.
There the exploitation is
continued: his illness is
transformed so that the others
can earn profits of it: honorars for the physicians,
profits of the pharmaceutical
industry, exploitation of the
nursing equipment.
The III person is patchworked (wird zurechtgeflickt)'
as soon as possible he is
thrown back to the front,
until he finally is finished off
in the drumfire of the growing
profit rates.

By the newspapers, broadcast
and television meanwhile
many people know that there
exist patients at the University of Heidelberg who
have organized themselves.
Up to nowaday our number
has grown up to 300 patients: housewives, pupils,
annuitants, workers, students, apprentIces and employees. Quite on the contrary to t.he University
hospitals the SPK truly does
science for humans, t.hat is
for all.
Nobody needs to take a
day off in order to enter us!
Group therapies and study
work groups take part also
in the evening. Personal
therapies can be done by
agreement when required.
DEBIT AND BE
It can't be underlined

enough, that. the SPK has
started from the University's
hospital. From this side there
eome t.he most infamous
calumnies: the profit vultures
are realizing some menace
concerning their rich sinecures (Pfrilnden).
Their nightmare is a
socialized health system.
They don't want at all, that
the health system should be
used totally in order to
serve the needs of the
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patients. Making use of all
tricks they try to maintain
the existing relations: all
have to pay, and they are
those who are making money.
The medical order "primum
nil nocere"
"first not to
damage" for them means
nothing but to earn profit.s.
How many people by that fall
by the wayside Is partiy
known.

=

THE RA CIAL PURE ORDER
Prof. Dr. Heinz HIltner (friend
of the minister of the interior
Krause) gets 30 millions DM in
order to establlsh at Mannheim a centre of psychotherapy. There will be treated
at the most 250 patients.

The SPK gets - by permanent. delay - 3200 DM a
month. H!lfner: "The SPK represents a serious menace
against my plan."
His subordinate, Dr. Kretz,
is of the same opinion, for If
the professorship of HAfner
ends at. Heidelberg Dr. Kretz
also will gain a chair at
Heidelberg.
Von Baeyer in his "report"
("Gutachten") means, that in
the SPK there were no
patients, because the SPK
lacks "the amount of suicides
which Is usual in hospitals."
Quite on the contrary
Prof. U. Schnyder is of the

opinion that in the SPK t.here
were patients. And there are
other medical colleagues of
his who join his opinion by
offering the patients of the
SPK to return to the
Policlinic in order to start
once more a therapy. But
now some patients who
followed this supply were
rejected by the Policlinic and
that's to say that they were
referred back to the SPK.
In short: the anxiety
about their sinecures
(Pfriinden) shows to the
population the true face of
those profit vultures (Profit.geier) .
WE

CONTINUE S P K
Front against suppressIon
and exploItation
More than 2000 workers and
employees at Heidelberg and
In its surroundings have declared their solidarity with
the SPK by putting their
signature. 214 scientists
(psychiatrists, psychotherapists, psychologists ... )
claimed that the SPK must be
continued at the University
of Heidelberg. From all parts
of the Federal Republic of
Germany and of Western
Berlin there come groups in
order to get knowledge about
the working and the methods
being used In the SPK. Those
persons and groups don't.
take the reports (Gutacht.en)
done by Prof.Dr.Dr. Richter,
Prof. Dr . Bruckner and
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Dr. Spazier for unscientiflc.
Daily there come new patients,
who have understood that the
SPK works for man and for the
needs and the interests of all
people.

-THE LAST FIG-LEA VES HA VE
FALLEN DOWN-

He who takes interest in the
University remaining a private
matter of the professors and
their successors and accomplices works against his own
interests.
But he who is of the right
opinion,
- that the university belongs
to the population who pays
for it,
- that the university has to
give to all people this kind
of knowledge which shows
the relations exactly as
they are,
- that the unIversIty has to
give to everyone the possibility to develop all dispositions which he has In
himself, instead of getting
them spoilt,
will do the flrst step on this
way by supporting the SPK,
that means that he is on the
side of all those efforts done
by the SPK.

There doesn't exist no third
way.
The efforts (Bemilhungen) "of
our" culture minister Hahn
("my profession is my fun") to
liquidate the SPK shows that
we are on the right track.

Cit.izens who think and act
are a danger for the top
(brass) establishment. and
this danger will reach the
greatest risk, If there wlll
be acted commonly!

TOMORROW

HINT AGAINST PEACE
Where t.he guns remain in
their stores there is
for a long time yet. no peace
are glittering
yet. the barrels
except all should take place
In a museum
Where there is spoken much
about peace there is
for a long time yet no
peace if the officers
go on instigating
except. they were against
war
Where somebody dies in his
bed there is
for a long t.ime yet no
peace if t.here die
fifty behind the seven great
seas
most of them by hunger
Where there is st.arvlng
somebody by hunger
t.here is for a long time yet
no peace namely Is growing
t.he hatred against the
peace which is a friend of
t.he possessors
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CO-DETERMINATION
says Fri tz Berg
(BOl= a top
manager of the
employers'
association):
No. Then the
assitant nurse in a
hospltal could
decide about
operations
says Helmut
Schmidt (SPD, later
on chancellor of
the Federal
Republic): No. Then
also the doorman of
our town hall could
influence our
politics says
Prof. Goll wltzer
(Munster):
No. Then the
charewoman in the
institute could in
questions of
hab1lltations yes
said Lenin:
every charewoman
has to be able to
enter situations
which allow her to
lead the State.

Informations
Those at
they like
they like
they like

the top
liberty
justice
peace

they are taken for
good men.
they are for liberty
and for protective
custody imprisonment
(Vorbeugehaft)
they are for justice
and for naz1(brown)
judges
they are for peace
and for a strong
army.
and stUl: t.hey are
taken for good men.
How long finally does
it t.ake, until you
realize that
their liberty Is not
your liberty
their justice is not
your justice,
their peace is not.
your peace.
When finally wUl you
see through them?
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THIS TEXT IS BUT A BEGINNING ...

VII Documentary Chapter

37.)

ABOUT THE POLITICAL ECONOMY IN THE IDENTITY OF
SUICIDE = MURDER (ZUR POLITISCHEN OKONOMIE DER
IDENTITAT SELBSTMORD = MORD)

1.

Patients' press No 35 - New University's Mirror No 6
SUICIDE

= MURDER = SUICIDE = MURDER· = SUICIDE

In the sense to produce revolutionary energies material misery
becomes a progressive matter. As there Is known, Marx requires
this working function (Moment) for belonging to the (industry)
proletariat (subjective factor; subjektlver Faktor). Social
proscription however is the mark of the "riff-raff proletariat"
("Lumpenproletariat") (the unemployed, the sick, the criminals
debtors arising by their own fault
selbstverschuldet).
Those people are - caused by the ruling ideology - outcasts
both regarding the social process and the revolutionary movement. Their political honorary title is a variant between antisocial and anarchist ... "It's no blame to be poor" ... "Lose of
money, lose of much / lose of honour, lose of all" ("Geld verloren, viel verloren / Ehre verloren, alles verloren") ... and
which other dicta (the objective Spirlt = objektlver Geist) there
may be else.

=

=

By means of exploitation capitalism generates the material
misery (dialectic moment, as follows after Hegel, analogously
cited here: capitalism Is too poor In order to be able to abolish
the poverty produced by capitalism itseif).
Along the development in the Inner of the persons capltal1sm
produces the anxiety of or respectively because and by the
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social proscription (historic proceeding of a person, the
consciousness of whom being essentially since ever and even
long before his being born is programed in a manner to avoid
at any rate each occurence and each situation from which
there could arise any kind of social proscription). Both factors,
material misery and social proscript.ion, are deadly, murder
tools of the capitalist society, by which this societ.y goes on
making suffering untll this society Itself, gets crushed between
those two millst.ones which belong t.o it.self. There was made
use of those two mlllstones by the Faculty of Medicine, by the
university's top-leader Rendtorff and by the culture minister
Hahn until they had achieved to murder an SPK member, a use
applied by them in the omen of a doubtful fortune. The lock
out. (Aussperrung), dismissal (Entlassllng) and the ban on
entering the clinic (Hausverbot), all together aimed at. causing
physical deat.h (physische Vernichtung) and social discrimination (causing instigation by press, t.elevision and so on
Offentlichkeitshet.ze).

=

From the first day of her having appeared in t.he SPK the now
murdered SPK member perhaps more than all the others has had
to see herself confronted to those both murder Inst.rument.s. 11.
had been her urgent want to join our work as soon as possible.
But firstly from where she had come (from Cologne) she had got
no money except of sickness benefit which now the insurances
and the physicians at. Heidelberg refused t.o continue if she
herself should continue t.o stay at Heidelberg instead of
turning back to Cologne. Labelled as being a "schIzophrenic
person" she felt her tainted by a hereditary disease up to the
:;tigma of t.otal inferiority she now also had to face her getting
politically discriminated if she should go on joining in SPK, her
Intention which she, being an upright personality, COUldn't but
express even to the authorities. Therefore she was right with
her anxiety that the authorities should take down her beIng a
member of the SPK in their files and documents regardless of
the yet more disadvantages, which surely should be caused by
this discrimination (getting no job, compulsory hospitalization
in a mental hospital, If she should continue her struggle for
the sickness benefit, which she was right by law to require,
etc.). And just. that was the apprehension which she expressively associated to the fact, that the cultus-minister Hahn
until now had refused to the SPK the legitimation to become an
institution joined to the university. As there is known, the
material disaster of her had been caused just by all her
attempts to avoid her being politically discriminated when she
had to cont.act. the aut.horities. Also she yet had experienced
when she had visited the psychiatric policlinic at the
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university. that it. lacked any efficiency even if she had been
willing to take over the mark of social proscription ("schizophrenic") and to get along with It. - and thus just the lat.ter
example of her falling t.o secure her immediate needs of life
could nothing but reinforce her impression that especially her
own situat.lon could nothing but get more and more hopeless in
future (lito schizophrenic persons I never give any medical
certificate" - the assistant physician of the university's
medical policlinic had said to her).
When she had st.arted her second attempt on her own account
to get a job the now murdered SPK member had been praised
because of her fitness on t.he probation. But all t.he more she
had despaired of the good expectations of her employers in
future because of her own feeling socl:'llly inferior. The
material situation of the SPK, as beIng caused by Rendtorff and
Hahn, just can't. offer any chance for survival, not. t.o ment.ion
the possibility of any "rehabilitation", be it only by small
steps. But we'll never forget that. we have to struggle by all
means to aiter this situation!
The physical kill (materielle Vernichtung), instigated by the
side of our enemies, is represented in the last letter of the
now murdered SPK member by the significant. words: "I am
dead." Her anxiety because of her socially being proscribed
seems to have been her companion even In her regarding the
time after her death: "I don't want to be buried along with
Marx and Lenin" ("Ieh mocht.e nieht. mit. Marx und Lenin begraben werden"). "I have understood nothing" means: in my
true opinion it is quite clear t.hat I can't do anything else by
myself against the murder weapons hunger and misery, and
that's why I think, t.hat the behaviour which I have chosen
now is understandable and making sense. If KuMi Hahn (KuMi
abbr. signifying cowshit. instead of cultus minister), Rector
Rendtorff and the pig compulsory physicians (Schwei.!!epflichtti.rzte instead of medical secrecy physicians
Schwei,gepflichtarzte; remember also hush-money-physicians) of t.he medical
faculty (fucking medicine; germ. abbr.: Med.Fak.) belleve that.
they yet now where innocent their perception must be sentenced as being mistaken up to the highest point. (More to
read thereabout in the Phenomenology of the Spirit by Hegel,
chapter It).

=

=

Murder is murder. But murderers behind the scenes (Schreibtischmorder) can't be compared to common and usual murderers,
for they are worse. They are dead bodies' exploiters (Lelchenfledderer), greasy vampires. He who has suffered and
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experIenced it by his own body (SPK) knows, what there is
meant. by that.
But. the murders (Mordtaten) of the murderer-gang behind the
scenes (SchreIbtischmorderclique) Hahn, Rendtorff and medicine
pigs wlll st.rIke back agaInst them Just In the way the ground
of which Is dIalectic as It starts from its being determined by
capitalism (nach dem vom Kapitalismus bestimmten Prinzip der
Dialektik) .
SocIalist Patients' Collective
at the University of Heidelberg
Rohrbacher Str. 12

2.

16 April 1971

Patients'-Info No 37 - New Unl-MIrror No 8
ABOUT THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF MURDER

"A crime can be excluded" - thus it has been taken down in
the "Suicide-notice" (Selbstmordnotiz) from 10 April 1971 In
the newspapers at Heidelberg. The newspapers, just the same
as the bourgeois scIence have to exclude the c rIm e , that
Is the des t r u c t Ion 0 f hum a n b e i n g s i n
permanence by the capitalist System of
exploItatIon.
The liberty of the press Is the liberty of the rulers to mask
connections and contexts.

=

Many readers of our first communIcation about "SuIcide
Murder" ("Selbstmord = Mord") got more hunger for details after
havIng consumed thIs leaflet. LackIng any Idea of directIng
themselves to the press In order to InsIst forcedly on the
publishIng of a coherent report they also lacked any drIve to
feel themselves stimulated to do an active correction against a
murdershit like that., variations of whIch has been amply
analyzed sInce some decades ago. TheIr little bit bad conscIence can't but cause them to feel some remorse, If t.hey read
the word "murder" (Ihnen schHigt bel "Mord" pflichtschuidigst
das bIl3chen Gewissen). Because of some pseudocrltIc mentalit.y
acquIred by Inculcated condItionIng as usual In childhood and
education they are fond of nourIshIng this kInd of conscIence
with some more details In o-der to fall even better asleep later
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on. Nevertheless it is easy to conceive (begreifen) connections,
one can learn to take down them in a manner of sult.able adequacy, but to develop activities based on consequence is a
very heavy task for those ones, who feel healthy and who fear
that there could exist somethIng which they could run the risk
to lose; objectively the exploited ones at any rat.e possess nothing which the rulers couldn't be able to dispose of (besitzen
... sowieso nichts, was sich nicht In der Gewalt der Herrschenden befindet). Long time ago before one's birth all decisions
have been done about one's feelings, thought.s and even about
the functions of our bodies. (Lange bevor e.iner geboren wlrd,
ist schon tiber seine Gefilhle, Gedanken und Korperfunktionen
entschieden). You only just get this kind of body which you
could have got under the conditions and under the dlctat.orship
of the capitallst relations of production (es bekommt. einer
denjenlgen Leib, den ihm die kapit.allstlschen Produktionsverhaltnisse zudlktieren). What. for wealth' sake any exploited
can lose, if one regards and not.ices this most import.ant fact.,
that everything (complete: his possibilities to be developed, t.he
world, everything) from the start has been t.aken away from
hIm? (Was also hat der Ausgebeutete zu verlieren, wenn ihm
sowieso von vornherein alles genommen 1st?)
Back to the public opinion makers.
Being submitted themselves to the forces of accumulation they must print advertisements and therefore they must dance
to the tune of those who pay for the advertisement.s - the
instructed job (Auftragsarbelt) of those opinion makers in its
resulting can produce nothing but t.he remaining stuck to the
codes of the ruling science. Duty to inform therefore Is: to cast
to the newspaper reader =" omnlvorer and omnldevourer (Allesfresser und Allesschlucker) some fucked scraps (facts) - sex
and age of the "culprit", place and tlme of the crime etc. For
savoury and tasty supplements to the reporting also may serve
hints like "commune" and "pill poison" and soon t.o the reader
will occur the related (related to whom? germ.: dazugehorige /
horlg wem?) "story" that is some ideological fashionable product
which is lacking any historic context. The so-called common
sense (gesunder Menschenverstand
Unverstand - nonsense -)
is the most t.rustworthy collaborator of capitalism (= crime).

=

From the "sui"cide ("Selbst"mord) then nothing remains but a
tale (Geschichte), that means something which lacks any effectlveness (wirkungslos), because the deadly effects of the
relations connected to It get noticed without being combined to
the consciousness and only In stereotypes. The lacking of any
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consciousness inhibits the getting clear of the related matt.ers
and their connection (suicide = murder) and therefore also
there are stopped all consequences, whlch have ot.herwise to
start from insight and understanding. This suicide
murder
doesn't become significant (bedelltsam) without firstly adding to
it its historic connection and context, and then this suicide
murder gets dangerous for the "stability" of currency
(Wahrung), for it turns into murder, but no longer to murder
against human beings, but. t.o murder against. the capit.alism and
its advocats (Sachwaltern).

=

=

Caused by the capitalist process of wear and t.ear combined to
the capitalist process of proscription the murdered M. had been
turned Into a person who lacked any worth in the eyes of the
bureaucracy (sector of distribution - Distributionssphare -).
Nevert.heless there was the pressure to present herself for sale
if she would not die of hunger whether immediately or caused
by the social proscription. Death is the consequent pursuit. of
the mass murder which starts from the plans and projects combined to capitalism by causal connection. Before she came to
the SPK M. had regarded herself as being "ruined" ("kaputt")
and as a "wreck". No wonder! The psychopharmaceut.ic pill
poison, the body destroying (substanzschadigenden) electroshocks, in general all kinds of special treatments used against.
her abundantly had marked her consciousness, which was in no
way schizophrenic, up to a degree to get quite clear what is
reality. Caused by the society, which permanently refused to
give her what she needed to live her life, she was right to
feel herself det.ermined to abandonment. Therefore M. suffered
permanently from a life-dangerous situation, which is for
millions of people in our society usual enough up to a level
that. they even are unable to understand their situatlon in
adequacy to reality (realitat.sadl:iquat.), and therefore those
people also are unable to start. a suitable behaviour against
this situation. There was another patient who once happened
to say that only special circumstances had made it. possible for
her to survive in a situation comparable to that mentioned
here. But "pieces of luck" ("GlilcksfiUle") like that are produced
by the capitalist bureaucracy as reluctantly as rarely. With M.
it was different, that means cont.aining more truth: the jungle
of bureaucracy made her panicky because of anxiety.
But that doesn't. count! There was running the count-down
triggered by the State and by the rectorship for the last meal.
In spite of the capit.ulation forced on her by the mat.erial
conditions M. nevertheless had got an transitory occasion to
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breathe again because of the working conditions in the SPK
realized actually and nowhere else. She always has known and
said, that since she had joined the SPK it was for the first
time in her life that she had got the feeling to be truly alive
and that she had become herself by the connection with other
patients like her, in spite of all other difficulties which she
had suffered from outside the SPK. Only a few days before her
being murdered M. declared In a common discussion, that she
was unreservedly on the side of the SPK, because the SPK had
represented for her the only possibility to find a way of
reallzation and to develop her activities. By a report of her
mother (done after the deat.h of M.) we experienced, that M. in
her letters from the SPK to her mother again and again had
expressed that the time she spent in the SPK was the
"happiest" ("gliicklichste") time in her life. To do yet more
proceedings for t.he st.abillzation of her political identity - for
only this kind of identity can be achieved in' the capitalist
System which is a schizophrenic system itself - a political
identity (politische IdentitAt) which she had sought. in vain in
a communist youth organization before entering SPK, this
farther development of her political identity could only get.
stopped by t.he utmost pressure from outside (hunger blockade
- Hungerblockade -). She felt not only beforehand burdened by
t.he label "schizophrenic", but also she had suffered many years
from the reproaches of other people and even of the
fa m I I y 's physicians ( H a u s arzten) who did all they could
to make her believe that in future she would cause by her
illness the end of her family by "rUining It" (dal} sie durch
ihre Krankheit "Ihre Familie ruiniere"). Thus she transferred
her own feel1ngs of being guilty. acquIred by inculcated conditioning, to her employers expecting consequently to get
punished by them because of her illness, In spite of having
realized by her consciousness quite exactly that the miserable
conditions at the common labour market. were caused by t.he
mechanisms of the capitalist System. She also was afraid of
disadvantages which could arise from her now belonging to the
SPK. From the fact that the cultus-minister had prohibited to
the SPK to become a legit.imized university's Inst.itution, a
prohibition which had been caused decisively by the Faculty of
Medicine and by the rectorshlp, there resulted by consequence
for each SPK member the total lack of any protection against
the violent issues of the State (Schut.zlosigkelt. gegen staatsgewaltsame Mal}nahmen) and the totally being exposed to the
social proscription combined to those Issues. M. had not only to
fear to fail if she looked out for a place of work, but she was
also confronted wIth a merciless alternative: either to ask
Dr. Kretz (!!) for the sic.kness benefit which was owed to her
(and indeed the physicians and the staff-physicians of the
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medical policlinic had proposed her to do so) regardless of t.he
risk of a check-up In order to transport her by force to a
mental hospital (Zwangseinwelsung), this mechanism t.o separat.e
her and others from the SPK, a mechanism being established
long ago, or to remain in the SPK which had become her
survival-ground, hopeless delivered to the common misery
growing from day t.o day. The nonsense of the issues all around
the sickness benefit which was owed to her, could nothing but
shock her to an extend, that even all promises and arguments
by the SPK as a whole to inhibit by all means, based on active
solidarlt.y, any compulsory hospitalization of her in a mental
hospital or to make it undo couldn't help anything, the same
as all hints of contra-indicat.ion well assured even under all
conditions of a psychiatric and neurologic view. Commonly
spoken it is simply a matter of fact that all winding dances
(SchneckenUlnze), performed by the psychiatry since it.s
existing, performed on the back and wlt.h the money of the
exploited people, together with all twaddle from psychoanalysts,
existence-analysts (Daseinsanalytlker) up to the heredltarybiologists (Erbbiologen) - all twaddle as a whole (= "science"
"Wlssenschaft.") has never succeeded in lowering the rate of
suicides even in the hospitals, much less to abolish it. Rather
there is appearing just now some "modernistic" ("progressiv")
branch in psychiatry which seems to be very proud of her
realization that there could be help for "suicide candidates"
("Selbstmordkandldaten") only In that to get killed In special
hosplt.als by means of the best. possible medIcal art, thus
getting killed in those hospitals, which have been buiJt by
means of t.he same exploitat.lon which casts at the end Just the
same people destroyed by the same exploitation into death (see
FR - Frankfurt.er Rundschau - 2 February 1971, "we should be
forced to provide hangmen" - "Wlr waren gezwungen, Henker
auszuersehen"). The change for t.he better, namely how to
abolish all psychiatry now, Is a more-than-a-one-yearexpeMence done by the SPK. For our work the murder executed
to M. can mean nothing but that we have to struggle yet more
decisively. and effectively against the destructive machinery
and especially against its bureaucratic functionaries (Faculty
of Medicine, rectorship, cultus-ministry). Because the question
of life and death exists Just. here and now we can't and we are
not allowed to wait unt.il perhaps in a far future the private
ownership (private property) of the means of production will
have put an end by Itself.

=

Belonging to the SPK M. also had to defend herself against the
attacks against which t.he SPK had to struggle from Its beginning: lack of means - even the so-called donations account
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(Spendenkonto) of the SPK is kept back by the university; the
chief of the university's psychiatric hospital, v. Baeyer, and
the rectorship of the university have contrived a boycott
against each patient of the SPK from which follows that they
are rejected by all pharmacists in Heidelberg to whom they
present a prescription in spite of being members of the common
health insurances, what means that they have paid in advance
for the pllls which ·they can't get now; for 460 patients (from
day to day 1 - 3 newcomers) there are only five rooms; permanently being menaced by the eviction sentence caused by
the rectorship and therefore uncertainty how long it can be
guaranteed to continue the work in the SPK; the administration
councll of the university has broken the promise to provide the
houses in which the patients are in charge of all means necessary to continue their work. This conditions as a whole represent a permanent hunger blockade against the SPK regardless of their being beyond it a truly mirror of the mass murder
system specific for capitalism. But this suicide danger has been
Judged by Professor HAfner, pol1clinic boss Kretz and by the
forensic psychiatrist Professor Leferenz in the session of the
university's Senate on 24 November 1970 concerning the SPK as
being a "risk to be neglected" ("tlberschaubares Selbstmordrisiko"). They present permanently the proof, those Rendtorff,
administration council (Verwaltungsrat), university's Senate
etc., that those who because of her position in the social
process of production are allowed to take decisions, do nothing
but reproduce the contradictions of capital1sm, their doing
being caused by their own will to put aside the historic
context deliberately and that means that they are gullty and
responsible at any rate. The university's re-actor of Heidelberg
(Reaktor - instead of rector = a play on words, connected to
the nuclear danger) - instead of presenting in a scientific
manner the project to the members of the Senate in order to
render possible for the SPK to continue its scientific work
within the scope of the university - doesn't but react cowardly
as usual amongst officials and companions (Genossen) to the
commands from above (decree of the cultus-minister). He leaved
it to the notorious HAfner, who even isn't Joined to the Senate
but a bad-famed speciallst for social euthanasia (suicide =
profIt), he leaved to this professor the platform where HAfner
therefore got l1ttle trouble to proclaim his 46-milllons-project,
meantime instigating against the SPK to be liquidated. At that
time it were the llves of 260 patients which were at stake.
Can it really be a question now to ask, if the risk, what risk
ever could be meant, has become a more dangerous one since
those responsible have finished to unmask themselves and
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since now the number of the SPK members was increasing to
the first half a thousand?
The abol1tion of conditions l1ke those is possible. Others who
preceded us, have already demonstrated It. The self-organization of patients on Its social ground corresponds to the
radical-critical consequence to which we dIrect regarding the
example which there Is since the times of Ernesto Che Guevara
(asthmatic himself, but using his medical sklllness against the
capltal1st jungle - Asthmatiker und Trti.ger ti.rztllcher
Funktlonen 1m kapltal1stIschen Dschungel -).
As a hindrance lllness is a weapon of capitalism. But it is
completely up to the exploited one to commit this weapon and
all the others to the scrap heap of history. Only for capital1sm
and its advocates 1llness is a hell of a murderous pleasure
(MordsvergnOgen) .
ATTACK THOSE CRIMINALS
AND YOU WILL PROTECT YOURSELF NOT ONLY AGAINST
KIDNEY-STONES BUT ALSO AGAINST POLITICAL MURDER!
SOCIALIST PATIENTS' COLLECTIVE
at the university of Heidelberg
Rohrbacherstr. 12

Heidelberg, den
30.04.1971

38.)

ABOUT THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN A PATIENTS'
SELF-ORGANIZATION AND DEMOCRATIC CENTRALISM

1.

Subjective necessities
(subjektlve Notwendigkeiten)

Regarding the history just now we are in the transition stage
between nazI-kz and camp of forced labour styled by the Great
CoaIltion. The aggravation of the contradictions In neocapital1sm (Splltkapltal1smus) - economically manifested by the
crises of economy which are becoming more and more accumulated and on the level of consciousness manifested by the nofuture-problem both In the view of existence and of social Ilfe
- are causing on the side of the rulers a lot of preventive
Issues In order to overcome those crises, which are on the one
hand very Intensive and efficIent, but on the other hand
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nearly get no chance even to he realized by the public
conscIousness. Issues like that are for example the drllgprohibition-law agaInst the drop-outs (Ausgefllppte), issues to
collect In a centralistic manner the data of the so-called
mentally dIsturbed people (Geisteskranker), eamps of forced
labour for pol1tically out.dropped people and finally life-long
prison by rate agaInst such people, the resist.ance of whom
doesn't get. its satisfaction, If they do nothing but to sit
around in discussion circles. Under prerequisIt.es like those
there can't be said, that the existing organizations for sickcare (= exploItation of lllness) don't work. Regarding the issues
named above, this kind of sick-care quite on the contrary goes
on working best. The functionaries of the health system, which
is a hierarchically organized association, associated thereby
with health Insurances, units of medicins, assemblies of
assIst.ent.-doctors (Assistentenkonferenzen) and last not. least
the cultus-bureaucracy (Kultusbilrokratle) as a whole one and
the same compet.ltive plot. (Idealkonkurrenz a section-mark
in the penal code), because the cult.us-bureaucracy
adminIstrates and executes seience following the wants of
capItalism firstly are to be conceived not as if they were
associat.ions but as beIng associated around a virtual centre,
formed by the contradiction between what. is their subject.ive
convictIon quIte on the cont.rary t.o t.helr object.ive doing.
Because of being only medlat.ly relat.ed to t.his antagonism the
medical plot as a whole therefore Is favoured by his dist.ance
to treat the named contradiction by performing a large-scale
twaddle in a way as if thIs contradiction even didn't exist,
twaddling about freedom of scIence and about. Issues "for t.he
welfare of the sIck people" ostensIbly necessary. For
themselves the twaddle serves in front. of the public to mask
the named antagonism, whlle this twaddle for those who need
help, serves for nothing but to tie their consciousness closer
and closer to t.he medical plot. and to its false promises from
above. For the sIck people In any case are suffering directiy
and Immediately from t.his antagonism in a real and practical
view which the really shocked people quite on the contrary to
t.he medIcal funet.ionaries never can put asIde, even not by
permanent. repetition and the learnIng by heart of twaddle
sentences. To the medical plot the subject.Ive convictions, if
separated from the really existing conditions are wlthout any
consequence except of their being yet more exposed to the
mechanisms of exploitation and destruction under the pret.ext.
to be useful against illness. Those of t.he medical plot, beIng
corrupted by the privileges or be it only by the chance to get
some, therefore always are ready t.o distribute theIr stupiditIes
in mass scale and against the masses. All of them refer t.o the
so-called welfare of the sick, but 0 b j e c t. i vel y they work

=
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In favour of the capitalism and therefore objectively
a g a ins t the sick population and finally they also are
working against themselves, you can't but notice It, but they
can't but deny it.
Regarding those circumstances nobody but the s t r u c k ones
themselves can develop suitable comprehensions about a matter
like that and they themselves have to feel obliged to start
those activities from which there may be followed a change of
the general public opinion C.. selbst sich das erforderllche
Wlssen anelgnen und propagandistlsch elne aktive GegenI)ffentllchkelt herstellen).
Illness Is the true mirror of the basic
ant ago n Ism (collective production - usurpation by single
persons - - die K ran k h e I t i s t rea I I tAt s adAquate Wldersplegelung des Grundwid e r s p r u c h s ): on the one hand collective production of
lllness, on the other hand administration and exploitation
(Verwertung) of 1ll people who are taken and who take themselves as If they were nothing but single, lonely and atomized
persons.

2.

0 b

Je c t

i v e

0

b s t a cIe s

(that means what Is the reason for the III people to
care about their needs firstly themselves):
In the capitalist process of evaluation (CPE) (lm kapitallstlschen Verwertungsprozess - KVP -) the production process
and the illness are conditioning each other In a dialectical
manner that is i I I n e s s i s a t the sam e tim e
prerequisite and result of the CPE (KVP).
The CPE (KVP) takes the being a cripple of the workers to its
prerequisite; to maintain the capitalist exploitation (CPE, KVP)
means to reproduce the social cripples In order to prepare
workers. To con sum e the labour force by the production
process means therefore to pro d u c e Illness. For all work
happens "under circumstances In which n eve r the health of
the W 0 r k e r s Is important, but only the way how to
facllltate the producing of pro d u c t s "(Marx, Capital III,
chapt.. 5). All Issues to vell thIs fact on the part of the ruling
class are serving for nothing but "to prove that to klll Is no
murder, If It Is done In favour of the profit" (Marx, Ibid.). The
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c r I s e sma nag erne n t in the l10wadays neo-capltalism
(Spatkapitalismus) has in illness its central point of rotation.
This result.s from the following connections: so-called social
taxes on the level of 35,*, of the take-horne-pay are transferred t.o the State's treasury. This money permanent.ly belongs
to the disposal of the organized capital as a whole, named
State, in order to regulate t.he economic business cycles by
issues of prevention if there is forthcoming some economic
crisis. By that those who have worked for it. have no disposal
about this money. Only a quite small part flows back to the
health machinery and is applied in order t.o repair the destroyed labour forces. Secondly the function to stabilize the
business cycles is to be seen in the rnaintalnance of the
ability to consume of the destroyed work machines (defekter
Arbeitsmaschlnen = the ill people) and of the work machines
being not in use (= unemployed people) and also In the maint.alnance of the ablllty to consume of working machines now
forever useless caused by their life-long issues of being worn
and torn (= annuitants). Illness In order to serve capitalism
especially Is used and exploited by means of a 1 t e r I n g
the structure of unemployment (Umst.rukt uri e run g von Arb e Its los I g k e It): instead of mass
dismissals only dismissals by dropping out (because of lIlness)
thus it only seems that there doesn't exist. any connettion between exploitatIon and the dropping out of workers. Those dismissals then are regulated administratively for example In the
way of medical certificates (Krankschreibungen) or In the way
of being suddenly carried from the place of work or from at
home into charge if to the commanders of the health apparatus
Is given some occasion to do so.
For the shocked person illness seems to represent nothing but
a fateful event commonly caused by own failure and guilt.
Quite on the contrary t.o the unemployed It is not easy for a
sick person to realize that there exists a causal connection
bet.ween the misery which has shocked the person as a seeming
individual and the process of exploitation in capitalism (ePE,
KVP). This connection being masked In subjective and objective
view Is also favouring those tendencies In lefty groups which
produce nothing but abstract conceptions which are without
any use at all. The working class suffers from a lot of complaints (mass misery
Massenverelendung). Aut there Is also
the objective "wealth", which they are not willing at any way
to combine to the consciousness of responslblllt.y, not to
mention the almost total lack of Insight regarding their being
combined with their relative "wealth" to the accumulation of
suffering on the part of the people In the Third World and on
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the part of the suffering of the ill people here (imperiallsm
InsIde - Imperlalismus nach Innen -). The centralized democratic lefties, lacking to see that there exists a congruence
between their own wants and the needs of the industrial
working class, prefer very strongly to appeal to any abst.ract.
proletarian, instead of being prepared to go Into the concrete
llving conditions of everybody which of course contain misery,
be it both material or mental.

3.

Sic k
(Zur

p e 0 pie bel n g wit h 0 u t the i r rig h t s
Rechtlosigkeit der Kranken)

Regardless of the social contributions detached from him by
force an ill person has got n o r I g h t on treat.ment of the
lllness. Quite on the contrary the right for treatment is on the
side of the established health system. This machine both is
constructed and works by following the principles of augmenting profits (folgt dem Prinzlp der Profitmaxlmlerung) and
from that there also result those criteria by which a treatment
In any case is determined from the beginning about the
whether (Ob) and about the how (Wie). The ill person within
this cont.ext either is or wlll be separated from his constitutional rights and from the human rights, whether by the
treatment itself or by some ot.her manipulation. Thereby t.he
health machinery inserted by law uses the "administration of
justice" ("Rechtspflege") and this "administration of Justice"
Itself in the same way Instituted by law makes use of the
health syst.em. The modern legislation for penal legislation
(Strafgesetzgebung) being Just worked out provides that all ill
people as soon as possible shall be cent.rally registered, ill
people who in any case are prisoners (because of being inhibited), their prison being a life-long one which they carry
around i n their personality wherever they are going or
standing, now by this legislation wlll get best chances to
become life-long members in a ghetto of antisociality. For
example the legislation for the universities of the federal state
of Baden-Wiirttemberg excludes all persons from the going on
with their studies if any other people take t.hem for being ill.
Here the wording: "The matriculate can be refused, if the
candidate suffers from an lllness by which he could become a
serious danger for the h e a I t h of other students or by
which he could become a serious menace for a p r ope r
management of studies (ordnungsgemA~en
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Stu die n b e- t r i e b) or if the health condition of the
candidate could inhibit him to follow his way 0 f stu die s
In a proper way (ordnungsgemapes
Stu diu m ) ; in order to check the health condition there
can be insist.ed on a certificate done by a medical official
(university's law HSchG § 43,2). If there are causes like that
the candidate also can be taken off the unl versl ty register.
ot

The depriving of their rights against the patients is based on
their being lonely persons (Verelnzelung). The only way out. of
their being lonely objects can't be anything else but to form
self-organIzations (organisatorischer Zusammenschlup). But
within the ruling System this way Is not provided. Just from
t.hat follows, t.hat a self-organization of patient.s also has the
task to set its own right itself (die Patlentenselbstorganisation
hat. somit. rechtssetzende Funktion) and should the need arise
(allenfalls) they can only refer to the constitutional rights. For
t.hose constitutional rights themselves, being restricted by
special laws, which - as there is said - "regulate what t.here
is connected wit.h" ("das Nahere regelnOl). By this clause it is
made almost impossible for anybody to make use in a progressive way of those constitutional rights and therefore the public
violence (authority of the State, Staatsgewalt) soon will regard
itself being forced to deny (abzusprechen) that patient.s who
work by self-organizing themselves could be within the frame
of those constitutional rights, that means that the forces of
t.he State soon wlll attempt to break a patients' self-organization the more because t.hey never can be quit.e sure, whether
they truly have succeeded in prot.ecting the constitutional and
the human right.s against those people who are in their eyes
neither human beings nor joined to any constitut.lon from all
the beginning. From that. follows for those who are exploited
and deprived of rights, that they radically have to overcome
any material prerequisite on which the violence of State is
based (radikale Veranderung der materiellen Grundlagen dieser
Staat.sgewalt ... ).
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4.

Abo u t the pol I tic a I
self-organization

con ten t s

0

f

the

The principles of patients' self-organIzation which are the most
important basic prerequisites are to be determined as follows:
because of being d e p r i v e d 0 f rig h t s only the
patients, regarding to this mark and stigma are the exploited
class downright (durch das Mer k m a I d e r R e c h t los I g k e I t sind die Patienten die ausgebeutete Klasse
schlechthln). As It Is the same everywhere there exIsts the
permIssIon to make use of the "freely democratic" order of
rights ("frelheltlich-demokratische" Rechtsordnung) only for
those who belong to the commanders wIthIn the capitalIst
System ( ... nur dem Kapitaistarken ... ). But who belongs to the
III people doe s n 't eve n p 0 sse s s any rIght. To this
mark of being member of the exploIted class there belong In
the Federal Republ1c of Germany be It only In the view of
psychiatrIsts ten mUlions of ill people because of a manifested
mental disturbance. But the number of those who are struck by
illness Indeed Is reaching a yet much more higher scale, If
there Is _the question of the number in total. Regarding the
relative power of i I I, n e s s a s a p rod u c t i v e for c e
(force of production) there exists the fact, that comparing the
amount of money in the sIckness funds and social funds to the
amount of money in the national budget there exists a correspondence, measured by the average standards of the usual
several years periods.
From the being connected with the production there follows
also an Important second principle for the patients' selforganization: the capitalIst economic system produces out of
illness - as we mentioned above - by means of taking social
contributions an u n lim I ted p 0 s sib iii t Y t 0 b u f fer
THE ECONOMIC CRISES AS THEY BELONG NECESSARILY TO THE
CAPITALIST ECONOMIC SYSTEM ( ... in Form der Sozialabgaben
die u n b esc h r Ii. n k t e P u f fer k a paz i t Ii. t FOR DIE IHM
IMMANENTEN WIRTSCHAFTSKRISEN). That means that only referring to the specIfic criterion illness (unter der Wesensbestlmmung Krankhelt) and only by this criterion the proletariat represents a revolutionary category (Kategorie) both
subjectively and objectively in the highly developed latecapItalist Systems, and nobody else but K. Marx in the
Communist Manifest has taken down this basic definition about
what is the proletarian class. Sub j e c t i vel y because
based on the p 0 s sib iIi t Y to conceive illness and to use
It as protest, 0 b j e c t I vel y because only by exploitation
of human labour force there exists a way t.o earn surplus
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value. The being reduced to misery of the masses and t.he becoming more and more serious (Intenslvlerung) of illness follow
from that. The being reduced t.o misery of t.he masses and t.he
aggravation of illness (Int.ensivierung) represent. the internal
barrier (innere Schranke) of capitalism. "The capitalist.
production as a such one t.hat. means, if for a moment we don't.
care about its being superposed by the mechanisms of competition - diminut.lon of the rate of profits (tendenzleller Fall der
Profitrate) - this capitalist production handles In a t.horoughly
economic way every kind of work if this work has been represented by wares and commodities (Waren) as a realized and objectified work. But In comparison with all the other ways of
production the capit.al1st production by spoiling human beings
and living labour (lebendige Arbelt) outdoes all t.he other forms
of production quite easily (weit mehr als ... ); t.he capit.ailst.
production doesn't onl~r spoil fiesh and blood, but also nerves
and brain. Indeed It is done by nothing but. by spoiling up to a
huge extent the development of human beings, that the development of mankind simply (iiberhaupt) Is a guaranteed and a
done one during that period of history which immedlat.ely
preceds the con sci 0 u sly don e r e s tit uti 0 n of the
human society" (Marx, Capital 3, chapt. 5). Just by means of
those remarks Marx has given illness an e sse n t I a I
determination, illness being the Internal
bar r i e r 0 f cap I t a lis m , Marx himself disregarding here
expressively the tendency of the fall of the rate of profits
(, ... Indem er ausdriickllch vom tendenzlellen Fall der Profltrate absleht, ... ), a diminution which will be answered at. any
rate by augment.lng the exploitation of the labour force aggravation of illness (Intensivlerung von Krankhelt) -. Being
the ext ern a I bar r i e r 0 f cap ita lis m illness
becomes significant by the growing number of III people, those
who will totally drop out of the capitalist process of production (the so-called Incurable psychoses, growing number of
those who incurably suffer from damages caused by drugs and
medicaments) .
By the d e t e r min I n g sub s tan t I a lit y (W e s f! n s bestimmung) of illness to be the buffer
No 1 of the crises in capitalist economy
and to contribute therefore necessarily to stab1llze this System,
illness though Includes also a movens (Moment. - here: something like tendency), which objectively Is counter-revolutionary. This connection of exploitation can't be broken wlt.hln
the sectors of Industry and administration. That Is why within
those both sectors there predominates this counter-revolutionary factor of Illness, as far as it is determined to work as a
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buffer of the crises. That movens (Moment) of illness, which
otherwise at any rate Is the goad of pushing forward (weitertrelbendes Moment), namely the i I I p e 0 pIe to be
wit h 0 u t rig h t. s , in this context is completely inhibited
by being masked because there are the trade unions to do so,
the social welfare tribunals by t.heir apparently favouring the
workers and other institutions like that.. Being determined by
this constraInt which Is t.o signify as a such of d 0 ubI e
e x p I 0 ita t ion (d 0 p pel teA usb e u tun g) there
result.s the necessity for patients, who under those conditions
indeed are revolutionary subjects to form patients organizations. D 0 ubi e e x p I 0 ita t ion means: the ill person
results from the surplus value producing product.ion process;
the surplus value Is divided into profit. and into the preventive capacity to buffer crises. Being a patient the III person is
functionallzed to serve both as a means of production (Produktionsmittel) and as a buffer of crises (Krisenpuffer).

5.

Dialect.ics of
decentralism
expansionism

centralism and
multi-focal

=

( M FE)

Before there is done reference to the organizing form of the
patients' self-organizat.ion and its fart.her looking out., here
some comments on principle about the democratic centralism
(DC). The d e moe rat i c matter of t.he DC consist.s of
pronouncing decisions, done by a majority of votes, what
means, that all qualities are established on the category of
quantity (Qualitaten aufgebaut auf der Kategorle der Quantit.!a). Just like it Is done in t.he evaluating process (Verwertungsprozep) of capitalism, in which all quality is reduced
to and measured by nothing but by the quantity of t.ime, called
working hours. The c e n t r a lis t matter appears as a
pyramidal organizat.ion with a falling scale of competences,
thus as a hie r arc h y. All activities of the everyones (der
Einzelnen) before their beginning at all both in appearance and
in efficiency are already organized activities; again a rigid
syst.em, totally corresponding to the CPE (KVP) (capitalist
evaluating process), which produces all the demands and tasks
(Erfordernisse) to which the every persons (die Einzelnen) must
orientate their activities (- the person has to serve the
economy, but. not on the contrary -), Instead of organizing the
activities according to the concrete demands and tasks
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(Erfordernisse), orientated to the special matter, which is just
to do, that. means that the organization can be variegated In
connection with the just being worked out matter and doesn't
need to exist any longer, if the every work with the present
matter is done. The dialectics of subject and object (the
polarization between leader and rank and file), t.he being
determined - being spontaneous (spontaneity as a constitutive
moment of an organization, also to think of t.he revolut.ionary
productive force (force of production) of the by Lukacs soealled "revolut.ionary inst.inct."), t.he difference between being
produced - and producing (represented (vergegenstandllcht) as
the contradiction bet.ween passivit.y - act.lvity), those dialectic
contradictions never can be developed within the DC (democrat.ic: centralism); just as little as the dialectics of needs
(Bediirfnisse) and production (Produktion).
.
From caring for t.he needs In lonely ones or in Iit.tle groups
which work together by controlling each ot.her there follows as
a specific mark of organlzat..ion (Organisat.ionsmerklllal) t.he
principle of MFE (multi-focal expansionism). There has to be
developed in each member the consciousness based on the
political identit.y (pollt.lsche Identitiit),
that. is the union (Elnheit.) of needs and political struggle.
Within a non-centralized organization e a c h product.ivity,
e a c h initiative has to find promlltly a whole of it.s
organizational connection by means of the permanently being
worked out of the respective productivity. Everybody can
express herself and himself and everybody ought to do so, in
order to get Influence upon the common work and t.herefore
nobody can evade from the consequences of t.he work, because
t.hose consequences have st.arted from the needs of everybody.
For the class-enemy it will be impossible to break definitively
an organization of multi-focal expansionism. In order t.o coordinate those ac:tivities, during their going on being developed, the centralist part. in this dialect.lcs will represent the
structure of a collective memory. The members make use of this
memory, which Itself quite on the contrary Is by itself
(memory!) excluded to make use of the masses (non-centralist
part). In an organizat.ion which is determined in this way, t.he
centralism therefore is dialectically removed (dialektlsch
aufgehoben).
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6.

His tor y and f u t u r e o f the
patients' self-organization
( G esc h i c h t e u n d Per s p e k t I ve ... )

The curriculum of t.he SPK may serve as a truly good mirror for
what there Is meant by the formula of the dialectical abolition
(dlalektische Aufhebung) of centralism. There did exist several
periods.
The fir s t per i 0 d was marked by preparing the patients'
self-organization under the conditions of capitallst-hierarchic
cent.rallsm. Only because the SPK started on the level of the
university's medicine there could be worked out very neatly
what t.here is called above the contradiction of the d 0 ubi e
e x p I 0 ita t Ion. "For the workers it is practically impossible
(praktisch unmogllch), to insist in that what should be
the 0 ret i cal I y their bas i c rig h t 0 f h e a 1 t h (lhr
erstes G e sun d h e Its r e c h t ) : the right, related to the
fact, that which kind of work the workers have to do after
having been associated for this purpose by their employer, to
preserve this common work from all evitable (unnotigen) conditions by which the health of the workers could catch any
damage, the employer Just being obllged to do this prevention
as best he can and on his own costs; and that, the
workers themselves Indeed not being able
to force from their employers this sanitary justice (sanitAre
Justiz
care for health), the workers just as little can expect
any true help In spite of the presumed intention of the legislator from those 0 f f I cia I s (B earn ten) , whose duty
should be to apply those 'laws by which grievances (ObelsUlnde) can be abolished'" (Kapital III, MEW 25, p. 106, citazion). Now, Just this kind of confrontation between workers
who w ere pat len t sand "0 f f i c I a Is" happened in
the beginning of the SPK at the unlverslty and the working out
of the contradiction in that what is double exploitation there
has found a very suitable occasion: In spite of their being
exploited and in spite of their paying the social contributions
the patlent.s got no legal claim for medical treatment there. Of
course in this connection it can't be the question, that the
legal claim on medical treatment Is serving for nothing but. to
continue the exploltation In conseqence, whether this treatment
Is given or refused. But what is important In t.his connection is
the fact, that, confronted to the mass of the patients the
medical representative of the university (for example the
assistant-physician as an official in the beginnings - Beamter
auf Widerruf -, who also has the task to "abolish publlc
grievances") can and m u s t care about, that the university's
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privileges which are at his disposal are applied in favour of
the masses of the patients. By doing so he connects the masses
to the university by caring about the contradiction between
the pre ten t. ion of the university as an Instit.ution which
has to realize the liberty of science while being based on the
basic rights on the one hand and the fun c t Ion of the
university on the other hand to serve realizing capitaHsm,
delivering patient.s to the exploitat.ion (Zuliefer-), preparing
them for evaluation and for their being consumed by capitalism
(Verwertungsbetrieb) and as a legitimating ageney (Legitirnationsinstanz) of capitalism. By t.reating this contradiction the
riledlcal doctor in office at the universit.y can't. but make
transparent the class-antagonisms, for example, if he works
out collectiveiy with the pat.ient.s t.his kind of science which
they need. By that at the same time he can't but abolish the
violence of disposal against the III people, the violence of
disposal which is defended and assured by the science of the
rulers (Herrschaftswissen).
By his total commitment to all basic matters he has to stimulate a situation which In t.he view of the ill people equals the
abolition of his role as an object to which the ill person has
been damned as being conditioned by the constraint.s of t.he
System. Regarding the abolition of this being conditioned the
ill person by means of conscious awareness of the situation
now will act against all influences which formerly he had taken
for unchangeable sympt.oms and phenomena of his Illness. But.
as long as organization, administration and the being kept
(Verwahrung) of the illness continue working in a eapitallstcentralist manner the crisis can't manifest itself, but in its
form of, as it seems, non-directed lack of violence C .. nur bis
zur schelnbar ungerlchteten Gewaltlosigkeit). As examples in
this connection there may be taken firstiy the syst.em as a
whole in its functioning as the buffer of crises, secondly there
can be done reference t.o the hunger-strike in t.he beginning of
t.he SPK, t.hls hunger-strike which Indeed was in the eyes of
some of the enemies nothing but. t.he manifest.ation of a weakness, demonstrat.ed by some disturbed people. The quiet result.
of a such seemingly undirected lack of violence is the compromise, the development and the realization of which produced
within the sec 0 n d per I 0 d a new polarization. This
polarization didn't take place on the level of the unlversit.y's
medicine, as did the first. period, for its represent.ation now
consists of the confrontation bet.ween sci e n c e - immediately represented by the patients - and power - Immediat.ely represented by the university.
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During the t h I r d per I 0 d there results the deeentralization as an I n t ern a Ion e (n a c h i nne n) by
socializing of the therapeutic functions by means of eon trolling
one another (wechselseltiger Selbstkontrolle) done within the
personal and group agitation (Elnzel- und Gruppenagitatlon);
the decentralization t o t h e 0 u t sid e (n a c h a u 13 en)
happened by the foundation of more patients' collectives, which
have been stimulat.ed and produced by the work of the SPK.
This decentralization gets help from the permanently
obJectivating of themselves (wird unterstiit.zt durch stitndige
Selbstobjektlvlerung), which predominantly (schwerpunktm§.l3ig)
is done in the study work groups. From t.he process of
decentralization and self-objectlvation results the political
Identity being the formula (Begrlff) of the ident.lty (Identititt)
both of needs and polit.ical struggle.
Marked by the attacks of the reaction which uses the judiciary
machinery (eviction sentence, - prohibition of scientific work
by the refusal of the Instit.ut.lonal and also of the immediately
material means of production) there results the f 0 u r t h
per i 0 d cont.alnlng the deprivation of the patients both
material and juridical, now completely realized.
From this four-periods development. there follows t.he fir t h
per I 0 d , marked by the release of Violence, this violence
totally separated (Gewaltenteilung), starting from the
capitalist-hierarchic central1sm which formerly and until now
consisted of illness which was tied by keeping it. under t.he
capitalist and hierarchic control: the State's machinery serving
capltal1sm now working as a perfect. mass murderer against his
most vulnerables (verwundbarsten) products, both being the
same and the t.ruest mirror of what Is capitalist destruct.lve
force. (Das Kapltal vermittels Staatsapparat. als perfekter
Massenmorder an selnen verwundbarsten und belde zuglelch am
adaquatesten wldersplegelnden Produkten).
Thus In this flft.h period capital1sm and Its State-machinery now being occupied with the abolition of the patients - find
themselves within t.he direct. confrontation with illness, which
Is their essential product (representing their totality) - thus
being confronted with themselves.
In the s I x t h per i 0 d the self-organization will divide
Itself Into a militant activity on the one hand and Into a propagandist part on the other. The first for the purpose to insert
an efficient s elf - d e fen c e against the reaction
(Reaktion) of capltal1sm and the new fascist machinery of the
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State, the latter in order to start a p r 0 d u c t I v e a t t a c k
against the revisionist left in t.he FRG (Federal Republic of
Germany), especially in order to socialize the SPK experiences
wit.h regard t.o its manner of organlzat.ion and agitat.lon.
While in the sixth period the proJJagandist element (Moment),
the section (Partei), that. is the unit of collective memory and
coordination, gets its progressive signification by extending the
mass basis (Erweiterung der Massenbasis), in t.he perspect.lve
s eve nth per i 0 d this section ("Parte!") which mainly will
have to do wit.h the class antagonisms as t.hey will represent
themselves in the people's war, then only will be occupied yet.
with the conflicts which start from the reactionary forces
(Reaktion), because the propagandist section ltnyhow refers to
the past. The primary form of the propagandist section manifests itself as the political identit.y which is, starting from the
processus of decentralization, expansion Ilnd self-objec!.ivatlon
at the same time its most perfect accomplishment. (hochste
Vollendung). It Is only because of the inimical violence against
the patients' self-organization that this heing functionally
divided into the poles of the militant. and propagandist
momentum will become a question of survival.
SOCIALIST PATIENTS' COLLECTIVE
at the universlt.y of Heidelberg
Rohrbaeher Str. 12

Heidelberg, den
12.06.71
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THIS TEXT IS BUT A BEGINNING ...

VIII

39.)

Two Correspondences /
Two Comparisons •

CORRESPONDENCES I

Documents of the proceedings
against the (nazi- )medical
doctors at Nuremberg
25 Oct. 1946 - 20 Aug. 1947:

Documents about the
university's authorities
and its proceedings in order
to liquidate the SPK:

"To expose all the cruelties to
the eyes of the world's public
was a task, which because of
Its seriousness could not be
done, for all people in the
world then would see nothing
but proofs agaInst the medical
establishment as a whole. Regardless of our being rather
hopeless that we could reach
an improvement by our pubUshing those facts, we nevertheless, following our comission,
did this work. Thus we sent
10.000 books to the workcircuits (Arbeitsgemeinschaft)
of the Medical Boards (Arzte-

To expose all unveiled issues
of violence to the public
eyes of the university, which
have to see by that the
incriminating documents
against the institution and
its responsible functionaries
would have been too directly.
Rather hopeless to change
something by having published our contribution
against the liquidation of the
SPK titled "Documentation
about the proceedings of the
university's administration in
order to liquidate the SPK"
we finally pubUshed

* Arranged but not by practising prepared by the
formerly SPK-patient A.A. who then had preferred the
emigration instead of turning lllness into a weapon
further on ("he who is in fear Is watchful ... ")
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Documents of the proceedings
against the (nazi- )medical
doctors at Nuremberg
25 Oct. 1946 - 20 Aug. 1947:

Documents about the
university's authorities
and it.s proceedings in order
to liquidate the SPK:

----.-.------------kammern) of Western Germany,
expecting that the named
Boards would distribute our
books to the medical establishment (Arzteschaft). But there
resulted nothing at all. Almost
nobody ever got knowledge
about this book, no sort of review, no sort of letters from
the readers; nobody of all
people we met during the next
ten years had any knowledge
about this boo.k as existing. We
know only about one institution, which has seen this book:
the World Medical Association
(Weltlirztebund) which, especially regarding our document.s,
took it for a proof, believing
now, that the German medical
establishment meanwhile should
have reached some distance
regarding the criminal
dictatorshIp and that therefore
the German physicians by that
now had got t.he dignity to get.
welcomed again in the World
Medical Association."

those documents on 17 March
1971. 500 books addressed to
students interested in those
matters, and they bought
them in the university's
cant.eens (Mensa) and also in
the SPK. No sort of effect at
all .... (57)_

A. Mitscherlich, 1960 with
regard to the document.s.

"Angrily I answered in addition,
that if those proceedings
(experiments against human
beings being damned to death)
should be imitated, we as well
could put our doctrine int.o the
hands of the hangmen and in

"The Medical Board of the
region of North-Baden (die
Bezlrkslirztekammer Nordbaden) felt itself besides of
her possibilities to bring into
action t.anks (Kampfpanzer)
agaInst. t.he group of armed
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Documents of the proceedings
against the (nazi-)medlcal
doctors at Nuremberg
25 Oct. 1946 - 20 Aug. 1947:

Documents about the
uni versi ty' s au thorl ties
and its proceedings In order
t.o liquidate t.he SPK:

future could establish schools
for hangmen in our institution."

madmen (Geisteskranker)
there, where the tolerance
had made out. of a group of
lunatics (Verschrobene) an
armed revolutionary brigade
group, ready to go to
extremes."

Prof.Dr.med. Gerhard Rose,
protocol p. 6231 ff, 1946/47.

Monika Fuchs in the official
newspaper of the Medical
Board of the stat.e of BadenWiirttemberg, Sept.ember 1971

"Because it is necessary for a
planned economy (planwirtschaftliche Erfassung) to register all ment.ally dlst.urbed
persons J ask you to fill in
urgently the enclosed forms
according to the instructions
enclosed and t.o send It back to
me."
Dr.med. Conti,
document No. 825, 24.10.1939.

"Caused by t.he Inquiry of
t.he dean's office of the
Faculty of Clinical Medicine
II at. the Unlversit.y of
Heidelberg from 31 August
1970 I deliver the following
report about the Soc.ialist
Patients' Collective. The
questions put to me I answer
as follows ... "
Prof.Dr.med. H. Thoma,
9.9.1970,

SPK-documentation I, p. 36

"As we can take from the both
letters (25.11.40 and 29.11.40)
there were needed for the
working by the expert for 300
cases three days at the most."
Comment by Mielke and
Mitscherlich 1949.

As there is to take from the
dat.e of the "inquiry"
(31.08.1970) and from the
"report" (09.09.1970) t.he
working of 151 cases (numbers of t.he patients in the
SPK on 20 July 1970) by the
expert took 8 days at the
most.
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Documents. of the proceedings
against the (nazi-)medical
doctors at Nuremberg
25 Oct. 1946 - 20 Aug. 1947:

Documents about the
unlversit.y's authorit.ies
and Its proceedings in order
t.o liquidate the SPK:

"The juridical masters t.old us,
that this task was a legal one,
t.hat It was a law by Hitler, or
a decree like a law (gesetzkr~ftiger Erla~) - a lawful
decree, and we were told that
we at no means could be liable
to prosecution and quite on the
cont.rary, t.hat we would be
punished if we should sabotage
t.his command of the Fuhrer."

"For the case of the SPK
there is in no account. to
expect any agreement. (t.hat.
the SPK could be continued
as an inst.it.ut.ion at. the
university) because of t.he
decree of the cultus-minister
(Hahn) from 18 Sept.ember
1970. The Faculty of CllnicllJ
Medicine. II urgently recomlTlllnds to refuse any becoming associated of the SPK
to t.he universit.y."

Oberarzt Dr.med. Walter
Schmidt,
protocol p. 1858, 1946/47.

"In order to keep t.he action
under secret, there were used
oIlly expert.s and leaders of
institutions who were reliable
national socialist.s and SSleaders."
Statement by Mielke and
Mitscherlich 1949.

Prof.Dr.rned. U. Schnyder llnd
Dr.med. H. Kret.z, senat.e's
session, 24 November 1970.
"The argument which follows
will prove, t.hat alllllrtg t.he
six reports (Richter,
Bruckner, Spazier, Dr .med.
Thoma, Dr.med.v. Baeyer,
Dr.med. Bochnik) only in 3
reports (Thom~, v. Baeyer,
Bochnik) there are the prerequisites for an expertionllJ
sentencing (Voraussetzungen
zu gutachtllcher Urteilsbildung). The 3 report.s,
which have been ordered by
the Facult.y of Clinical
Medicine II agree in thllt. the
SPK is no\. allowed to become
an Institution at the
IIni versity."
Dr.med. 1I. Schnyder, Dr.med.
H. Kret.z, secret senat.e's
session on 24 November 1970
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- - - . - - -..
"A master named Blankenburg
explained to us, that the
FUhrer had worked out a law
about euthanasia. It was absolutely voluntarily for all persons who took part in this
assembly to assure their collaboration. None of them who
took part. had any argument.s
against this program."
Affidavit of a nurse, P.
Knelsler, doc. No. 863, 1946/47

"The murderer continued to
explain to this point, that the
refusing of nourishment should
not be done promptly and at
once, but by diminishing by
and by the daily meals. "
Affidavit by Ludwig Lehner to
the question put to him who
indeed was the personality in
the hands of whom there was
the responsible sentence about
life and death of the patient.
Doc. No. 863, 1946/47

"The risk of suicides (Selbstmordrisiko) of SPK members
indeed should become somewhat higher, but it should be
overlooked anyhow. Therefore
the sentencing members of
the Senat.e would have no
special medical or moral
responsib1l1ty. For the latter
should care the treating
physician at any rate."
Dr.med. HAfner and Dr.med.
Kretz during the secret
senate's session on 24
November 1970 - as quoted
on 28 December 1970 by a
partiCipant.

"The senate Is of the opinion
that the SPK can't become an
Institution at the university.
The sentence is done against
one vote, whlle one vote
more has been refused. After
this decision it should be
the task of the University's
chancellor t.o execute t.his
sentence by means of the
administration using the
helpful means of the State
(unter Anwendung staatHcher
Hllfsmittel durchzufUhren)."
Sentence officially done
(offizieller Beschluj.\) by the
secret Senate's session on
24 November '70 and order of

1fi?

Documents of the proceedings
agaInst the (nazi- )medical
doctors at Nuremberg
25 Oct. 1946 - 20 Aug. 1947:

Documents about the
university's authorit.ies
and its proceedings in order
to liquidate the SPK:
t.he dean of t.he Faculty of
Law. Dr.jur. Leferenz.

"Each physician hImself has
been responsible for that what
he had t.o do within t.he frame
of t.hose issues, which ended by
the eut.hanasia which was the
end."
Prof.Dr.med. Karl Brandt,
protocol p. 2436 ff. 1946/47.

"Now my condition in this
moment. was a such which, say.
could be compared to that of a
Jurist who for example on
principle Is against executions
and against sentences of death.
In occasions, when he has to
deai with people from the
government and in public
sessions of Jurists. who are
concerned with this question,
he will use all his power to
carry through his opinion. If he
doesn't succeed he nevertheless
will remain in his profession
and in his environment and
occasionally he can feel himself
forced to pronounce a such
death sentence, in spit.e of
being on prinlclpie an opponent

"Therefore the sentencing
members of the Senate don't
have any special medical or
moral responsiblllty. The responslbilit.y anyway belongs
to the physician. who makes
the therapy."
Prof.Dr.rned. H. Hafner und
Dr.med. H. Kretz during the
secret session of the senate
on 24 November 1970.

"Giving a summary I can't.
but ascertain that all my
efforts done in t.his question
(with respect to the SPK)
have falled. The resistances
of all sides against a solution, as I took It. for justifiable and for possible, were
too great.."
Prof.Dr. R. Rendtorff in his
statement.s of accounts to
the Public Senat.e (Grol3er
Senat) on 8 February ] 971.
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against this issue."
Prof.Dr.med. G. Rose, defending
himself In front of the
I. American MilItary Tribunal
1947, prot.ocol, p. 6568.

Prof.Dr.med. Gerhard Rose,
found guilty and sentenced for
life because of his crimes
against humanity (des Verbrechens gegen die Menschlichkeit)

Prof.Dr.med. Hans Thoma,
director of t.he sector for
psychotherapy at the universlt.y of Ulm (1972)

(1947)

Prof.Dr.med. Karl Brandt,
sentenced to death by hanging
(1947). because of t.he crime
against humanity and because
of beIng a member of an organization which was sentenced
by the Int.ernational MUl tary
Court as a criminal organization
(criminal conspiracy)

Prof.Dr.med. Walter Ritter von
Baeyer, director of the universit.y's psychiatric clinic at
Heidelberg (1972), bearer of
the order of t.he Federal
Republic of Germany since
1970 (Bundesverdienstkreuztrager seit 1970)
Prof.Dr.med. H.J. Bochnik,
dlrect.or of t.he psychiatric
and neurological clinic at. the
universi ty of Frankfurt
( 1972)
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Prof.Or.rned. lIrs Schnyder,
director of the university's
hospital for dermatology at
Heidelberg (1972)
Dr.med. Helmut Kretz,
boss of the universlt.y's
psychiatric pollclinle at
Heidelberg (1~72)
Prof.Dr.med. Heinz Hi:i.fner,
director of the hosplt.al for
social psychiatry at the
university of HeldelbergMannheim (1972; later on:
director of the "ZentralInstitut fUr SeeUsche
Gesundheit" at Mannhelm

=

ZI)

Dr.med. Oesterreich, assistant
medical director of t.he university's psychiatric hospital
at Heidelberg (1972)
Prof.Dr.jur. Leferenz,
professor in chair for Law
and criminology at the University of Heidelberg (I972)
Prof. Dr. Rolf Rendtorff,
again elected rector at the
University of Heidelberg
(1972)
Adolf Hitler,
Fuhrer and Reichs-Chancellor;
presumed death (1945)

Prof. Dr. Wilhelm Hahn,
cult.us-minister of BadenWurttemberg - CDU (1972)
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CORRESPONDENCES II

For four years (until August 1971) the psychologist Lawrence
A. Newberry, engaged by the Pentagon, has studied and researched the "Methods of Indoctrination and the Psychologic
Technics" of the Vietcong. Newberry worked as a team-leader
of the Rand Corporation, thus of an organization, which has
been establ1shed on the initiative of the U.S. Air Force, In
order to do "pure research" ("Grundlagenforschung") to develop
strategies of oppression against efforts and movements for
liberation. Besides that Newberry is psychologist and therefore
his methods of research. of which are determined his results.
deal with the subject-abject-relation, a relation, which
determines both the relation between psychologist and client as
well as it determines the relation between the researcher and
his object of research. Therefore the language of his report
lacks any adequacy to the very matter which he researches;
moreover his language represents the manner of saying. common
to all psychologists, who are educated for brain-washing
("indoctrination") and therefore both the language and the
activity of the Vietcong essentially remain excluded from being
understood by him. He therefore can't but characterize the
Vietcong's language and activity as "the most modern
psychologic and sociological methods" of indoctrination (brainwashing, psychoterror). This enables Newberry to defame the
methods of the Vietcong - as a consequence of his own
misunderstandings as characterized - despite his efforts to
mask his Intention behind a ostenSibly scientific and neutral
representation in his report.
To some passages taken from the Newberry report we will confront statements of the SPK in order to give an Impression
about the difference between a defaming report and a true
(authentic) representation.
Because the authentic structure of the Vietcong's organization.
even in spite of the distortions, done by Newberry, remains
recognizable - be it only for the marxist reader - there will
result from the comparison a correspondence between the
structures of organization of the SPK and of the Vietcong. This
follows from having applied the dialectical method in both
cases, a correspondence, which nevertheless not only should be
taken for a simple mechanic comparison. For what the VIetcong
Is for the left movement In the BRD and what the work of
the SPK Is withIn this left movement for the struggle of the
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people of Vietnam can't be answered by theories, but rather
has to be done in a practical way. The smash (Zerschlagung) of
the SPK in the Federal Republic of Western Germany (BRD) by
violence of weapons shows, that. t.he caplt.alist agents here will
use the same t.ools agaInst revolutIonary movements as does
t.he U.S. government. In Viet.nam, the government. being det.ermined by the profIt interests of t.he big busIness (ProfltInteressen der Gropindust.rie). That means, that t.he agents and
the advocates of capitalism in the Western European indust.rial
nations will not. at all meddle with the means of democracy
taken for being suitable elsewhere, as there are argument.s and
scientific discussions, If t.hey will see t.hemselves challenged by
conflicts whIch rise from their adversaries, that means (Ill)
adversaries against. thIs System, which has damaged them. The
"adversaries" of the U.S. war of annihilatIon in South-East
Asia make use of the "democrat.lc" fair play In our country,
exercising peaceful prot.est manifestations, liberal public work
and beneficIal helping actions (karit.at.ive Hllfsaktionen) for t.he
Vietnam people and limit themselves to activities like those,
but quIte on t.he contrary the collaborators of the NorthAmerican war criminals In no way think of using the same
rules if they are dealing wit.h t.he Western European States.
It is the question, how long the "lefts" of this country will

continue demonst.rating besIdes t.heir own needs and besides t.he
necessIties of life of the population In Western Germany?!
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The Vietcong has worked out a
totally new language about
political and mllltary concepts.
The correct meanings of those
concepts have to be discussed
and learnt In the groups and In
the cells of the Vietcong again
and again, until each soldier
has become able to use them
perfectly and until t.hose concepts have become an essential
element of their everyday's
language.

The patients of the SPK - in
their t.reatment of illness have developed a total new
language of polit.ical and
economic concepts. The
correct. meanings and the
context are developed and
realized again and again in
the personal agitations,
group agit.atlons and In the
scientific work-groups In
order to enable every patient.
to use them and to apply
them in all sit.uations.

Tn each unit of the Vietcong
there is a political cadre,
whose task is to indoctrinate
the soldiers cont.inuously In
order to assure that their
Ideologic mentalit.y can't be
shaken, that their morale permanently remains at a high
level, that their relation to the
people can't. be disarranged and
that in the right moment they
will summon up a "war spirit"
as best as possible.

In the agit.atory practice of
the SPK, espeeial1y in the
scientific work-groups, the
patients are reproducing
their political identity based
on cooperation and solldarity
again and again by means of
continuously need-orientated
political work in order to
st.abilize the identity of
needs and political work.

The cadre is t.he prot.ecting
mother of the partisans. He
detaches the t.enslons In their
interhuman relationships, negoclates if there are differences
in their opinions and counsels
If there are personal problems.
He has to care about those
whom he prot.ects like parents
do for their children. But

Their political identity is the
thread of life (Lebenselement) of the patients. As
a col1ectively done emancipation it is the dialectical
abolition (A ufhebung) of
conflict.s, which are caused
by matters of competition
and authority. One could say:
for the SPK patients
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In this case the "children" are
fighting adults.

their political Identity Is the
t.hread of life, like It Is the
womb for the embryo; but It.
makes an essential difference, that the patients themselves have produced and
permanently reproduce their
thread of life.

During their education the recruits learn, that. the polit.lcal
power of the movement forms
the superiority of t.he Vietcong.
They are permanently asked to
remember In all their activities
the meaning (Bedeutung) of the
politieal struggle.

During the processus of agitation each patient. realizes,
that the dialectical unfolding
of the reality by means of
their doing and thinking is
t.he most. powerful political
weapon in order to change
the social relat.ions (political
Identity).

The poJitical education is necessary for many purposes: In
order to mobilize the fighting
spirit of the ranks (Mannschaften), in order to release
them from their anxiety In
front of the destructive violence of modern weapons, in
order to encourage the soldiers
to endure all sufferings serving
to the revolution, in order t.o
strengthen the morale of the
troop. That means the Vietcong,
when he says that the processus of politiclzation Is all.

The aglt.ation of the SPK Is
necessary In order to release
us as patients from the
laming anxiety In front of
the "modern" met.hods of
t.reatment as they are in the
established medicine (electroshocks, pharmacotherapy,
psychot.error, deprivation of
Ii bert.y, forced work etc.), in
order to mobllize the progressive moment. of illness,
the protest, and In order to
turn It into resistance.

But if there has to be applied
force, regardless of the purpose, its necessity is explained
to the men by convincing

The permanently growing
extern const.raint.s and the
permanently escalating
menacement. from outside
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arguments. The people learns a
new vocabulary, the vocabulary
of the revolution and therefore
finally even a citizen with the
most modest degree of development will possess the mental
equipment in order to dIstribute
his new political ideology, but
also to defend it.

whIch have worked against
the SPK from Its beginnings
were perceived by all
patients quite clearly as the
identity of lllness and
capitalism.
In the scientific work-groups
in the SPK each patient
could learn the method which
was necessary to agitate
each other. By that the
"nat.ural" differences in
education between workers
and students were progressively compensated (aufgehoben), being replaced by the
qualities of cooperation and
solidarity.

The ultimate object of this
systematic process is the becoming incorporated of new
socialist norms by the people,
thus that the new social order
by itself gets rooted in and by
Itself will become fruitful done by, or even without political cadres.

Consequently there results
from t.he SPK's work that
knowledge, being worked out
by the patient.s and their
political activities related to
their needs, Is spread out in
the sense of the multi-focal
expansionism (principle
peoples' university).
The ultimate look out cannot
be collectives, but only
t hat. collective to which
are connected and which
embraces all human beings.

We have been tought to open
the eyes of the South Vietnam
people to what Is reality: being
suppressed by the totaUtarlan

In the SPK the patients have
learned that lllness Is the
result of the existing
relations.
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system (regime) the most of the
Vietnames live In poverty and
misery. The Americans have
corne to replace the French
imperialists. If they wouldn't
have corne here, t.here WOUldn't
have been a war, no corruption.
The Americans who brought
their money In our country
used It In order to bribe the
people. Because the people is
poor they surely had to sell
their lives to the Americans.

The Americans carne 1945,
to replace the Nazis. The
Americans have carried with
them their money (Marshallplan, investment of capital)
to buy the labour force of
the German population. To
those Americans the functionaries of the NaZI-system
who until now and without
being diminished are present
In the indust.ry and In the
administration were rather
good helpers and agents,
which were able t.o germanize
(germanlsieren) the caplt.allst
war of competition and submission made by the Americans In Europe - quite In
correspondence to their
striving for vietnamization of
the imperia1Jst. class war
done by the AmerIcan monopols of the war-, oil-, electronic- and chemistry Industry inserted against. the
Vietnamese population.

The Vietcong struggles for
honour and 1Jberty, not for
money.

In the agitation of t.he SPK
there was worked In order to
Iiberat.e the consciollsness of
human beings from the rulership of the exchange value
(Befreiung von der Herrschaft
des Tauschwert.s).

The people's army struggles in
order to return to the people
Its rights, to abol1sh the rich

The patients of t.he SPK, by
self-defence, have released
themselves from their total
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persons in order to give freedom, libert.y and Independence
to everybody.

lack of rights, they struggle
for t.helr Ii beration.

An incredible lot of time and
energy was used to nnd the
arguments which seemed t.he
best to mobilize the people.
They preferred the personal
contact. from person to person
(von Mann zu Mann) to give
informations, Instead of written
down t.ext.s.

In t.he activit.ies of SPK the
needs of every person were
of central Importance: t.he
needs were starting points
and motors of agitat.ion. In
the scientific work-groups
t.hey didn't care about abstract book-knowledge, but
rat.her how to produce a reference between t.he written
on the one hand and the
needs of certain patients on
t.he ot.her (and about the references of the SPK as a
whole).

Against the irresolution of
village Inhabi t.ant.s they use
social pressure. If a lot of
village Inhabitant.s "show enthusiasm" ("begelstert zelgen")
for the one or for t.he ot.her
matter, there is caused a feelIng guilt.y In others; because
those indecisive people seemingly wlll draw advantages from
the revolution, but without
doing something for It.

Some pat.ients experienced
feelings of being guilty
(SchuldgefGhle), if they on
the one hand regarding
"their" illness made attempts
to draw advantages from
other patients in the SPK,
whlch worked together wit.h
them, but on the other hand
In their opinion they themselves didn't apply enough
time and energy to the
working together.

Regardless of his perhaps being
poor and uneducated each
native of Vietnam knows how
the Frenchmen have governed

Regardless of t.heir being
young or uneducated many
Germans know about. t.he
Nazis which have governed
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his land and exploited the
people. Now in the eyes of the
Asian the Americans exactly
look like the French, and
therefore a Vietnam peasant
believes immediately that It. Is
true, if somebody tells him,
that t.he Amerieans are just the
same barbarians like t.he
French.

the land and sent the people
to the bat.tlefIelds anlt to
the gaz-chambers. Rut. nowadays the "new" mast.er's
(Herren) don't. any more
appear being dressed by SAand SS-uniforms, but. masked
by fashionable sult.s, and
because of t.hat many German
people have some d.ifficult.les
t.o realize t.hat the helpers
and the agent.s of capitalism
from nowadays are exercising
just. t.he same overkill (exploitation
retarded dest.ruct.ion of life
Krankheit)
by more sophistieat.f!d
met.hods (mit suhtileren
Methoden) than their predeCf!ssors in uniforms. Bill. if a
permanen t. growing group gets
aware of t.hat. and hegins t.o
fight against it, then of
course for t.he von Baeyer,
Oesterreich, Schnyder and
Hahn (t.he main enemies of
the SPK at. those t.imes) remains dearly nothing but to
insert. a heavily armed police
army against those patient.s
and to imprison them hecause
of danger of suppression of
evidence (= danger of bringing to evidence = Aufhellungsgefahr) .

=

The Vietnams did not. get many
democratic rights and liberties.
Therefore it Is nonsense t.o
suppose that the Amerclans

=

The sick one is totally deprived of rights. Therefore it
Is nonsense to suppose, that.
the medical men and the
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should have come In order to
protect somethIng, whIch for
the common citizen doesn't
exist..

judges would protect or repair any health or Invulnerab1l1ty, which even
doesn't exist for t.he proletarians determined by illness.

Nobody comes from 20 000 km
distance, nobody spends every
year billIons of dollars, nobody
wlll sacrify thousands and
thousands of lives of the youth
for something, that doesn't
exist In the eyes of the VIetnameses. Therefore there must
exIst other reasons.

Nobody spends every year
more than 80 bll110ns DM
(budget of the social insurances 1969), nobody inserts an army of medical men
and nurses for a health,
whIch indeed doesn't exIst,
except for only a few capitallsts at the expense of
millions and milllons of ill,
suppressed and exploited
proletarians. There must
therefore exIst another
reason.

Nearly all VIet.nameses, who
came together with Americans
have made bad experIences by
reallzing that the Vietnameses
were submItt.ed, hurt. and killed
by the strange Invaders,
commonly because of nothIng
but theIr sadistic pleasure.

Almost all ill persons, who
met medIcal men (especially
"confidentlal" - "Vert.rauens"
- physicians, Amts- medical
officers, industrIal - Werks physIcians and hospital doctors) had made bad experiences by reallzing how
patients were submitted (labelled by diagnoses, put under t.utelage), hurt (operated,
injected, shocked, amputated,
impoisoned by p1lls) or were
killed (malpractice "Kunst"fehler, refused aid unterlassene Hilfeleistung
etc.), commonly caused by
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nothing but by "scientific"
interest.
He who is In fear is watchful
and doesn't become victim of
an attempt very easily.

He who is In fear is watchful
and doesn't. become victim of
an attempt very easily.

Unfortunately this anxiety
makes the American soldiers
more joyful to shoot; they
prefer to shoot Instead of
asking questions.

The anxiety of the rulers
(thus the i r persecution
"manla"- Verfolgungs"wahn")
Is the thoroughly realityadequate reaction to the
latent and permanently by
force being suppressed power
of a collectively and solldarBy acting population; for
the anxiety of the rulers,
"their t.housandfold anxiety
is thousandfoldly watched" "ihre tausendfache Angst.
wird t.ausendfach bewacht." Only a short. time ago it.
became evident, that the
German police In t.heir
paranoid-hysteric Issues of
persecution against ill people
rigorously and "successfully"
uses their firearms: Benno
Ohnesorg, Georg von Rauch Berlin, Pet.ra Schelm Hamburg; Thomas Weipbecker
- Augsburg; Richard Epple Tilbingen; Ian McLeod St.uttgart.; R. Schreck (Easter
1968), Alois Rammelmeier,
Ingrid Reppel - Munich;
moped riders, car drivers,
so-called criminals; coldblooded shootings against.
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hostages and Palestinian
liberation fighters at t.he
Olympic Games 1972 In
Munich.
They encourage each recruit to
ask questions, regardless if
they seem ridiculous. Those
discussions on the level of the
cells probably are the most
prudent and the most. efficient
methods of learning in the
pedagogic arsenal of the Vietcong. Most of the recruits
formerly had never spoken t.o a
great group of persons in their
life; therefore they are timid.
Most of them come from the
most simple (allereinfachst.en)
environment and are from a
narrow cultural and political
level, so that they don't like
to express themselves In front
of a great group because of
anxiety t.o be blamed. But it Is
for them thus much easier to
express their opInion within a
group of 3 persons, first of all,
If the 2 other persons work t.ogether with them at day and
night. As soon as the newcomer
begins to feel better in the
discussion of his cell and feels
somewhat surer, he easier will
begin to talk In his group.
Later on he has to defend his
point of view in his platoon
and finally he will explain his
opinion to 300 or 400 pupils.

In the personal agitation
(Elnzelagi tat.ion) first of all
there Is dealt with the difficulties, with the sympt.oms of
a patient, regardless how
ridiculous they may seem to
him, and regardless of the
feeling gullty, he combines t.o
his conflicts, since he firstly
has tried t.o get. along with
those conflicts and feelings.
Tn the personal agitation
those who take part also will
experience toget.her the being
conditioned by social relations, especially of t.hose
actual problems getting
effective during agitation.
And so the patients will
experience being socially
determined both those problems and moreover illness at.
all. The being blocked to
express something by using
words is realized and shall
be diminished In favour of
liberating the protest which
Illness contains. Soon or later there will disappear the
anxiety of being blamed because the next step will be
done in t.he group agitation
(Agltationsgruppen) and later
on In the scientific work
groups.
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Finally more and more
patient.s become able t.o express their opinion in front.
of hundreds of persons who
take Ilart. in t.he t.each-ins
and also for example they
will be able to express their
arguments against the representatives of the university (rector, senators, et.c.)
very resolutely and It
doesn't matter at all, t.hat.
the representatives of the
universit.y are apparently
unable to get along with the
argument.s t.hey are confronted with. Then they very
helplessly try to reject. t.hose
arguments defending themselves by saying for example:
"You didn't take part. in t.he
SPK from the beginning and
therefore you can't have any
idea at. all." (rector
Rendtorff); "Our patients
behave like patlent.s indeed,
but quite on the contrary
you yourself are a-ble t.o
speak and in addition you
also are quick at repart.ee"
(v. Baeyer, chief-psychlat.rlst); or simply "criminal
conspiracy" - "Verbrecherbande" - (Leferenz, headmaster of the Institute for
forensic psychiatry).

They take care that none of
the concerned recruits can be
humbled; they punIsh the

If a patient derisively laughs
at. another patient or if he
disregards the behaviour or
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person who laughs at the other;
but never that. one is punished
who makes a fault.

the expressions of the latter,
both these reactions and
their cause have to be object
of group agitation together
with the group member involved.

It also belongs to the learning

Practising their daily agItation, t.he patIents have
learned by Marx and Hegel,
that. to each matter of fact
there are belonging two
sides: a progressive and a
reactionary one. But they
also experienced, that being
in a society (das gesellschaftliche Sein) of the
persons determines their
consciousness, and that In
every case of an argument
the question Is to be asked:
what is the social interest
and what. are the needs t.o
which this argument may
serve, and that. the so-called
sound and healthy common
sense, being acquired by the
training of education normally works In favour of the
Interests of the rulers
against one's own needs. By
experiences like those the
patients have become sensitized to a high degree
against. so-called reasonable
arguments. Our pollcy was
always associated to properties, by which the discussion wIth the opposite
side finally evoked the

method, that the supervisor
always has to explain and to
unfold both sides of an object:
both the point of view of the
liberation front and the point
of view of the enemy. The supervisor "immunizes" ("Immunislert") the recruits against the
hostile arguments to which they
could perhaps be confronted
later on. By collect.lng the
arguments of the enemy, the
arguments being analyzed by
the recruits themselves (supported by the supervisor) In
order to falslficate the arguments, the recruIts will
develop a mentality (Elnstellung) by which opposite
arguments automatically are
rejected and finally each
argument against the VIetcong's
opinion Is rejected promptly,
whatever It would be. This
method Is successful In nearly
every case and the recruits
become dogmatic t.o an extend,
that In future they won't
accept. any argument against
the doctrIne of theIr Ideology,
how convincing or how reasonable the opposIte argument ever
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----------should be.

quest.ion of power (Machtfrage) by Itself, that is to
say, that ost.ensibly reasonable propositions of our adversaries very promptly were
unmasked as being nothing
but attempted extortions and
tricks (SchachzGge) within
the destructive strategy of
those who for themselves are
claiming t.he monopoly of
power (Machtmonopoi). In
that way it could be
achieved also a high degree
of immunization of the
patients against t.he plump
attempts of corruptions of
those who represent the
ruling Ideology of destruction
and the ruling economy of
murder.

There exists another paint in
the political and ideologic
preparation of the soldiers
before their fight. and this
point is perhaps the most
uncommon one. If they work out
the plan of a fight by discussion, the cadres ask the
soldiers to express their proposals in order to improve the
plan of attack and to get yet
better chances to win the fight.
In our own land you nearly
can't imagine, that an officer
will allow to a simple soldier,
to join the discussion and to
jOin the decisions about the
strategic and tactical plannings
of a war expedition. But this

To the medical enemies of
the SPK it seemed to be uncommon, unimaginable, "irresponsible", that the treatment (therapy) was socialized. In our land it. can't be
allowed, that patients themselves should determine and
form their t.reatments t.hemselves. Well protected profit
interests, and even the
whole of the eXisting social
relations by that are
attacked and menaced.
Therefore socialist patients
are "wild-growth (Wlldwuchs)
which can't be tolerated any
longer and must be ellminated as soon as possible and
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method in the case of the
Vlet.cong fulfils a carefully
calculated purpose. It agrees to
the dogma of the Vietcong, that
all persons (Menschen) are
equal, regardless of their rank
and status.

by all means available"
(cultus-minist.er Hahn,
9 November 1970 - "Wildwuchs, der nicht Hinger
geduldet werden kann und
schleunigst. mit allen zur
Verfiigung stehenden Mitteln
beseitigt. werden mUj3").
Half a year later there
followed t.he ordered raids
and detentions by the police.
This met.hod agrees with t.he
dogma of the agents of eapit.alislTl, t.hat. there always
must. continue to exist exploit.ers and exploited persons, regardless of the loss
of men and Ii ves and so on,
for all eternity - amen.

The polit.lcal Ideology of t.he
revolutionary liberation front,
being a special combinat.lon of
political philosophy and experiences taken from lit.erat.ure
of different nations was replacing the religion of the
people by and by.

The political aetivit.y of the
SPK, being determined by t.he
needs of the patients and
nourished by the knowledge
of Hegel, Marx, W. Rekh and
many others, represented for
the patient.s the abolition of
their systematically having
been made stupid by t.he
ideology and by the reasonability of capitalism.
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NOTES

( 1)

Nosology "" description of phenomena, done in a
mechanistic way.

(1a)

It is because of an agitative intention, if in this text
for agitation the words "dialectics" and "dialectical"
are used that often: these words should be understood
as a challenge to produce tho s e conditions, in
which their permanently being applied as an aid for
the human needs firstly can become a reality, a use
which has to be done by intensive studies close to
practical matter, the dialectics of Hegel and the
Poll tical Economy both complementary to each other:
the realm of dialectics is the revolution in permanence! As well emphasizing of dialectics and informing
against (Denunziation) science, which as a whole is
infected as a ruling science by the bac1llus of positivism, should work as a radical critique against this
science in order to become the germ of its overcoming
and abolition ("" socializing).
If we again and again are asked whether it should be
necessary to study Hegel at all, we have to call
attention to the fact, that every understa.nding of
Marx remains superficial, except if it has been realized, that it was Hegel, who has developed the
met hod of dialectics, which has been applied by
Marx. It is much easier to learn dialectics by studying
the philosophy of Hegel, instead of picking it up from
the texts of Marx. The classic authors of marxism
pointed that out again and again. Thus Lukacs writes
in "The Young Hegel" referring to Engels: "And while
during the last years of his life he (Engels) wished
the young marxists to be instructed by studying Hegel,
he always cautioned them not to waste time by cav1lling at or thinking too long about the constructions of
Hegel, but to be very attentive where Hegel correctly
develops a true dialectical proceeding. The first should
be easily done, ... but the latter should be an important finding for each marxist." Thus the matter never
can rest there to look down on Hegel and to put him
aside as an idealist, just like many lefty groups use to
do. The most fruitful method therefore is, to take as
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an example the classics of marxism and to read Marx
IIsing the glasses of Hegel and to read Hegel through
the glasses of marxism. Marx himself has written in
"The Holy Family": "But t.hen Hegel within his speculative explanat.ions very often gives a true represent.at.ion of how t.he object Is to he grasped as a whole
and at all. This true explanat.lon wit.hin the speculative developml~nt. can mislead t.he reader to t.ake t.he
speculative explanation for real and t.he real explanat.ion for being only speculative." In the scientific
work-groups (If t.he SPK Hegel's dialectics were studied
Int.ensively and close to practical matters. As an
example, when readIng Hegel's "Phenomenology of
Spirit" t.he procedure was approximat.ely as follows:
after reading t.ogether a section of this book (one of
the pat.ients read out. loud, the others list.ened while
reading t.he same sect.ion) we t.ried toget.her to find t.he
connection bet.ween t.he cont.ent.s of t.his paragraph on
t.he one hand, and between t.he actual slt.nation of
needs in t.he collective on t.he ot.her hand, and In the
same way we tried to produce a connect.ion between
t.he situation of a certain patient and what. was just
read to them: for example, if there were problems wit.h
the place of work or just. in t.he family relatloTls. This
method of proceeding firstly resulted from the fact.,
that most. of the partitipants of the work-groups were
not accustomed at all to be concerned with scientific
text.s and also because there is a socially eonditioned
"difference in education ("Bildungsgeftllle") between
t.he st.udent.s on the one hand and t.he workers on the
other. By that we experienced, that., after having
overcome the Initial diffieultles of being blocked In
their abilities to articulate their impression!> starting
from t.he text, just. those participant.s who, according to
the conventional and outdated scale of classifying the
"educational level" ("Bildungsgeftllle") were on the
lower end, were the ones who produced the most fruitful and advaneing comments in the dis(:1Jssion, whIle
many of those who were students had a strong t.endency t.o present an Interpret.at.ion which followed only t.he
academically required steps combined with the constraint t.o present nothing hut that. "knowledge" for
which they had been trained until they came to a dead
stop. Just. those fixations, being caused by an orientation tied t.o the social structures of consuming and
believing in authorities, could be worked out and
overcome in the scientific work-groups in which we
dealt. with scientific matters always close to practical
II
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questions and which stood in connection with the
personal and group agitations. This all the more as
especially t.he "Phenomenology of Spirit" offers in each
of its sections superabundant examples therefor (suppression and servit.ude!).
In the beginning there had been a plan t.o present only
those cont.ents to the collective for discussion, which
according to the opinion of anybody in the collective
were completely lncomprehensible. This challenge had
been caused by the concret.e situation of need, which
again and again had been expressed in t.he personal
agitation: We have read a lot of Marx etc. but nevert.heless we can't get. along with the dialect.ics and
therefore our understanding of Marx also remains incomplete. - Then also read Hegel. - For heaven's sake,
this guy for sure is Idealist and can't be understood
at all - and all the worse: Schopenhauer, who never
could be impressed except by those who were positivist.s, was seriously convinced, that anybody who has
at his disposal even a tiny amount. of sound common
sense easily could be turned into a completely stupid
person, if somebody lead him to an intense studying of
Hegel. - Now, just. concerning ourselves there is no
danger -. O.k. for in any case there is no doubt that
for Marx, Lenin and Mao reading Hegel doesn't. seem t.o
have produced any damage for their mental health ...
Besides we had best reasons to believe in the creative
power of the negative (schopferische Kraft des Negativen) or In what else?
Thirdly there should have remained t.o us - presupposIng the worst of all possibilities - to experience by
the help of the text our personally being wrecked by
the t.ext as something which was reasonable for the
collective as a whole and by that we at least. should
have broken t.he barrier bet.ween the collect.lve and Ule
personal creat.ivity (Produktivit.l:it).
( 2)

K. Marx, "Economic-Philosophic Manuscripts" (MEW
EB 1, p. 536).

( 3)

Some quit.e clear explanat.lon to t.his matter is to be
found in Alfred Sohn-Rethel, "Int.ellectual and Manual
Labour", chapter "Reproductive and Non-Reproduct.ive
Values", Frankfurt 1971, p. 144.

( 4)

K. Marx, "Basic Outline of the Critique of Political
Economy", (EVA), p. 14.
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( 5)

Da.vid Cooper, "Psychiatry and Anti-Psychiatry",
Frankfurt 1971, p. 55.

( 6)

If a worker of nowadays visits his dodor and talks to
him about a lot of symptoms (to say feelings of nausea, headache, feeling dizzy etc.) then t.he duetor does
all he can to isolate t.hose symptoms from t.heir
historic and biographic connections. He measures the
blood pressure, t.he heartbeat and finally diagnoses
some "vegetative Dystonie" (disturbance of t.he autonomic nerve syst.em); what about the relation and the
situation at the plar.e of work and in t.he family t.here
will be no int.erest., except. as a side issue. Treat.ment
as a business of exchange (Tauschgeschiift): t.he SYHlPtoms have t.o be rigged up in suC'h a way, that t.hey,
as a demand (Nachfrage), will fit t.o some supply (Angebot.) of the rnedieo-t.ec:hnical pharmaceut.lc industry,
corresponding to each ot.her.

( 7)

K. Marx, "The Holy Family", MEW 2

( 8)

Different.ial euthanasia means t.he well planned,
systemat.ic destruction of life on a mass scale, which
by its sophistically and scientifically done execution
escapes mostly from being noticed HII!1 realized because
of its ("scientifically") being chosen of those who shall
be killed and because of t.he well controlled (gesteuert)
speed and velocit.y of this process of destruction, quite
suitable t.o the definition "d iff ere n t i a I
eut.hanasia". For the patients of the SPK there were
many occasions to experience the t.rials and attempts
of this kind of killing human lives at the university's
psychiat.ric hospit.al of Heidelberg, espeeially by t.he
doctors von Baeyer, Blankenburg and Oest.erreich.

( 9)

We are aware, that. illness existed sinee long ago before there was capitalism ("The mis~!ry is older than
capitalism" - W. Reich). Illness result.s from domination
- violence of men against men - a domination which
starts with pri va te property.
W. Reich by the researches of Malinowski has pointed
out the transition of t.he mat.rlarchal social order to
the patrlarchal one, the latter being based on private
property (W. Reich "The Invasion of Compulsory SexMorality" - "Oer Einbruch der Sexualmoral"). In this
book W. Reich explains comprehensively how there were
developed the drive suppressing (triebeinsc:hrankende)
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mechanisms !l S a r e suI t of the origin of private
property. And by that therefore than - "in modern
speaking" - there rise neuroses, perversions and other
body phenomena of illness. Tn epistemologlc view (erkenntnistheoretisch) the concept of W. Reich firstly is
of most. huge importance, because it falsificates quit.e
striking every "genetic" theory ("erbgenetische Theorie") of the neuroses !lnd of the psychoses explaIning
their connection with the social relations of property.
To change Illness (die Aufhebung der Krankheit.) Is the
same as to abolish the private ownership (private
propert.y) of t.he means of production (Aufhebung des
Prlvatbesitzes an den Produktionsmitteln - see Marx,
theory of alienation - Entfremdungst.heorle). It was not
by contingence and by accidentallt.y that we have defined Illness elsewhere as Ufe being broken in it.self.
(IO)

Buffer of crises (Krisenpuffer):
a) expenses for 1llness: at the universities of Yale,
Berkely and Harvard there were calculated the costs
of single diseases, respecting the lost work days,
the expenses for medical treatment and also respective to the expenses In favour of the related famlly
members of the sick person and also regarding the
change concerning the behaviour of consumption,
specially for any involved person, thus the expenses
for all persons who directly or Indirect.ly had been
struck by the 1l1ness. There resulted that in the
year 1954 there was a "loss" of 2 222 000 000 $,
caused by 734 669 cases of cancer, thus 3 024 $
for each case ("loss" of course means a loss for the
economy). Concerning tuberculosis there were caused
by 94 984 cases a loss of 724 000 000 $ = 7 622 $
for each case.
(The here mentioned numbers have been taken from
Jean-Claude Polack, "La medecine du capital", Paris
1971, p. 36).
From t.he researches of t.he mentioned author Polack
there also follows, that. the American civlIlzation
can't afford to extinguish complet.ely t.he t.uberculosis without bearing a risk for its economic structures (see in the same book p. 36/37).
b) Connection between health sect.or and pharmaceutic
Industry: the chemical-pharmaceutic Industry Is a
sector of production and the distributing sector
(ZlrkulationssphAre) of this Industry is situated in
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the instit.utions of the health sect.or. Sales crises in
this sector of production consequently are followed
by the necessity tu augment the sales by addressing
to the medical insurances and to the doctors (for
example by making advertisements in the correspondIng teehnical journals); or the chemicalpharmaceut.ic industry addresses directly t.o the
patient hImself, thus eliminating the medIcal sector,
by means of a huge offer of pUblieity recommending
medicaments which are avallable without prescription, and so t.his industry will carry the patient.s
into dependence; the Industry itself replacing the
phYSician.
c) Turning the commodity labour force int.o It.s optimum
of ability to be exploited.
d) The cont.rlbutions to the social Insurances paid by
the workers for the St.ate are serving as a fund for
investment. help to the economy.
(1] )

The fascIsts are used to pervert and to corrupt all
revolutionary matters (see also R. Reiche, "Sexuali tilt
und Klassenkampf"). Therefore in their eyes illness as
a revolutionary force of production must be eliminated.
The need for life of a person thus is turned into a
biologistic principle of life, to t.he healthy, "wort.h
livIng" life, a proceeding which indeed represents a
perversIon, because there is only the question for a
lIfe whIch seems to be good for evaluation. Each life
which doesn't correspond to this demand get.s reserved
for the mass-annihllatlon (Massenvernicht.ung) formed
by differential euthanasia (Oifferentialeuthanasie). This
perversion is expressed by this, that hell. I t h a s
a n a b I lit. y t 0 b e e x p I 0 I t. e d appears In t.he
consciousness of the respective person as a good feeling or at least is expected to appear so.
There are perhaps inner constraints and ant.agonisms
by which occasionally in crises psychiatry and healt.h
sector as a total see themselves obliged, together with
the capitalist. machinery of State, to condemn the ill
persons calling them superfluous gluttons - because of
being obst.acles for "research and t.eachlng" - lazy
bones, evil doing fools and dangerous to the public,
wild-growth (Wildwuchs), nourishment for clink and
gas-chamber, thus preparing the patients to get. t.hem
"market.able"? If t.hls is t.rue, t.here follows that. also
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must exist the phenomenon of its opposit.e, what means
that the III persons are welcomed and well recommended from time to time denoting t.hem as good people,
d1l1gent people, in short as the better people identity of the opposites.
(12)

"Self-abandonment" ("Selbstprelsgabe"): Schnyder and
his accomplices made use of this word (see correspondences I, page 163/164) - following the tendency in
the explanations of the psychiatry professor Bochnik at
Frankfurt who in his "report" about the SPK first used
this word. The cont.ext as It follows from Rochnik in
the own words of the latt.er: "The psychiatrist Ernst
Kretschmer is saId to have said once, that the psychiatrlst.s are sentencing (begut.achten) the psychopaths
if t.he times are good, but if the times are bad there
are governed the psychiatrists by the psychopaths.
Shall we wish t.o get. bad times?" ("Der Psyehiat.er Ernst
Kretschmer soll gesagt haben, da~ wlr Psychopathen in
gut.en Zelt.en begutacht.en, wahrend sie uns in schlechten Zelt.en beherrschen. Soll man sich schlecht.e Zeit.en
wiinschen?" - see SPK-clocumentatioJl I, p. 82/83)

(l3)

See correspondences T, p. 163/] 64.

(14)

See SPK-doeumentat.ion T - report.s of Dr.med.
D. Spazler, Heidelberg; Prof. P. Bruckner, Hannover;
Prof. Dr. H. E. Richter, Gie~en.

(15)

Excurs.ions of extermination against objects by installed wear (eingebaut.er Verschlei~), Included immediate destruction of wares, the permanently becoming
old-fashioned of the wares (permanent.es Modeveralten)
and ann Ihilating excursions against every kind of
human nature by means of pervert.ing t.he human productive energies of life to the totality of alienated
and methanic work and greedy consuming t.o excess by
means of the violent maintaining of those relations of
production, In order to make t.he cash box agree that's what we call imperialism to the interior
(illness).

(l6)

See correspondences I, p. 163/164.

(17)

See for example the arguments of t.he dean Leferenz
(Faculty of Law at the University of Heidelberg) in the
session of the Senate on 24 November 1970, when he
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demanded the "competent. agencies" ("zlIstandlge
Organe") of the university t.o execute as promptly as
possible the sellt.enee of the Senate, t.hat. the SPK
cannot become an institution at the universit.y and
therefore prompt.ly mllst be eliminated "usine all
executive means of the State" - SHY: violenee of police
- (see also correspondences T)
(l8)

See correspondences I, p. 163/164.

(19)

"Formula" belonging t.o t.he oath of Hippocrates

(20)

Dr.med. Blankenburg - assist.ant medical director at. the
university's psychiatric hospital at Heidelberg

(21)

See correspondences I, p. 1631164 ..

(22)

Prof. Rralltigalll - director of the univf>rsity's
psychosomatic hospital at Heidelberg

(23)

See correspondences I, p. 163/164.

(24)

"Demands of the Socialist Patil:!TIt.s' Collective t.o Ule
reetor's office" (SPK-doeumentation I, p. 19).

(25)

The experts: Prof.Dr.Dr. H. E. RiehtP.r, direct.ol' of the
psychosomatic hospital at t.he university of Gie!3en;
Prof. Dr. Peter Rrikkner, direr-tor of t.he seminar of
psychology at. the t.echnical universit.y of Hannover and
Dr.med. Dieter Spazier, medical speeialist. for psychiatry
and neurology and former leader of the universlt.y's
psych1atric: policlinic at Heidelberg. Besides of that the
SPK made a seientiric report about it.s act.ual work and
a look-out. for corning t.asks. Those four works have
been published In t.he document.at.ion ahout. the SPK of
Heidelberg by the faculty and of the hasic group of
medicine at. thp. university of Gjf>~en.

(26)

- The child of a SPK-patient was taken hy the poliee
as a hostage ill order t.o enter as the first person
t.he house In which those pigs supposed to stay
people ready to defend themselves hy start.ing a
shooting-out.
- Detained persons were subrnlt.ted to extortions like
the following: "we Just will do a search of your
hOllse (Hausdurchsuchung), if you continue refusing
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to give a statement. t.here can be shot. dearl persolls
who perhaps are innoeent and who perhaps have
confidenee In you. The responsibility then will be on
your side."
(27)

September 1972

(28)

He who takes the word "poisoning treatment" for an
exaggeration should be told that t.he professor in
ordinary and second president of the World Organization Of Psychiat.ry and Neurology. v. Baeyer, for
sociallst politics surely unsuspected, again and again
recommended to his assistant doctors t.he advant.ages of
electroshocks, because, as he told. the danger of damages of the cent.ral-nervous system by applying a
treatment by medicaments would be certainly greater
than the perhaps bad effects being calculated In the
case of a treatment hy electroshocks. Both treatments,
as everybody knows, are causing the destruction of
nerve cells, the latter being unable to regenerate
themselves quite In contrast to the other cells of an
organism.

(29)

v. Baeyer, HiUner and others In "Psychiatry of the
Persecuted" ("Psychlatrie der Verfolgten"): "Again and
again In few or in many cases there are very skilful
scientists, who, influenced by political power, leave
the way of uncorruptlble objeetivlty, thus representing
a behaviour which in most of the cases must neither
be caused by a direct order nor by material corruption
(bribery), but being caused more or less indirectlyatmospherically (indirekt-at.mosphii.risch) by the unconscious want (unbewujltes Bedurfnis) to float in the
main stream of their time ("im grojlen Strom der Zeit
mitzuschwimmen ")." - v. Baeyer in: The affirmation of
the NS-ideology in t.he medicine in special refer to
euthanasia.

(30)

has been dropped

(31)

see documentary chapter: "About the pol1tlcal economy
In the Identity of suicide
murder", p. 134.

(32)

"On Sunday, 21 March 1971 at 6 o'clock Il.m. unknown
persons announced by telephone call to the Socialist.
Patients' Collective (SPK) their intention t.o kill the
SPK member Wolfgang Huber ("founder", "leader",

=
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"chief-ideologist and chief-activist" of the SPK). H...
who called up, announced to shoot dead Huber in t.he
following week, if the SPK should not ll.gree to fulfil
his only condition: to make his daught.er (SPK member)
leave the SPK and ret.urn t.o her family. This mellace
with murder includes a progressive and a reactionary
moment.. Because of its protest, it is progressive. Protest against the existing cannibal mode of productlon, principle of rivalry and competition - the great
figures devour the Bttle ones (as we could find out
the llttle factory of t.he death threat's aut.hor just had
gone bankrupt last week). The reactionary moment. of
this threat consist.s in directing t.he prot.est against
those who permanently attack the Illness producing
cannibal relations and who have organized themselves
in the SPK, struggling against those who are responsible for the named relations ...
Last not least by such threats and their execution It
can be understood, how ruling ideology becomes material violence. Everybody who uncritically reads the
RNZ-press (Rhein-Neckar-Zeltung), t.he BILD-press or
who uncritically watches television thus becomes a
pot e n t I a I assassin who, following the ideology
Instilled In him, can be seduced to an activity of t.hat
kind." (see SPK-documentation II, p. 108 - 110,
patients'-Info No 33)
(33)

In particular all those relations which have t.o do with
the psychoanalytic way of interpret.ation, relations as
so-called transfer, retrotransfer (Gegeniihertragung),
projections, inhibition (Widerstand) etc. and so-called
authorit.y conflicts, If t.hey became manifest during the
course of the agitations between two persons or In the
group agitation were solved and finally complet.ely
abollshed during process and proceeding course of
emancipation, cooperation and solidarity by applying
the categories of utilit.y value and exchange value
(Gebrauchswert lind Tauschwert).

(34)

see also "Listen Little Man" ("Rede an den kleinen
Mann") by Wilhelm Reich, 1946.

(35)

During the weekends - Saturdays and Sundays - there
always t.ook place three grollp agitations and three
study work assemblles, because there were many people
In the SPK who were occupied with work or f!tmily from
Monday to Friday.

]9::\

(36)

Spinoza, "Ethics" ("Ethik") - chapter III "About the
emot.lons" ("Von den Affekten")

(37)

The agitation repeatedly was ('ailed thoroughly into
question bot.h SPK-Internal and in the public. For
example one day, during a study group meeting, two
patients decided to abolish complet.ely all medical
functions together with the connected persons. By a
newly started detailed discussion of t.he SPK methods it
could be realized that those two patients had been
generally noticed because of their permanently asking
and calling for the "doctor". This contradiction promptly became evident, also in the group sit.uation which
just took place; but not at all - as it could have been
expected In all probablllt.y - in the way of a critique
against the "foolish opinions", or against the "mistaking behaviour" (Fehlverhalten) of the bot.h pat.ient.s or
be it concerning the concoctions (Machwerke) "transfer"
or "fixation". But t.hls contradiction became evident by
reaUzing the problem wh.ich concerned indeed every
person in the SPK. Even during personal and group
agitations from time to time all of us were reproducing
one another jllst as if we were dealers, consumers and
cheated cheats (betrogene Betruger). This because just
that had been the only Input Int.o ourselves by the
society we formerly had lived in, lacking any kind of
consciousness about. this matter of fact C.. well eben
mehr und anderes nicht in uns reingekommen ist).
Caused by experiences like those t.he general interest.
of the agitation was directed to the behaviours of
consumption and dominat.ion, as connected to the sodal
relations of a commodities producing society (einer
warenproduzierenden Gesellschaft).

(38)

The wrong tracks of Freud (Die Irrwege des Freud'sehen
Denkens) consist In that, lIsing a simple formula, t.hat.
he for all the questions, which from all of their beginnings were present.ing t.hemselves to him as materialistic problems, doesn't find any solution, except
spiritualistic Odeallstische) answers. In spite of all his
critical attitudes, which he seemingly establishes
against the bourgeois society, he finally remains tied
to the bourgeois ideology. His thinking staggers between a mechanistic materialism on the one hand and
a metaphysical idealism on the other; besides of that
he Is turning (Hyposl.asierung = nberhohung) the
bourgeois order of society quite simply into the
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."princlple of reality" ("RealiUitsprinzip"). There is
completely inhihit.ed any working out. of ttll' conditions
of development from which has resulted the present.
bourgeois society (die historische Dimension hleillt
verdeckt). Just in the latter there are situated the
epistemologic prerequisites and condit.iolls from whieh
follows the pessimism of Freud, which all comment.ators
correspondingly have found in the works of Freud.
(39)

From the expulsion of Wilhelm Reich from the
Communist Party there followed, besides of being
isolat.ed, that he didn't. go on to develop his starting
from a materialistk-d.ialectieal t.heory of sexuallt.y.
l'~rom t.hat Ulere also becomes underst.andable the relapse to a H1eehanistir materialisrfl, as 11. Is represent.ed
In the last. years of Reich's life concerning his explalIatluns given t.o t.he orgoll-UlHory, developed by him.
For the communist. part.ies, frolll the.i,· refusing t.o
accept the sexual misery in any eonneet.ion wit h t.heir
politics, there resulted a false sense of shame and a
puritanism in the organizat.ions of t.he parties which
then became the base of a doctrinarism and a bureaucrat.ism just like that, which we find nowadays again
in t.he founding programs of communist. parties of UIP
lefties. In their groups t.here now are apparently t.he
same structures of doctrinarism and bureaucratism,
which formerly were lIOt. there in t.he preceding antiauthoritarian movement of protest of the 68 th , now
smashed.

(40)

Tn t.he primal societies (UrgeseJlschaften) the organization of the social units is determined hy the necessity to st.ruggle against the powers originating from
nat.ure. The findings of W. Reich In "The Invasion of
Compulsory Sex-Moralit.y" ("Der Einbruch der Sexualmoral"), based on the findings of Malinowski are (If
except.ional epist.emologic importanee in this eon text.:

1.) Jt. demonstrates the connections bet.ween the forces
of nature and the violence ill t.he int.erlor of t.he
social units. In the int.erlor of a social unit - for
example at the nat.lves of the Trobriand Isles, who
nevertheless are an exceptional case - there are
no sodal const.raints beeallse nature in no way is
opposit.e to the people.
2.) The economle development as a snch nne (t.ransition
t.o agrieulture) leads to the develonrn<>p>+
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property and therefore to the monogamy, the spouses regarding each ot.her as t.helr property, and it
results from that the social constraints suppressing
t.he drives (triebeinsehrankende Folgen). It Is of
great importance to notice, that. there might he embedded In t.his "paradisiac primal situation" ("paradiesischem Urzustand") an impulse to develop into
another sit.uation which Is higher from an economic
point of view, a transition which - for the Inhabitants of the Trobrland Isles - came automatically,
that is to say without being induced by outside influence, for example trade exchanges wit.h a more
developed other tribe, exchanges, which in other
cases, but not. in that. of the Trobriands, commonly
produce changes in a society like that.
3.) The work of W. Reich presents the suppression of
drives (Trlebunterdrtickung) as a result of the development. of private propert.y as well as a prerequisite to maintain and to augment private property. The book of W. Reich "The Invasion of Compulsory Sex-Morality" ("Der Einbruch der Sexualmoral") also represent.s a consistent. falsification of
all those theories which try to prove the so-called
ment.al disturbances whet.her pseudo-philosophical
as a fact of human existing (Grundbefindlichkelt) or
as a consequence of genetical determination, the
latter being taken for a biologically true argument.
Those symptoms which scientifically have been
classlfJed as mental illnesses Indeed have nothing
to do with anthropology, because they are nothing
but dependent variables (Momente abhangige
Variable) of t. h e ant. h r 0 polo g y itseif, this
latter anthropology being nothing but the totality
of all the experiences which t.he human species
ever had (TotaliUt der menschltchen Gattungserfahrung), which has to be det.ermlned In t.he
Marxist way as al1enatlon (Entfremdung) and as
abolition of alienation (Aufhebung der
Entfremdung).

=

(41)

Using the llberatlon st.ruggle of the people of Algeria
as an example Frantz Fanon has explained in his book
"The Wretched of the Eart.h" ("Die Verdammt.en dieser
Erde") how by taking part in the revolution of the
formerly colonized people not only especially psychiatric symptoms disappeared but also physical

] 9h

grievances and troubles (Beschwerden. Hler ausdrilcklicll n1cht Symptome) like damages of the int.ervert.ebral
disks (Bandscheibenschliden), chronic uJeers (If thE'
st.omach and of the intestines (chronische Darm- lind
Magengesehwiire), rheumatical and other cramps of the
muscles also disappeared. -These somatized grievances
and troubles had - in former times and wit.hout the
taking part in the revolutionary proeess - successfully
resisted any treatment and any attempt to remove t.he
t.roubles and t.hus adjust the person who suffered from
them owing to the way of life during the (~oloTllzation.
(42)

For the understanding of terms like "part.ial drives"
("Partialtriebe"), "genitality" ("Genit.alltlit") etc., we
point t.o t.he bookH of Wilhelm Reich: "The Invasion of
Compulsory Sex-Moralit.y" ("Der Einbruch der Sexualmoral"), "The Sexual Revolution" ("Die sexuelle Revolution"), "The Funct.ion of Orgasm" ("Die Funktion des
Orgasmus"), " The Mass Psychology of Fascism" ("Dip
Massenpsychologle des Faschlsmus").
Within the scope of this book It is not. possible to
develop the whole of a connected theory of sexuality
in a mat.erialistic view. Nevertheless regarding practical matters it. seems to us to be of special Importance to point out, t.hat we have tried the hest we
could to reduce (erst zuriickgefiihrt und dann ersetzt)
quite consciously t.o dialectic-materialistic categories
all psychoanalytic terms which nevertheless still are
appearing even in the progressive works of Reich.

(43)

K. Marx - Capital I, p. 381/382 and
1971; space type by t.he editors.

(44)

"Besides all the functionaries of the American health
system realize quit.e exactly t.hat. the slt.uation on t.he
iabour market influences the t.herapeutic level, the
former det.ermining work and development in the hospitals. rf the unemployment grows, chronic diseases
are allowed to expand, because t.here will be no danger
for the economy by an increasing number of patipnts.
This sit.uation exist.s in Ameriea since the Second World
War; and this was the situation during the world monet.ary crisis in 1929." (J .C. Polack, "La medecine du
capital", Paris ] 971, p. 35)

(45)

In thIs cont.ext the definition of ill people to be deprived of all rights is an important coefficient in the

[I.

384 - MEW,
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whole development. How this deprivation of rights
manifested Itself during the development of the SPK
can be found on pages 37 - 51 in this book.
(46)

Taken from a leaflet which was distributed by the
"Comitl! d'Action Sante" in February 1969 at the doors
of the car factory Renault at FUns.

(47)

K. Marx - Capital I, p. 384 - MEW, 1971

(48)

J.C. Polack - "La mMeclne du capital", Paris 1971,
p. 35/36

(49)

Mural slogan during the May of Parts 1968

(50)

Hegel

(51)

Compare also what judiciary Issued against the socalled ringleaders of SPK, described In the "Historical
Section", p. 26 ff.

(52)

Not the protection of territorial frontiers but. protection of the borders between exploiters and exploited
people.

(53)

Here we have quoted the paragraphs In order to point
out that the organs of the State permanently violate
those very laws, which they pretend to protect. What.
there Is to be protected cannot be protected otherwise,
except by Violating It.

(54)

BeCk-texts, 1]lh edition, May 1971, dtv;
§ 129 Criminal Conspiracy (criminal organization)

(1) he who founds a union, the purpose of the activity of which is aiming at committing punishable
activities, or he who takes part In such a union
as a member, or he who wins a person over to
this cause, or he who supports it, wlll be punished
by imprisonment up to fIve years.
(2) section (]) has not to be appUed,
1. If the union Is a political party which Is not
sentenced by the Supreme Court of the Constitution (Bundesverfassungsgertcht) as an unconstitutional (verfassungswidrlge) party.
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(3)
(4)

(5)

(6)

2. If the commit.ting of punishable ::tct.ivit.ies only
represents a purpose or an act.ivlty of subordinate meaning or
3. as far as the purposes and the ltcti v i ties of
t.he union represent punishable Hctivitips under
§§ 84 unt.lJ 87.
Punishable is also t.he attempt. to found a union
such as mentioned in section (1).
If the perpetrator belongs to the rinele::tclers or to
the rear rank men (Hint.ermanner) or if there
should be another special heavy case, then the
imprisonment has to be from six months t.o five
years. Besides of that. t.here can be p::tssed an
additional sentence permitting the being put under
pollee observat.ion (Polizeiaufslcht).
III the ease of members who are not. t.hltt guIlty
and whose involvement is only of subordinate
IJllportance the court can mitigate the punishment
aceording to its own estimation (§ 15) or it can
refrain from ::t punishment. correspondIng t.o the
sections (1) and (3).
The court at. his free discretIon can mit.igat.e the
punishmf'nt. (§ 15) or it e::tn following t.he named
regulat.ions waive any punishment., if the cUllImiUer
1. by free will and e~trnestly takes pains t.o inhihit, that the union can tH! ('ontinued or can
eomlllit the eriminal acts according to its aiming
at, or
2. discloses hIs knowledge In time to ::tn office, in
order th::tt criminal acts of which he knows the
plans yet can be Inhibit.ed; if t.he cornmitter
achieves to inhibit that. the union can continue, or if this purpose also will he Hehieved
wIthout. his efforts, he shall not. be punished.
(See therefore also "police state", p. 103 1 05!).

§ 81 High Treason against. the Federal Repuhlic
(1)

He who st.arts hy violence or hy menaeing wit.h
violence
1. to impair t.he being eontinued of t.he Feder::tl
Republic of Germany or
2. to change the constitutIonal order which is
based on t.he Bask Law of the Federal Republic
of Germany,
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shall be punished because of high treason against.
t.he Federation by life-long imprisonment or by
Imprisonment of at least ten years.
(2) In cases of less importanee t.he punishment wlIl he
an imprisonment from one to ten years.

(55)

Northern Ireland fighters without depressions
"Since the Civil War In Northern Ireland Is raging the
number of depressive Illnesses and also the rate of
suicides and of attempted suicides has fallen to a
flabbergasting degree, being now only half of their
former levels. This can be found with men of the lower
social classes, who are the persons being most engaged
in those struggles. Men of the upper classes and in
some of the qulter parts of Northern Ireland on the
other hand are now suffering more from depressions
than before. (so Dr. H.A. Lyons from the Purdysburn
Hospital Belfast)."
Frankfurter Rundschau from 21 August 1972

(56)

The same applies to the dialectics of accusation and
defence In the so-called State of Rule and Law (state
under the rule of law, sog. Rechtsstaat), except the
difference, that the "defence" (being defended by a
lawyer), because of being constrained by the juridical
formallsm can't proceed but to the turning over Into
the accusation again and again, as long as the tools of
the defence (namely the lawyers themselves) are still
joined to the power of the monopo1ists of the law.

(57)

Those document.s meanwhUe were published in the SPKdocumentation II, Glejlen, p. 148 until 170, repeatedly
publlshed, last time in an edit.lon of several 1000
books, to be acquired in the usual bookshops.
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AnsAtze zur Pathopraktlk, Dlapathlk und Utopathle der
RevolutIon in der Neuro-Revolutlon. Heidelberg 1988.
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von 'Radio Dreyeckland' am 21. und 31.1.1983 sowie von
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ISBN 3-926491-11-6, 160 S., DM 20,--
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Patlentenfront (hu): zum HEILsfall Landeskrankenhaus (hler:
Wlesloch). Tradition und Geschichte; Angrlffe und Zielkonstanten des Patlentenwiderstand, Reakt.ionsmechanlken der
Arzt.e. Heidelberg 1991. ISBN 3-92649)-)5-9,66 S., DM 6,-Patlentenfront (hu): K ran k h e its Rat
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Enthirnungsanschlag gegen Mathematlker. Experlmentalpathopraktisches Protokoll einer Aktion. Ober das Handwerk des
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Patlentenfront. (hu): Testi del COLLETTIVO SOCIALISTA DEI
PAZIENTI (SPK) e del FRONTE DEI PAZIENTI (PF). Estratto del
libro del FRONTE DEI PAZIENTJ (hu): 'Krankheit, die Ganzheit
mit. Zukunft' (Malattia, la interezza con un fut.uro).
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Fronte del Pazienti'; 'Iatrocrazia su scala mondlale';
'Potere, Iatrarchia I Malattla, Violenza'; 'Iatroclastia';
'Numeri e Resti'.
Trasmisslone radio del FRONTE DEI PAZIENTl (hu) (In (;01-
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della Sessuallta' del COLLETTIVO SOCIALISTA DEI PAZIENTI.
Amsterdam 1989. ISBN 3-926491-16-7, 84 S., DM 15, L 11000
Patientenfront (hu): Over ziektewlnst en patientenverzet.
2. Aufl., Amsterdam 1989. IDS., DM 4.-Patientenfront (hu): Letters concerning the cooperation wlth
a patients' group In Canada during a campaign against
electroshock; strike-declaration of patients fighting against
medicIne, especially against psychopharmaca; etc.
Amsterdam 1989. 16 S., DM 4,-Colectlvo Sociallst.a de Pacientes (hu): SPK - Hacer de la
enfermedad un anna. Un texto de agltaclon del Colectivo
Soclalista de Paclentes en la unlversldad de Heidelberg.
Con un pr6logo de Jean-Paul Sartre. (en preparac16n)
Collectlf Soclallste de Patients (hu): S.P.K., Falre de la
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Prices are subject to change without notice.
III Writings of lllness In Gennan language, published by other
publishers
Berlchte und ErklArungen von Gefangenen. Huber (SPK/PF)
WD, Dr.med. In: Kursbuch 32, S. 158-167, Berlin 1973
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Greek version of: SPK - Aus der Krankhelt elne WaITe
machen. Athen 1984.
Psychlatrle Polltique. L'AITalre de Heidelberg (S.P.K.).
Llbralrie Franc;ois Maspero, Paris 1972.
S.P.K., Faire de la maiadle une anne. Editions Champ Llbre,
Paris 1973 [out of print. In preparation by KRRIM: new
translation authorized by the Patlentenfront (hu) In a
completely revised edlt.lon, now with t.he preface of JeanPaul Sartre.)
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SessuaJ1U e Polit.ica. Documenti del Congresso
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Patlentenfront (hu): La latrocrazla su scala mondlale.
In: La Follia, Documenti del Congresso int.ernazlonale di
pslcanallsi, Milano, 1-4 Dlcembre 1976. Introduzlone e cura
dl Armando Verdigllone. Milano 1977 .• )
Patient.enfront (hu): Potere, iatrarchJa/malat.tia, vlolenza.
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Venezia 1978. *)
Patlentenfront (PF): AkUe tegen mlshandeUng SPK lld.
Experlmentalpathopraktisches Protokoll einer Aktlon.
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Patientenfront: Hongerstaklng als Pathopraktljk. HolHindische
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This bibliography deliberat.ely omits the secondary
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superficial because of the proved life-hostility
(= rassism against patients) of its authors. (See also:
Iatrokratie im Weltma~stah - Iatrocracy on the world
scale, p. 2ft)
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e del FRONTE DEI PAZIENTI (PF).
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Comments on the SOCIALIST PATIENTS' COLLECTIVE (SPK) and
on the PATIENTS' FRONT (PF) .. :

Ingeborg Drewitz (J 986): The conception of 1llness (Krankheitsbegrlff), as it was worked out by the SPK and by the Patients'
Front, shatters all the basic foundations of the buUding, which
is rotten as a whole.
People's University at GlJttlngen (J 985): The Patients' Front is
the radicalized SPK. The Patients' Front attacks the ruling
System as a medical power, that's to say, it attacks every
power ( ... alles Arztllche ... ).
David Cooper (J 982): Indeed J have welcomed the following
statement of Huber-SPK: Doctors need patients, but patients
don't need doctors - but nevertheless I took it for impossible
to be carried out in reality. But meanwhile, realizing what the
Patients' Front has achieved by doing, I can't but confess that
the named statement indeed is fulfilled and that by proof.
Felix Guattari (J 974): What there was the Parisian Commune in

1870 was in 1970 the SPK, the latter in a way more ripened
(l00 years later, anyone can do that - 100 Jahre spater, kein
Kunststllck -).
Jean-Paul Sartre (1972): SPK ... the only possible radicalizing
which can't be done by any anti-psychiatry ... lllness, the only
possible form of life in capitalism. It's quite true .. , abol1tion
of the relation between doctor and patient. ... Illness being
now a revolutionary force.
Senegaleze Uberation Movement (J 983): SPK inalienable
foundation for every successful revolution in the Third World
and for every revolution yet to do there .

.. Selection of the annexes from p. 205 - 216 by the
redaction -collectl ve KRRIM
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COMMENTS FROM OTHER
CONTINENTS:
"Death is omnipresent in the llfe. SPK doesn't fetlshlze a
situatIon, but it unmasks this cat.hedral of death." SPK (musicgroup in Australia 1981)

" ... liberation struggle of the PATIENTS' FRONT in order t.o
abolish psychiatry and medicine
"Madness Network News (San
Francisco, U.S.A., autumn 1986)

STRATA:
" ... for comparatively naive relations like ours too much SPK"
(" ... fllr unsere Leutchen ... "; and also: " ... filr unsere
Verhllitnisse ... ") RAP (I 974)
"Let's learn from the revolutionary experiences of the
SOCIALIST PATIENTS' COLLECTIVE." Curdo/Valentino (Brigate
Rosse - Red Brigades - Italy 1984)

TIMES:
" ... the most important (das Entscheldende) ... achif!vlng
changes by doing (die verandernde Praxis) ... but nf!vertheless
we prefer politicizing the workers (Betriebsarbelt) drawing
advantages from the there existing hierarchy (brlngt's die
Hlerarchie)." Failed (Hat's nicht ge bra cht). Ex-Labour's matters
(Ex-Arbeitersache) Munich .1 972, finished since 1973.

" ... shouldn't have made compromises but SPK, ... many
Release HD/HH 1971, finished since 1972
"... In order to learn from the mistakes of the SPK by now
making clear distinctions between what is politics and what is
psychoanalysis." Student help-centre by Dr. SpazierlBopp,
Heidelberg (HD) 1975, finished since 1975.
"ALTERNATIVE" "NEWSPAPERS" ("ANDEREN" "ZEITUNGEN"):
Instead of SOCIALIST PATIENTS' COLLECTIVE: "SOCIALIST
PATIENTS' COLLECTIVE" (" ... " = signs of discrimination (= anFilhrungszeichen; 1970-198 7ff.)
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UNIVERSES (WITHIN THE WORLD SYSTEM, NOT RBESJDES R MITTENDRIN, NICHT "NEBENAW):

"By Illness and warmth I am immediately able to understand
the matters of fact in occultism ... If I had known about it
before, ... then I should have made PATIENTS' FRONT, and if I
would have done so, they never should have had any cause to
call me rellgiously mad because of all the Bhagwans and
Auroblndos I had met just before, and they never had been
able to imprison me in mental hospitals for years, during the
period of the last 12 years I had to go through and to suffer
from those terrifyIng experIences in those times long ago, if we
all together ... " Ex-Sannyasin (public communication 1987)
INTERVIEWS:
Question: " ... things, which not (yet) had existed during the
SPK?" - PF: "... We are In the resistance struggle for illness,
and from there it follows quIte automatically that we are
against the doctors and the nazis (Faschisten) and against
everything which has to do with overkllling sick people
(Kranken-Ausmerze) ... The way by which such things are made
happen, the means and the methods to use, which are not
those of occultism and not at all the methods and the means
of therapy, but nevertheless occult means and methods, because
they are the means and methods of pathopractice, which we
use, and they consist of what we mentioned repeatedly during
the two discourses we just have done." ("... Mittel und
Methoden, keine okkulten, erst recht keine therapeutischen
Methoden und Mittel, sondern okkulte, aber als pathopraktische,
davon war in unseren belden Vortr~gen hler mehrfach die
Rede.") PATIENTS' FRONT to the question of a Swiss newspaper
man 1987.

REPETITIONS:
"You will need to struggle by all means, for the rulers of our
society intend to stop you continuIng your p r act I c a I work
" Jean-Paul Sartre 1972 (see: preface p. 1, within this book).
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THROUGH ILLNESS, STRENGTH - THE PATIENTS' FRONT
(AUS KRANKHEIT STARK PATIENTENFRONT)

[Clipping of a radio transmission by "Radio Dreyecksland" on 21
and 31 January 1983 (see: the blbllography of the writings of
Illness - Kr§.nkschrlftenverzelchnis).)
Nowadays there Is nothing bungled round more than at llfe
(Oberhaupt wird heutzutage nirgendwo soviel rumgepfuscht als
am Leben). There can't be any doubt that he, who has the
most direct access to every kind of life, is the medical man.
For, what there appears In the fashion of life, Is lllness. It Is
under the pretext of illness, that the medical man's actlvlties
expand into all regions: bungllng llfe, destroying and killing it,
that's what the medical man primarily and finally does ( ...
verpfuscht, vernlchtet, ausmerzt). The State, which Indeed is
nothing but an organized form of capltallsm gives him the
legltlmatlon to bungle llfe, the bungllng being masked behind
the aureole of HElL (compare: heal, sanctuary, health, Integrity;
think also of the, German salutation from the days of Hitler
and of the greetings of the old Roman gladiators: AVE (HElL!
Imperator, morituri te salutant), and It Is the medical man
himself, who represents by the HElL, associated to him, the
constellation In the centre, governing all over Into heaven and
hell (In Himmel und Holle hlnelnreglert.), and in all world
periods (zu allen Zelten), In all societies.
But there also exists an explosive mixture of bungled llfe and
consciousness, a mixture, which does not keep hidden illness
any longer, but quite on the contrary starts expressing It,
making It go beyond its personal limits of the particular single
life, defending Itself against the therapeutic terrorism, for he,
namely the medical man, because of being unable to heal at
all, so much the more needs to learn how to terrorize best.
Within this warfare (Kampfesgeschehen) starts an interdependence of effects (Wechselwlrkung) and an Inner connection between the formerly Isolated persons, who until then hadn't
been able to do more, than to care' only about themselves.
To those formerly lonely persons tllness now by leaps and
bounds (sprunghaft) enhances the consciousness, the Initially
being empty (Leere) of this consciousness now Is turned into
the lesson (Lehre) of the necessity of learning anew-Iearnlngby-learning (des Umlernen-Iernen-Lernens): forming future by
producing future, making use of nothing but of one's own
activities, expanding oneself beyond one's own limits, growing
towards everybody and everything. Becoming skilful for the
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cosmIc-socIal revolutIon (tilchtlg zu werden zur kosmlschsozlalen Revolution).
Illness rather doesn't mean sufferIng, but quite on the contrary
illness has to be taken as the formula of producing the whole
of reallty llberated from doctors (Krankhelt ... Herstellungskategorle der nur arztfrei machbaren Gesamtwlrkl1chkeit).
Exactly because this real1ty as the really whole seemingly
Is marked by ImpossIbility, exactly because of that this reality
as a whole neither is an utopic reallty, nor can it be regarded
eschatologlcally as If It were tied to any doctrIne of HElL
(HEAL). It Is the utopathy as a permanent proceeding, that
means as long as there exists illness on the one hand, and as
there exists on the other hand the task to form out. of exactly
this illness, understood as If it were the whole object as a
common object (Krankheit Gesamtgegenstand), the one and only
mankind (den elnen, elnzigen Menschen - compare: adam
kadmon), who yet. has to be produced (Sie 1st. Ut.opathle in
Permanenz, d.h. solange es Krankhelt gibt und den daraus als
Gesamtgegenstand erst noch zu machenden einen und einzlgen
Menschen).
Thus:
1. Instantly kick the medical men out of all exIstent groups,
which have to do with illness, resistance groups which act
as patIents' collectives!
2. Make, that an Increasing number of doctors get berufsverbot
(prohIbition and exclusion from profession), but not because
of boozing, murder and slay and because of malpractIces like
those, but because of so-called deficiencies of character
(Charakterdefekt), and that because of resistance. ThInk
about who can be taken In consideration for that, even
today!
3. Keep your Illness from being stolen; rest awareflll! For
withIn everybody of us there putrefies a piece of medical
doctor!
Hurt (krankt) In order to live, llve in order to hurt.
Join the TrIbunals of Illness (Macht mit belm KrankheitstrIbunal), but be quite sure: only the Last Judgement of
Illness will be the beginning of your own true history (das
KrankheltsWeltgericht erst. ist der Beglnn Eurer Geschlchte).
Until then your own lIfe, WhIch of course Is the llfe at all,
will remain to be medically bungled.
For problems about surgery-operations, the problem "What-todo-if-someone-has-broken-hls-leg?", apply patIents' cont.rol
(Patlentenkontrolle) and you'll get along with this problem, and
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the rest Is to be done by iatrocides (- latrozide - pathenzised
force, that means the power taken from lllness - Kraft aus der
Krankheit).
And things like prostheses, if they are there, bring In
action those crutches against the medical men, if you have
hesitated too long, all being too late now, as it may seem
(crutches - pills, syringes, prostheses etc.). It is now In the
seventh year, that we do so. And It works! Proved In so-called
gravest cases. There already exists the first PATIENTS' FRONT
paradise. There since three years the biologic and the psychopathologic old-age-death, which was prescribed for the hit
person by the physicians, quite on the contrary Is permuted by
us all around the clock into an increasing life of consciousness.
Do start, now, at once! Make many PATIENTS' FRONT paradises!
In due time we then will tell you, how to do it. For the time
for prescriptions Is over and now all depends on efficient
knowledge, boiled knowledge (ausgekochtes), high carat knowledge, ill knowledge both In the distance and close by (hochkar!Higes, fern- und nahkrankes), tele- and sympathic knowledge (t.ele- und sympathisches), brand new knowledge (brandneu), hut well prepared by thermomimetics. No medical terror
factory, but dlapathlcs, and all about and always proved by
experience (und Immer und iiberall die Probe darauf).
Last year we had to work on three trials against medical men,
trials which were directed against the HEILanstalt (mental
hospital) Wiesloch and in the course of those trials were
sentenced as well some seven judges and lay-judges. And the
sentences were done by ten thousands of persons and again
and again. Again and again those judges and doctors were
sentenced by a mass base of protest and resistance all about
In Europe and far away including other continents, an increasing lot of corresponding interdependences of effects (elne
europaweite und noch viel weitere, korrespondierende Massenbasis ... ). Those aforesaid three trials against medical men,
trials which themselves are to be understood as just that, what
they Indeed are in reality, and that is to say, t.hat. they are
prOVincial, peripheral events within the whole of a society,
which itself Is hit by its superstition for HElL (HEAL) and
health, the whole of a society being Itself pulled to the latrocapitalist offSide of Its madness (. .. In einer ... ins iatrokapitalistische Abseits ver-rilckten Gesamtgesellschaft)' But
this kind of dissident's nightmare had bf~en over and Indeed
had had no future since 1976, that's to say long before some
governing State-psychiatrIst had instigated those from the
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talking machine (Quasselapparat) and from the cudgel machine
(Knilppelapparat) In our particle State (Landle) to prepare on a
high scale their attacks quite gloriously against two lawyers
among some thousands and last not least also against one of
their female councellors-at-illness (und dazu noch extra gegen
eine Reistandln mit Pauken und Trompeten mobil zu machen).
May be persons from the outer world, or persons who belleve in
the medical men were flabbergasted, when illness in the mental
hospital (HEILanstalt) made use of t.he hunger-strike being its
weapon now, that because of that the number of patients,
closely tied together by their resistance, was increasing from
30 to 70 within the year, in which the named processes against
medical men took place, that the women tn the HEILanstalt
(mental hospital) joined them starting riots against the doctors
and the nurses, and that the front of the enemies - influenced
by the protests from foreign countries - at least begins to
split into jurists against medical men. But there are people who
wonder and want to make us belJeve that results like those
were impossible without being based on a large support from
outside and especially being managed by an academic intellIgence, thus by an elite disposing of every kind of medically
formed and normed know-how.
Only the refutation by practise being done and proved can
serve against this false opinion, a refutation by practise on
which the future of the patients' resistance depends, be it the
most Isolated and the most atomized (vereinzelt) resistance,
done within the walls of a bang hospital of the HElL (Knallburg des HElLs), whatever it might be.
Indelible orientation remains the hunger-strike tn 1975, not
combined with any conditions at all and unllmlted in time,
done in the prison's hospital of Hohenasperg, and always between surgery and psychiatry, an orientation thus, because of
being a past matter of fact on the one hand, but nevertheless
even more efficient regardless of its obstinately having been
hushed up both all around outside and in the inner of this
fortress at those times. To this hunger-strike there had preceded a strike against every kind of privlleges and benefits,
which the physician In the prison takes for good enough to
deceive a prisoner by the Impression of health, and this resistance had been started four years earlier with an increasing
Intensity by stages. No examination, no treatment, absolutely
no talking to the medical men or to their courts or to their
police, no single step or movement towards them if they came
or if they begged for something, of course no calling them by
the bell-push of the prison cell, no shutting the door If they
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opened It, no signatures, no visits, no letters, no receiving
parcels, no fresh air, no walking nor move In the prison court,
because all privileges or benefits like these having been
censured.
The answer to this resistance behaviours was the medically
prescribed embargo of all contacts, long ago before there
existed the so-called Kontaktsperregesetz (law against contacts
In prison, also concerning lawyers), but Inverslvely there
resulted for the first time, that there took place meetings with
the lawyer and with Visitors, which were t.otally free of being
watched, for the visitors from outside more and more Inslst.ed
on having a glance at the prisoner to see whether he was yet
alive and the guardian governors suffered more and more from
being worn out. which finally was all the more untolerable for
them, because fortunately they lacked any possibllity to
transfer the prisoner to another prison hospital far away and
because In the meantime they had also exhausted all their
posslbll1t1es to break the prisoner by going on ordering one
quarantine after another, and t.hus finally for them there
remained only the one possibility to keep open the door of thIs
prisoner's cell, renouncing also their Intention to revoke his
due liberation because of the end of the sentence under the
pretext of punishing him once more because of his resistance
behaviour just mentioned, thus confirming by practise, that
torture must break down and come to Its end one way or
another, If the tortured prisoner does nothing but keeping his
obstinate silence.
Only from those forms of resistance, developed by an Isolated
prIsoner who was exposed to extreme conditions of detention,
there has resulted the possibility both for doing and studying
which delivered the foundations for the now permanently done
mass-riots in the mental hospital of Wlesloch.
From this It follows that: murder and manslaughter therein you
can't Inhibit, except by starting permanent attacks against. the
medical men, while at the same time enforcing control of the
hospital conditions from outside, but nothing gets going
therein, nothing continues working without referring to the
exemplary written history, written by the Intensified and
Increased consciousness (gestelgertes Bewulltseln) formed by
using under total risk and efforts the pathopractlcs of the
Impossible Instead of politics, disregarding all disadvantages
and refusing any compromise, refusing also every kind of
politiCS defined as: art of that being possible (Polltlk als Kunst
des Mogl1chen), but doing what seems to be the Impossible and
joining that which truely Is front: Huber WD - SPK -, is he
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whom we deal with here. For It was he, who attacked the
medical men Instead of remaining himself a carismatic therapist
and an ingeniously practical man of philosophies
(Systematiker). For if there doesn't exist any machinery of
heallng there also will be no war, no nuclear power State
(Atomstaat), no fascism. It was Wolfgang Huber, who never
hesitated, not even for a moment, to make front against the
prisons (Knast) and hospitals (Klapse) and who gruffly refused
the career of a political prisoner offered to him not only by
the prison governors, but also by other comrades (Genossen), in
order to find out, If one could rely on illness yet quite
beneath and Isolat.ed in a torturing cell, thus proving if Illness
keeps Its promise given to all who In any way ever had been
contacted dIrectly or indirectly by the SPK. For without the
healing machinery no torturing fascism can function, no iatrocapitalist pseudo-democrats society, no nuclear war.
The former pollce minister at Bonn recently has brought Into
circulation a big study of a psychiatrist spouse, In which there
is dealt especially against and with Dr. Wolfgang Huber. For
t.hose who are joined to him In friendship are lacking not only
the words because of favouring the weapon Illness, but also
they are lacking both time and sense for personality cult.,
whatever should be the premises.
The big thing Is exuberating with spelling mistakes and
with all kInds of other errors, but also it is bursting with
superlatives, which partially even are mitigated (gebremst), in
short: the big thing is at the whole nothing but a flicker chest
(Flimmerkiste) out of gallbladder- and soclalpolice-green
(Flimmerklste aus Gal\e- und Sozialgriln). Just like the
Greenles (Ole Griinen
modernist political part.y) in their
platform the psychiatrist. spouse explains using the present
polIce ministry that health has to be regarded by everybody as
the most important demand in all pollOcs, and that she herself
should be the competent person for the patients, because they
were a manyfoldly suppressed minority. Just as the Greenies
and all the others who she herself calls terrorists, she also
prefers what she is calling In her words a sound stress - even
then if this kind of stress should be in some cases the
starting point of an illness - to the cosmopolltlcally so
tremendous complex definition of Illness (Krankheitsbegriff),
especially as the definition of illness (Krankheitsbegriff)
represents the revolutionary subject, especially as it represents
illness as a weapon, weapon of knowledge and change.
But different to the Greenies she herself takes a summary
against us, regarding us as if we were, as she writes: a
disagreeable question to the future, for In our eyes, we just.

=
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mentioned it, lllness in this view 1s not at all somet.hlng which
could be taken for being questionable, but quite on the
contrary illness for us Is the productive formula (Herstellungskategorie) to form future by most radicalised love (In
radlkalster Liebe), most cordial solidarity (allerherzllchster
Verbundenheit), and communism-adverse community
(kommunismuswidriger Gemeinsamkel t).
A chieftain of the Greenies in the state parliament of BadenWOrttemberg one year ago there made use of much more distinct.
expressions, when he told to us point-blank clear: you are not.
meant to exist (Ihr gehort weg). Those who go too far, must be
selected. What we, the Greenies need, is not you with your
illness, what we need are those who are healthy, who wish to
remain it, and those don't vote for you, but quite on the
contrary for us. Why this chieftain Is not. yet expllciteiy a
victim of the 20 July ( - day of the faUed assault against
Hitler), just as the same expllcltely t.he named faculty-spouse
and christian-democratic town councillor you'll never know, but
perhaps this chieftain of the Greenies for that again Is too
green. At any rate we for our part always knew very well what
about. those guys. But he who knows by himself what he has to
do certainiy never wlll vote for the Greenies (but we ourselves
are not eligible!): - for he who has got the pain, doesn't need
to vote again (denn wer die Qual hat, dem ist die Wahl
geschenkt) .
We ourselves even take the word power as a word for a
pleonastic word of abundance, firstly and especIally if this
power is joined to the feinted and blameful reality of a
parliament, thus nothing but another component of the
iatrarchy (HEILsgewalt), which by all means Is to be abolished,
just like any other medical thing. We as PATIENTS' FRONT
confront it with the Last Judgement. of Illness (KrankheitsWeltgerlcht), and call each power iatrarchy, because every kind
of power follows the rules and the norms of the medicine, and
saying so, we prove, that. we even could achieve being understood by the doctors, If we ever should be fond of being
understood by them.
But what we truly want Is, what almost everybody wants: to
get along with their lllness.
To all those we pose the same reqblrement: do something for
you, make the PATIENTS' FRONT yourselves. You don't need at
once, beginning to put us aside, not even by doing nothing
(oo. auch nicht beihUfsweise mittels Untatigkelt). Do quite
simply nothing but making us replaceable (oo. macht uns
\lberfl\lssig).
For untU now you are bearing and transferring illness Instead
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of the new man, who is bot.h, a unit and truly an individual
C.. anstelle des elnen, einzigen Menschen). But all responsibility is on our side. What. you bear, is a heavy load, but
what Is easier? Get. down to the birth of your illness, get down
to yourself, In order t.hat you finally may rise yourself,
unseparated by reinforced concrete (Stahlbeton), pOison, surgery
knives (Skalpell), articles and particles, rising wholly, what
means completely, perfectly and in all the future C .. vollstiindig, endgOltig Ilnd nachhaltlg), inside and out.slde, wtth and
without HEIlanstalt (hospital),
but never again HElL (HEAL)!

Through Illness, strength - the PATIENTS' FRONT. The whole world upsidedown?
Utopathle knows very well how to offend
Dying disappear
WE overcome
HElL, bread and money
Awaken In pain, not tame nor
Fever buries light and night
Only completeness
constructively
Catastrophe
the most In
grammatically
parllamentarlly
praising Health
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